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Glossary 

The following key terms and acronyms are used in this document.  

BCR, or benefit cost ratio (also 

referred to as EBCR, or economic 

benefit cost ratio)  

The ratio of benefits to costs calculated in a cost benefit 

analysis. If the ratio is greater than one, then the project 

has more benefits than costs. The formula used is: sum of 

present value of benefits divided by sum of present value 

of costs. 

CBA, or cost benefit analysis A quantitative economic appraisal methodology used to 

assess whether or not the social and economic benefits 

associated with a project are greater than its social or 

economic costs. 

CBA-TMN Technical Methodology Note – Cost-Benefit Analysis 

(OPW, 2018a). Irish guidance for undertaking flood risk 

management cost-benefit analysis.  

CEA, or cost effectiveness 

analysis 

A quantitative economic appraisal methodology used to 

compare the alternative approaches to delivering the same 

or similar policy outcomes. CEA is often undertaken when 

benefits associated with a proposal cannot be quantified.  

CFRAM Programme Catchment-based Flood Risk Assessment and 

Management Programme. Ambitious programme of 

appraisal studies to proactively develop flood risk 

management plans across Ireland. For further information 

refer to the OPW’s information leaflet.1 

CO2e, or carbon dioxide 

equivalents  

To allow for comparison of a project’s global warming 

potential (see GWP), emissions from the ‘basket of seven’ 

greenhouse gas emissions are converted into carbon 

dioxide equivalents using the GWP conversion rates. The 

seven greenhouse gases considered are carbon dioxide, 

methane, nitrous oxide, sulphur hexafluoride, 

hydrofluorocarbons, perfluorocarbons and nitrogen 

trifluoride.  

COBALT Cost and Benefit to Accidents Light Touch assessment is a 

computer program developed to undertake the analysis of 

the impact of accidents as part of the economic appraisal 

of road schemes.  

 
1 https://www.gov.ie/pdf/?file=https://assets.gov.ie/46105/61a30f5b943048a3a600eb7c45cd6e32.pdf#page=1  

https://www.gov.ie/pdf/?file=https://assets.gov.ie/46105/61a30f5b943048a3a600eb7c45cd6e32.pdf#page=1
https://www.gov.ie/pdf/?file=https://assets.gov.ie/46105/61a30f5b943048a3a600eb7c45cd6e32.pdf#page=1
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CPI Consumer Prices Index. A measure of inflation based on 

costs to consumers. 

DEFRA Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs, UK  

DHLGH Department of Housing, Local Government and Heritage. 

Formerly the Department of Housing, Planning and Local 

Government (DHPLG)  

DoB, or duration of benefits Funding in England is allocated based on the assessment 

of benefits over the ‘Duration of Benefits’. This is the time 

until the next major capital investment in the wider flood 

risk management system, defined as any investment in a 

single year greater than 20% of the current investment.  

DPER Department of Public Expenditure and Reform, Ireland. 

DTTAS Department of Transport, Tourism and Sport, Ireland 

Economic appraisal The comparison of benefits and costs to support the 

identification of ‘best value’. It considers the benefits and 

costs over the full lifespan of the project and is not limited 

to the assessment of only monetised benefits and costs. 

ESS, or ecosystem service The benefits people obtain from ecosystems. These 

include provisioning services such as food and clean 

water; regulating services such as flood protection, carbon 

sequestration and disease control; cultural services such 

as recreation and wellbeing. Refer also to multiple benefits 

EPP, or economic payback period The payback period refers to the amount of time it takes to 

recover the cost of an investment. The payback period is 

the length of time until an investment reaches a breakeven 

point.  

ERR, or economic rate of return The economic rate of return is the discount rate at which 

the cost and benefits of a project, discounted over its life, 

are equal.  

ETS, or emission trading scheme The ETS is the world’s largest emissions trading scheme. 

An annually decreasing cap is set on the total amount of 

certain greenhouse gases that can be emitted by 

installations covered by the scheme. 

Companies receive or buy emission allowances, which can 

be traded as needed. Companies can also buy limited 

amounts of international credits from emission-saving 

projects around the world. 
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FCERM-AG  Flood and Coastal Erosion Risk Management Appraisal 

Guidance (Environment Agency, 2010). The English flood 

risk management appraisal guidance. 

FEMA Federal Emergency Management Agency (USA)  

GDP, or gross domestic product The total monetary or market value of all the finished 

goods and services produced within a country’s borders in 

a specific time period.  

GWP, or global warming potential Each greenhouse gas has the potential to accelerate 

global warming at a different rate. To reflect this and allow 

for simpler comparison, greenhouse gas emissions should 

be converted to a common metric (Global Warming 

Potential), which is expressed in equivalent tonnes of 

carbon dioxide. 

Hazus - MH A computer program, developed by the Federal 

Emergency Management Agency, to estimate potential 

building and infrastructure losses from natural hazards.  

HEC-FDA Hydraulic Engineering Centre – Flood Damage Reduction 

Analysis tool developed to assist US Army Corps of 

Engineers (USACE) study members analysing the 

economic impacts of flood risk management projects.  

HEFS, or high-end future scenario The High-End Future Scenario (HEFS), considered by the 

CFRAMs, considers the potential impacts of climate 

change and other possible future changes. It represents a 

severe estimate of future flood risk. 

IBCR, or incremental benefit cost 

ratio 

The ratio of the additional benefit to the additional cost, 

when two options with different standards of protection are 

compared. 

IRR, or internal rate of return The discount rate at which the cost and benefits of a 

project, discounted over its life, are equal. 

KPIs, or key performance 

indicators 

A measurable value that demonstrates how effectively an 

intervention is achieving key objectives. 

MCA, or multi criteria analysis An economic appraisal methodology used to compare a 

set of options. This method establishes preference 

between project options by reference to an explicit set of 

criteria, weightings and objectives. It is useful for 

considering qualitative costs and benefits in appraisals.  

MCH, or Multi Coloured Handbook Flood and Coastal Erosion Risk Management - Handbook 

for Economic Appraisal (Flood Hazard Research Centre, 
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2020). This is an annually updated and abridged technical 

summary of the MCM.  

MCM, or Multi Coloured Manual Flood and Coastal Erosion Risk Management - Manual for 

Economic Appraisal (Flood Hazard Research Centre, 

2013). Contains technical guidance on the evaluation of 

flood risk management benefits. Developed for flood risk 

management projects in the UK, and more specifically 

England. 

MRFS, or mid-range future 

Scenario 

The Mid-Range Future Scenario (MRFS), considered by 

the CFRAMs, considers the potential impacts of climate 

change and other possible future changes. It represents a 

moderate estimate of future flood risk. 

Natural Capital Stocks of the elements of nature that have value to society, 

such as forests, fisheries, rivers, biodiversity, land and 

minerals. Natural capital includes both the living and non-

living aspects of ecosystems. Stocks of natural capital 

provide flows of environmental or ‘ecosystem’ services 

over time. 

NbCMS, or nature-based 

catchment management solutions 

also referred to as NFM (natural 

flood management) and NWRM 

(natural water retention 

measures)  

Flood risk management techniques that aim to work with 

natural hydrological and morphological processes, features 

and characteristics to manage the sources and pathways 

of flood waters. These techniques include the restoration, 

enhancement and alteration of natural features and 

characteristics, but exclude traditional flood defence 

engineering that works against or disrupts these natural 

processes. 

NPV, or net present value (also 

referred to as ENPV, or economic 

net present value) 

The sum of discounted cashflows over the appraisal 

period. 

NTA National Transport Authority, Ireland 

OPW The Office of Public Works, Ireland. 

PSC, or Public Spending Code Public Spending Code, Ireland (DPER, 2019a). The PSC 

defines the obligations and rules for the expenditure of 

public funding on projects and programmes. 

PV, or present value The value in the present of a sum of money, in contrast to 

some future value it will have when it has been invested at 

compound interest.  

RAD Welsh Government’s Rapid Assessment of Damages tool  
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RPI Retail Price Index 

SEPA Scottish Environment Protection Agency (UK) 

Six capitals The six capitals are stocks of value that are affected or 

transformed by the activities and outputs of an 

organisation. Categorised as financial, manufactured, 

intellectual, human, social and relationship, and natural. 

SMART (objective) An objective that is specific, measurable, attainable, 

relevant and timebound 

SOP, or standard of protection The frequency of flooding that a flood risk management 

measure is designed to protect against. 

TII Transport Infrastructure Ireland 

TUBA Transport Users Benefit Appraisal is a computer program 

developed by the Department for Transport (UK) to 

undertake economic appraisals for transport schemes.  

USACE United States Army Corps of Engineers  

WAAD, or weighted average 

annual damages 

Rapid assessment of flood damages method presented in 

the MCH (Flood Hazard Research Centre, 2020) and MCM 

(Flood Hazard Research Centre, 2013). 
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Executive summary 

The Office of Public Works (OPW) is the lead State body for the co-ordination and 

implementation of government policy on the management of flood risk in Ireland. It 

commissions, and/or provides funding for, capital flood relief schemes for the protection of 

communities against flooding – primarily from rivers and the sea. The OPW requires that project 

appraisal of such schemes is undertaken. Historically this has involved economic cost-benefit 

analysis (CBA) for project justification, but has more recently also involved multi-criteria analysis 

(MCA) for option appraisal purposes. MCA is used to determine a ‘preferred’ option and 

subsequently CBA is used to justify OPW funding the ‘preferred’ flood relief scheme. The CBA 

is informed by the Flood and Coastal Erosion Risk Management - A Manual for Economic 

Appraisal (Flood Hazard Research Centre, 2005) – often referred to as the Multi-Coloured 

Manual (MCM). 

Recognising the wider impact of flood relief schemes and need for schemes to be adaptable to 

the potential effects of climate change, OPW considers that improvements could be made to its 

economic assessment of flood relief schemes. This includes a more comprehensive and 

appropriate representation of the widest possible impacts in the business case to inform 

progressing investment in flood relief schemes.  

Supported by a literature review of international, cross-sector, academic and institution 

publications, this report details recommendations and options for the updating of economic 

appraisal of government investment in flood relief schemes. The review, options and 

recommendations are reported via 21 topics covering all relevant aspects of the appraisal 

process. The project is also supported by a ‘call for evidence’ from stakeholders and workshops 

with the Project Steering Group, to guide the review and inform the proposed recommendations 

and options.  

Drawing on progressive approaches from the literature, the options and recommendations 

include innovative approaches to improve the quality of decision-making via the generation of 

more accurate benefit assessments, expanded consideration of climate change, economic 

growth, the environment and social impacts, and the improvement of the key decision-making 

criteria. The proposed options and recommendations are intended to inform further discussions 

within OPW and with its stakeholders. To aid this discussion, the relative priority of options and 

recommendations is indicated via the use of ‘could’, ‘should’ and ‘must’. 

The review has identified that the current Irish CBA guidance is largely founded on UK 

methodologies, with the evaluation of benefits accrued from flood damages avoided based on 

the MCM (Flood Hazard Research Centre, 2005). Of note, the Irish CBA guidance references 

now superseded versions of the MCM and MCH. Appraisal guidance in the UK is more 

extensive, detailed and hence complex to apply than the majority of other international 

examples – due to the long running application of monetised cost-benefit analysis to identify the 

preferred option.  

When compared to other sectors and the requirements of the PSC the existing CBA guidance 

compares favourably. In general, other sectors use cost-effect analysis more extensively. 

However, this is linked to the provision of minimum acceptable standards, which are not 

applicable for the investment in flood relief schemes. When monetised CBA is undertaken by 

other sectors, there is a tendency for the methods to be more generalised making them quicker 

and less data dependent to apply. Aligning with the PSC there is also greater flexibility in the 
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xiv 

guidance for appraisals to adapt methods to reflect what is proportionate and significant for the 

specific project.  

The options and recommendations are aimed to strike a balance between providing a 

transparent prescribed system that allows consistent and fair spending nationally, and allowing 

flexibility so that the level of effort in the appraisal is proportional to the investment being 

assessed.  

The report is intended to inform further discussions within OPW. Additional research and 

stakeholder engagement may be required to further refine the proposed options and 

recommendations before translating them into a workable guidance document. Any new 

guidance document may need to be tested on a few pilot schemes to ensure a range of users 

applies the approach as intended. 
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1 Introduction  

1.1 Background and introduction 

The Office of Public Works (OPW) is the lead State body for the co-ordination and 

implementation of government policy on the management of flood risk in Ireland. The OPW is 

also the national authority for the implementation of the EU Directive on the Assessment and 

Management of Flood Risks [2007/60/EC]. The OPW commissions, and/or provides funding for, 

capital flood relief schemes for the protection of communities against flooding; primarily from 

rivers and the sea. In line with the requirements of the Public Spending Code (PSC) (DPER, 

2019a), the OPW requires that project appraisal of such schemes is undertaken. Historically this 

has involved economic cost-benefit analysis (CBA) for project justification, but has more 

recently also involved multi-criteria analysis (MCA) for option appraisal purposes. Guidance 

notes have been prepared under the Catchment-based Flood Risk Assessment and 

Management (CFRAM) programme for the application of MCA to determine a ‘preferred’ option 

and subsequently CBA to justify OPW funding the ‘preferred’ flood relief scheme. This CBA is 

informed by the Flood and Coastal Erosion Risk Management - A Manual for Economic 

Appraisal (Flood Hazard Research Centre, 2005) – often referred to as the Multi-Coloured 

Manual (MCM). In addition to these analyses, environmental assessments and public 

consultation guide the design of the flood relief schemes for each community and determine the 

viability of the schemes. 

Economic appraisal considers the comparison of benefits and costs to support the identification 

of ‘best value’. It considers the benefits and costs over the full lifespan of the project and is not 

limited to the assessment of only monetised benefits and costs. 

To date, OPW flood relief schemes have been designed by adopting traditional measures in the 

design of such schemes and ex-ante cost-benefit appraisals taken against the current flood risk. 

However, there are now many opportunities to integrate flood relief schemes to wider 

community developments with associated societal benefits. Furthermore, designing and 

preparing schemes today includes that they are adaptable to the potential impact of climate 

change. These changes to flood relief schemes are not unique to Ireland. The OPW considers 

that improvements could be made to its economic assessment of flood relief schemes. This 

includes that the widest possible range/scope of relevant benefits of such schemes are captured 

and represented in the business case and that the OPW uses the most appropriate economic 

appraisal to inform progressing investment in these schemes.  

This project is limited to reviewing methodologies for the evaluation of flood impacts and the 

monetised estimation of benefits to support the completion of the ex-ante CBA. It excludes a 

review of methods for estimating flood relief scheme costs and the use of MCA to select the 

preferred option.  

1.2 Project governance  

A Steering Group was appointed to oversee the technical quality of this project and to ensure 

the output achieved the project’s objective (Section 1.3). The Steering Group was responsible 

for the definition of the project objective and scope, providing technical direction during the 

project and reviewing deliverables.  

The Steering Group comprised of the following individuals from the OPW:  
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● Conor Galvin (client’s representative and Project Manager) 

● Ciaran Conroy 

● Mark Adamson 

● Niall Murphy 

1.3 Project objective 

The following project objective was agreed with the Steering Group.  

 

To inform the OPW’s €1bn planned investment in approximately 150 flood relief schemes 

over the National Development Programme 2018-2027, prepare a report detailing the 

recommendations and options for economic appraisal with reference to the Public Spending 

Code for appraising government investment in flood relief schemes. 

 

 

1.4 Proposed criteria for consideration of economic appraisal approaches  

The following criteria have been used to inform the selection of international and cross sector 

economic appraisal examples to consider in this project’s literature review. The criteria have 

also been used to develop options and recommendations for the appraisal of flood relief 

schemes and for the appraisal parameters.  

1. Should be consistent with the broad principles of the Public Spending Code and methods 

detailed in the associated Central and Technical Guidance. 

2. Should be repeatable, clear and auditable – minimising subjective decisions. 

3. Should target the use of data that is easy to access. 

4. Should be flexible and scalable. 

5. Should incorporate international best practice. 

6. Should seek to align with progressive practices used in other sectors both nationally and 

internationally. 

7. Should be easy to explain and apply with no complex training requirements.  

8. Should not take an unreasonable time to complete the appraisal.  

9. Should have no complex software requirements. 
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1.5 Summary of tasks  

A summary of the project tasks are presented below. The project is divided into two main 

phases: review and recommendations.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.6 Consultation 

An online survey was conducted as a ‘call for evidence’ to explore the views of key stakeholders 

at the start of the project.  

The survey was hosted online using Microsoft Forms. Individuals were invited to take part by 

circulation of an email to flood risk management officers at the OPW, Local Authorities and 

consultants via the Steering Group members and Mott MacDonald staff. The survey was open 

for a 2-week period from 19th January 2021.  

A summary of the key outputs from the survey is presented below. Appendix A presents the full 

set of survey questions and submitted responses. It should be noted that the stated ‘purpose’ of 

the survey must be considered if the data is to be re-used or disseminated beyond the members 

of the Steering Group. The responses submitted have been considered in preparation of this 

report. The key findings of the survey are listed below. 

Of the 10 respondents, 9 reported having direct experience of applying the existing appraisal 

process showing the survey reached a sample of informed individuals. The general consensus 

was that the existing appraisal process was facilitating the right options to be progressed by the 

OPW, however 3 respondents declined to provide a response and 1 felt that the right options 

were rarely being progressed suggesting there is not universal strong support for the existing 

process. 

 

Start-up meeting 

Call for evidence 

Literature review 

Workshop 

Develop options and 

recommendations 

Reporting 

Finalisation 
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Define and review the project objectives and criteria for 

appraisal recommendations. 

Conduct a call for evidence to collate stakeholder perceptions 

and key literature to review.  

Conduct a literature review of the current flood scheme 

appraisal guidance within the context of core national 

documents and supported by best practice examples 

internationally and from other sectors. 

 
Storyboard 

 
Draft report 

 
Final report 

PHASE KEY TASKS 

DELIVERABLES 

APPROACH 

Discuss storyboard and 

initial findings with 

Steering Group.  

Engage key specialists and propose options and 

recommendations based on workshop discussions and review 

of best practice.  

Prepare draft report for 

Steering Group review.  

Finalise recommendations 

and report.  
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DO YOU FEEL THAT THE EXISTING APPRAISAL PROCESS IS IDENTIFYING THE RIGHT PREFERRED OPTIONS? 

 

There was a large spread of responses from the responders when asked about the scale of 

change that would be appropriate with some individuals suggesting a small change is required 

and others suggesting a large change is required. Given the subjectivity of the question it is 

inferred that there is a general consensus for a ‘moderate’ change to the existing guidance. 

WHAT SCALE OF CHANGE DO YOU FEEL IS REQUIRED FOR THE EXISTING OPW FLOOD RELIEF PROCESS? 

 

 

Note: 1 – No change, 10 – Significant Change. Average score of 5.33. (1 no response)  

 

The Survey responses indicated that current strengths of the existing appraisal process 

include it being easy to apply, its simple answers and its strong use of the Multi-Coloured 

Handbook (MCH) (Flood Hazard Research Centre, 2010). Conversely, reported dislikes of the 

current guidance included extensive use of data from outside Ireland (typically England), the 

need for a simplified method for small projects and the desire for example templates. There 

was also support for improving specific elements including capping, the treatment of utilities, 

socio-economic variation, vehicles, indirect damages, risk to life and emergency services 

costs.  

Identifying opportunities to better comply with the DPER Public Spending Code (DPER, 

2019a), responses included the potential to develop a structured Cost-Effective Analysis 

(CEA) rather than just a CBA.  

Responses on how climate change should be considered identified that a flexible approach 

should be adopted to allow multiple climate futures to be considered to support an adaptive 

pathway approach. The responses also highlighted a need for example calculations and more 

clarity on how uncertainty should be considered and how to consider climate change in the 

absence of additional modelling simulations. Some individuals also noted that schemes should 

be designed to sustain their Standard of Protection (SOP) with climate change.  

Reflecting on the consideration of greenhouse gas emissions, responses indicated that projects 

should aspire to be carbon neutral where possible. Therefore, there was general support that 

carbon emissions could be considered in the CBA.  

There was a split opinion on whether environmental impacts should be monetised. Some 

individuals highlighted these impacts are subjective and therefore should not be monetised and 

should only be considered within the MCA. Others identified opportunities for using a natural 

capital or ecosystem services approach to help quantify the benefits and include them in the 

CBA. Some individuals identified that consideration of these approaches could help to add more 

weight to natural water retention measures, as typically they do not provide a desired high SOP.  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0
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4

Nearly alwaysOftenRarelyNeverDon't know / prefer
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Survey responses highlighted the need to consider wellbeing and social impacts, but identified 

many directions to consider, including the consideration of social deprivation.  

There was a split opinion on whether economic growth should be considered in the CBA. Some 

individuals highlighted the impacts are highly variable and difficult to quantify with certainty. 
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2 Review of economic appraisal guidance 

2.1 Introduction 

The following appraisal methodologies have been considered as part of this review: 

● Public Spending Code (PSC) (DPER, 2019a) and associated cost benefit analysis guidance 

– guidance presented in Section 2.1.1. 

● Irish flood cost-benefit analysis guidance – guidance presented in Section 2.1.2. 

● International flood appraisal guidance – selection of international best practice presented in 

Section 2.1.3. 

● Other sectors – selection of other sector examples presented in Section 2.1.4. 

● Academic and institution reviews – selection of document presented in Section 2.1.5. 

The review focuses on the existing Irish cost-benefit analysis guidance, specifically its 

compliance with the PSC. 

This report reviews and provides commentary of existing guidance written by others. We accept 

no responsibility for any error or omission in this report which is due to an error or omission in 

the original guidance we refer to. We have not independently verified the guidance and have 

assumed it to be accurate, complete, reliable and current as of the date of such information. 

2.1.1 Irish Government appraisal guidance 

The Irish Government’s Department of Public Expenditure and Reform’s (DEPR) provides 

guidance for the appraisal of public investment within the Public Spending Code (PSC) (DPER, 

2019a). The following PSC documents have been reviewed: 

● Public Spending Code: Overview of Appraisal Methods and Techniques (DPER, 2012b) 

● Public Spending Code: A Guide to Evaluating, Planning and Managing Public Investment 

2019 (DPER, 2019a) 

● Public Spending Code: A Guide to Economic Appraisal: Carrying Out a Cost Benefit Analysis 

(DPER, 2012a) 

● Public Spending Code: Central Technical References and Economic Appraisal Parameters 

2019 (DPER, 2019b)  

● Public Spending Code: Supplementary Guidance – Measuring and Valuing Changes in 

Greenhouse Gas Emissions in Economic Appraisal (DPER, 2019c) 

2.1.2 Office of Public Works flood risk management appraisal guidance 

The Technical Methodology Note – Cost-Benefit Analysis (OPW, 2018a) (CBA-TMN) sets out a 

common approach to the calculation of monetised economic flood damages and economic 

benefits of flood risk management options in Ireland. The note provides guidance on 

undertaking a cost-benefit analysis. In conjunction with the Option Appraisal and MCA Technical 

Methodology Note (OPW, 2018b), the guidance informs the appraisal of government investment 

in flood relief schemes and flood risk management more generally. The CBA-TMN guidance is 

principally founded on the methods within the Flood and Coastal Erosion Risk Management - A 

Handbook for Economic Appraisal [Multi-Coloured Handbook (MCH)] (Flood Hazard Research 

Centre, 2010) and Flood and Coastal Erosion Risk Management - A Manual for Economic 

Appraisal [Multi-Coloured Manual (MCM)] (Flood Hazard Research Centre, 2005). Both 
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documents have now been superseded. To convert the MCH damage data into Euro rates 

applicable in Ireland, a Purchasing Price Parity (PPP) factor is applied to account for currency 

conversion and purchasing power. An inflation rate is also applied, based on the CPI 

(Consumer Price Index) in Ireland. The guidance references 2013 PPP and inflation rates.  

The Minor Flood Mitigation Works and Coastal Protection Scheme (OPW, 2017) was introduced 

to provide funding to Local Authorities to undertake minor flood mitigation works that are 

estimated to cost less than €750,000. For flooding (i.e. flooding cases with no coastal erosion) a 

simplified project benefit assessment is conducted via a template spreadsheet that provides 

reference benefit values for various criteria and enables simple estimation of monetised benefit 

and a Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA). A separate, more detailed than the Minor Flood Mitigation 

Works and less detailed than the full CBA-TMN, economic assessment of benefits and costs is 

proposed for coastal erosion risk management measures under the Minor Works Scheme. This 

appraisal requires both a MCA and detailed CBA, and recommends the application of the Flood 

and Coastal Erosion Risk Management - A Manual for Economic Appraisal (Flood Hazard 

Research Centre, 2013) methods.  

2.1.3 Selection of international appraisal guidance examples 

Table 2.1 summarises the international flood risk management appraisals considered for this 

review. The guidance for each of these was assessed and screened; only those with value to 

add were included in the detailed discussion of parameters in Section 2.2. Table 2.1 provides a 

commentary on the key considerations for each nation and the outcome of the screening 

process. Each source was reviewed and selected against the project criteria presented in 

Section 1.4. Where a source did not sufficiently comply with the project criteria to progress to 

the more detailed side-by-side review in Section 2.2, this has been recorded. 
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Table 2.1: Selection of international flood appraisal guidance examples 

Country Comments on inclusion Side-by-side 

comparison 

Canada A recent study scored the Canadian management of flood risk a grade ‘C’ (University of Waterloo, 2020).  Flood risk management in Canada is 

generally not well developed in part due to the division in responsibilities between the provincial and federal Government (The Globe and Mail, 2018) 

(Penning-Rowsell E, Becker M, 2019).  The universal Federal Disaster Assistance Arrangements (Emergency Preparedness Canada, 1999) (DFAA) 

has historically provided financial cover to communities in the aftermath of flooding, giving provincial government little incentive to manage flood risk.  

Where flood risk management schemes are progressed, they generally following flood events and the economic benefits of the scheme are based on 

observed claims via the DFAA insurance scheme. 

Assessment against project criteria 

The economic appraisal of flood schemes is not based on a clear and auditable appraisal process (Criteria 1, 2 and 5). This appraisal process will 

therefore not be taken forward for further investigation. 

Not appropriate 

for comparison 

with Irish 

guidance. 

England The core of the English guidance is covered within Flood and Coastal Erosion Risk Management Appraisal Guidance - FCERM-AG (Environment 

Agency, 2010). The guidance and subsequent additions align closely with the Flood and Coastal Erosion Risk Management - A Manual for Economic 

Appraisal (Flood Hazard Research Centre, 2013) and more specifically the annually updated Flood and Coastal Erosion Risk Management - A 

Handbook for Economic Appraisal (Flood Hazard Research Centre, 2020).  The English guidance, which is not fully compliant with the latest Green 

Book (HM Treasury, 2020) (UK equivalent of the PSC), is due to be updated in September 2021. It is expected that the guidance will move away 

from decisions being based around maximising benefits versus cost via the Incremental Benefit Cost Ratio to demonstrating the achievement of 

project objectives. It is also expected to integrate methods for appraising biodiversity and greenhouse gas emissions to support achieving net zero 

and biodiversity net gain. 

Assessment against project criteria  

The English guidance provides repeatable, clear and auditable appraisal guidance to minimise subjective decisions (Criteria 2) and is supported by 

maintained and nationally available data and methodologies (Criteria 3). It has been developed under and makes reference to a national framework 

for appraisals of all public spending that is broadly consistent with the PSC (Criteria 1).  

Selected for 

side-by-side 

comparison with 

Irish guidance. 

France Flood risk management is fragmented as it is devolved to the 36,000 communes in France (STAR Flood, 2021). Flood risk prevention plans are 

produced at a national level in France, however a primary outcome of the plans is to foster more sustainable spatial planning. Typically, appraisals in 

France are based around Multi-Criteria Analysis (Ecologic Institute & International Office for Water, 2005). 

Assessment against project criteria  

The appraisal process is not clear or structured. National inconsistencies and data gaps limit informed appraisals (Criteria 2 and 3). This review has 

identified limited information detailing a clear and documented flood scheme appraisal guidance. The French appraisal process will therefore not be 

taken forward for further investigation.  

Not appropriate 

for comparison 

with Irish 

guidance. 

Germany Flood risk management in Germany is devolved to the federal states with each of the 16 states having its own appraisal process and guidance 

(Penning-Rowsell E, Becker M, 2019).  Generally flood protection in Germany is based on the principle that everyone should have the same level of 

protection, generally a 1% AEP SOP, however states like Baden-Württemberg have started to move away from using universal design levels instead 

opting to fund schemes with a different SOP based on cost-benefit (The Geneva Association, 2020).  The Baden-Württemberg guidance as 

Baden-

Württemberg 

guidance 

selected for 
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Country Comments on inclusion Side-by-side 

comparison 

summarised in Arbeitshilfe zur Bewertung von Hochwasserschutzmaßnahmen in Baden-Württemberg [Working Guide: Evaluation of flood protection 

measures in Baden- Württemberg] (UM BW, 2019) and supported by Maßnahmenbericht - Allgemeine Beschreibung der Maßnahmen und des 

Vorgehens zu den Hochwasserrisikomangementplänen in Baden-Wüttemberg [Action Report: General description of the measures and procedures 

for the Flood Risk Management Plans in Baden-Wüttemberg] (UM BW, 2018) has been included within this review. 

Assessment against project criteria  

The Baden-Wurttemberg guidance provides a more progressive practice within the context of German flood risk management. Review of the 

appraisal guidance provides a useful perspective to compare against the current Irish appraisal guidance (Criteria 6).  

side-by-side 

comparison with 

Irish guidance.  

Netherlands The Netherlands has been using cost-benefit analysis as a tool to support flood risk management decision making for over 100 years. The 

fundamental reliance of the nation on flood defences and the subsequent very high national investment as a proportion of  GDP mean that cost-

benefit analysis is typically one part of a national discussion with input from many stakeholders (public, private and academic) prior to reaching a 

consensus (CPB Netherlands Bureau for Economic Policy Analysis, 2017).  Typically, investments are considered as one-off assessments, e.g. the 

Delta Works following the 1953 floods but also more recently ‘Room for water’ and ‘More room for rivers’. ‘Delta Commissions’ are used to set legally 

binding flood protection standards for different categories of dikes, e.g. 1/10,000 for ‘Central Holland’, allowing small projects to undertake cost-effect 

based appraisals to identify the preferred option. The unique one-off national conversation associated with decision-making and the ‘binary’ nature of 

the impact of flooding on whole cities and regions in the Netherlands as a result of flooding presents challenges for the direct transfer of Dutch 

approaches elsewhere. The ability for the country to recover following a flood is also a major consideration and few other countries have to manage 

this national risk in the same way as The Netherlands. 

Assessment against project criteria  

Flood scheme appraisals in the Netherlands have a strong focus on property (or whole city) write-off rather than damage assessment, due to the 

severe nature of flood risk across whole towns and cities. The appraisal process lacks clear and repeatable guidance (Criteria 2) – adopting a more 

flexible approach, where major investments are considered as one-off assessments. Smaller schemes are considered on a cost-effect basis with the 

requirement of achieving the legislation defined SOP (fails Criteria 1 due to lack of similar legislative driver in Ireland). The flood scheme appraisal 

process in the Netherlands is therefore not as applicable to Ireland as other international examples considered in this project.  

Not appropriate 

for side-by-side 

comparison with 

Irish guidance 

New Zealand Flood risk management in New Zealand is devolved to a regional level for watercourse catchment interventions and Local Council level for 

stormwater and local drainage interventions. Appraisals are generally based on the Better Business Case (New Zealand Treasury, 2019). The Better 

Business Case guidance was developed using material from preceding editions of The Green Book (HM Treasury, 2020) and is intended to provide 

objective analysis and consistent information to decision-makers, to enable them to make smart investment decisions for public value. However, 

there is no consistent approach for flood relief scheme appraisals and generally larger cities have more formal approaches. Compared to 

international examples, formal guidance is lacking. For example, Auckland Council’s guidance on economic appraisal amounts to approximately two 

pages (Auckland Council, 2016). The damage assessments focus on direct property damages, with residential and commercial damage rates per 

flood area and flood depth developed and provided locally by Auckland Council.  

Assessment against project criteria  

Auckland Council’s guidance on flood damage assessments focuses on direct flood damages and does not consider more comprehensive appraisal 

criteria such as intangible damages and wider benefits from flood schemes. There are limited opportunities for the methodology to provide a 

Not appropriate 

for comparison 

with Irish 

guidance. 
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Country Comments on inclusion Side-by-side 

comparison 

significant contribution to best practices and progressive flood scheme appraisals (Criteria 6). As the New Zealand economic appraisal process is 

managed locally and not as comprehensive as international examples, it is not being included within this project.  

Scotland The Scottish Options appraisal for flood risk management: Guidance to support SEPA and the responsible authorities (Scottish Government, 2016) 

references the Flood and Coastal Erosion Risk Management - A Manual for Economic Appraisal (Flood Hazard Research Centre, 2013) and it is 

expected that future updates to the guidance will reflect the latest versions of the annually updated Flood and Coastal Erosion Risk Management - A 

Handbook for Economic Appraisal (Flood Hazard Research Centre, 2020) and latest Green Book (HM Treasury, 2020). The Scottish Government 

have recently formed a Working Group, including representatives from the Scottish Environment Protection Agency (SEPA), with the aim of reviewing 

the current flood risk management option appraisal guidance. The Working Group is in its early stages of formation and it is intended it will review 

options and recommendations for the appraisal process through a series of workshops throughout 2021.  

Assessment against project criteria  

The Scottish guidance provides repeatable, clear and auditable appraisal guidance to minimise subjective decisions (Criteria 2) and is supported by 

maintained and nationally available data and methodologies (Criteria 3). The Scottish Government is developing the appraisal guidance to 

incorporate more progressive practices and has conducted research to investigate the potential for integrating ecosystem services assessments into 

the flood scheme appraisal process (Criteria 6).  

Selected for 

side-by-side 

comparison with 

Irish guidance. 

USA The US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) is responsible for designing, constructing, and promoting new flood defence schemes; however, these 

tend to be limited to larger projects and require approval by Congress. As a result, the decision making for new levees (typical form of schemes in 

USA) can be political. USACE schemes consider cost-benefit analysis as a key consideration, with flood damages avoided estimated via the HEC-

FDA (Hydraulic Engineering Centre – Flood Damage Reduction Analysis) tool – a tool developed to assist USACE study members in analysing the 

economic impacts of flood risk management projects.  

Local flood risk management in the USA is strongly influenced by the National Flood Insurance Program (National Research Council, 2013). 

Homeowners are eligible to join the scheme based on their home’s mapped risk as defined on the 1 in 100yr flood map produced by the Federal 

Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). As a consequence, there is a significant drive by communities and town/city mayors to achieve a 1 in 

100yr standard of protection. Local communities often promote their own schemes (Congressional Research Service, 2011) often with the only 

decision criteria being the achievement of the FEMA defence accreditation. In addition, at a state level some states adopt frameworks that require the 

development of Regional and State Flood Plans. There is some flexibility in how these plans evaluate potential project benefits. For example, 

Regional Flood Plan Requirements in Texas highlight that Flood Mitigation Projects shall quantitatively report on benefits including residential 

damage, commercial damage, road closures, agricultural damage, risk to life, environmental benefits and other public benefits (Texas Administrative 

Code, 2021). 

To estimate these benefits two main models are used in the USA – Hazus-MH and HEC-FDA. Hazus-MH is a freely available natural hazard 

assessment tool developed by FEMA, primarily developed to inform the National Flood Insurance Program (FEMA, 2020).  

The Federal Residential Buyout Program (FEMA, 2020) is a voluntary scheme for very high risk homes to be returned to floodplain or other water 

compatible land uses. 

Assessment against project criteria  

Comparison 

with the USACE 

approach to 

flood scheme 

appraisals is 

selected for 

side-by-side 

comparison with 

Irish guidance.  

 

The Hazus tool 

and Federal 

Residential 

Buyout Program 

are not 

appropriate for 

side-by-side 

comparison but 

will be 

discussed in 

relevant areas.  
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Country Comments on inclusion Side-by-side 

comparison 

By using Monte Carlo simulations in the HEC-FDA analysis, the tool enables the estimation of project impacts and benefits and calculation of project 

BCRs while explicitly incorporating the uncertainty of future flood events. The tool is accompanied by a User’s Manual, which references supporting 

guidance to inform the assessment of flood damages and appraisal of options. Although requiring complex software, the tool’s use of Monte Carlo 

analysis provides a useful best practice perspective on the consideration of uncertainty in damage assessments (Criteria 5). The USACE approach to 

flood scheme appraisals will be reviewed through the HEC-FDA User’s Manual (USACE, 2016) and supporting guidance presented in Guidance for 

Conducting Civil Works Planning Studies ER 1105-2-100 (USACE, 2000), Risk Assessment for Flood Risk Management Studies ER 1105-2-101 

(USACE, 2019), and Risk-based Analysis for Flood Damage Reduction Studies EM 1110-2-1619 (USACE, 1996), where relevant. Together these 

documents provide progressive and clear guidance (Criteria 2 and 6) to inform the assessment of flood damages and appraisal of USACE projects in 

compliance with a robust economic approach that is broadly consistent with the PSC (Criteria 1).  

Hazus-MH provides a consistent framework for assessing damages from floods, earthquakes and hurricanes. It evaluates physical, economic and 

social impacts of disasters. Hazus-MH provides various levels of accuracy and simplicity depending on the accuracy required by the appraiser. This 

provides a useful insight into flexible and scalable approaches that can be selected based on the level of effort deemed appropriate by the appraiser 

(Criteria 4). The tool will not be reviewed in a side-by-side comparison with the Irish guidance, but will be considered in sections where key 

contributions to the literature review can be provided.  

Wales The Welsh guidance was revised in 2018/2019 having previously been aligned with the English appraisal guidance. Prior to the update both 

countries had shared what is now the English guidance. Flood and Coastal Erosion Risk Management – Business Case Guidance (Welsh 

Government, 2019) represented a significant re-work of the previous guidance introducing the ground-breaking requirements of the Well-being of 

Future Generations Act and new 5 Case Model for reporting project Business Cases.  A further update of the Welsh guidance to incorporate the 

impact of mental health and revised discount rates to account for health and life is due to be released in 2021. 

Assessment against project criteria  

The Welsh appraisal guidance is broadly consistent with the principles of the PSC (Criteria 1). It provides different levels of flood damage 

assessments to accommodate varying scales of complexity in appraisals (Criteria 4 and 8). The guidance is clear and repeatable (Criteria 2) and 

there are intentions to update the guidance to incorporate more progressive and comprehensive appraisal parameters such as mental health impacts 

(Criteria 6).  

Selected for 

side-by-side 

comparison with 

Irish guidance. 

Source: Mott MacDonald 2021   
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2.1.4 Selection of cross sector appraisal guidance examples 

Table 2.2 summarises the Irish cross-sector appraisals considered for this review. The table provides a commentary on the key considerations for each 

sector and the outcome of the selection process. Each source was reviewed and selected against the project criteria presented in Section 1.4. Where a 

source did not sufficiently comply with the project criteria to progress to the more detailed side-by-side review in Section 2.2, this has been recorded. 

Table 2.2: Selection of cross sector appraisal guidance case studies  

Sector Comments on inclusion Side-by-side 

comparison 

Power EirGrid is obliged to develop a safe, secure, reliable, economical, and efficient transmission network to meet all reasonable demands for electricity, in 

accordance with legal obligations (EirGrid, 2019). Investments in the power transmission grid is directed by three objectives: 

– Ensuring the security of electricity supply 

– Ensuring the competitiveness of the national economy 

– Ensuring the long-term sustainability of electricity supply in the country. 

Appraisals centre around cost-effect analysis with regulatory approval being used to approve and hence confirm that the plan represents good value 

for money. 

Assessment against project criteria 

Projects are assessed based on achieving outcomes, rather than an economic assessment of benefits. This approach may be useful in simple and 

early stage flood scheme appraisals, although it does not focus on monetisation of benefits and is potentially more vulnerable to subjective decisions 

(Criteria 1). It will therefore not be reviewed in this project. 

Not appropriate 

for comparison 

with flood 

scheme cost-

benefit 

appraisal 

guidance. Could 

provide useful 

comparisons if 

developing cost-

effect guidance. 

Transport The Department of Transport, Tourism and Sport (DTTAS) has developed the Common Appraisal Framework (DTTAS, 2016) to provide transport 

investment specific guidance for applying the principles and technical CBA parameters within the Public Spending Code (e.g. value of time, 

monetisation of environmental impact of emissions, valuation of costs of accidents). Transport Infrastructure Ireland (TII) has subsequently 

developed Project Appraisal Guidelines for National Roads (Transport Infrastructure Ireland, 2016) that translate the requirements of the Common 

Appraisal Framework in relation to national road and light rail infrastructure – with specific guidance, templates and tools. The appraisal guidelines 

acknowledge varying project scales and the need for proportionate appraisals. A Simple Appraisal Tool is provided for conduct ing simple appraisals 

in addition to more complex economic analysis tools for projects with higher capital costs – that integrate transport models to estimate economic 

benefits and casualty reduction benefits (TUBA and COBALT tools). Similarly, the National Transport Authority (NTA) provides Project Approval 

Guidelines (National Transport Authority, 2020) to inform the development, management and delivery of public passenger services including active 

travel and buses. The appraisal section of the guidance is relatively brief and refers to the PSC and Common Appraisal Framework – the guidance 

will therefore not be reviewed in this project, which will instead focus on the more comprehensive TII Project Appraisal Guidelines for cross-sector 

comparisons.  

Assessment against project criteria  

The TII Project Appraisal Guidelines for National Roads provide clear guidelines, inclusive of templates and tools, to enable efficient appraisal of 

transport infrastructure (Criteria 2). The guidance also allows for scalable appraisals by setting clear criteria for when simplified assessments are 

TII Project 

Appraisal 

Guidelines 

selected for 

side-by-side 

comparison with 

flood scheme 

appraisal 

guidance. 
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Sector Comments on inclusion Side-by-side 

comparison 

recommended (Criteria 4). The guidance references the DTTAS Common Appraisal Framework and therefore the Common Appraisal Framework will 

not be explicitly reviewed. Similarly, the NTA Project Approval Guidelines provides less specific and clear guidance. The focus of the cross-sector 

comparison will therefore be on the Project Appraisal Guidelines (Criteria 2).  

Water 

environment 

The River Basin Management Plan 2018-2021 (DHLGH, 2018) (RBMP) details how Water Framework Directive (WFD) water body status 

improvements are to consider cost-effectiveness in line with all other areas of public spending. The plan details that the most significant area of 

expenditure relates to urban wastewater and water abstraction. Hence this area of expenditure by Irish Water is regulated by the Commission for 

Regulation of Utilities (CRU). The cost-effectiveness of more general spending not associated with Irish Water is a recognised weakness highlighted 

in the 2018-2021 RBMP.  

Assessment against project criteria 

Other than the expenditure by Irish Water it is not overtly clear that the principles of the PSC are complied with in relation to the appraisal of the 

delivery of WFD objectives (Criteria 1). Given the shared area of interest there would be significant efficiencies in aligning the appraisal of WFD 

measures with flood risk management measures. 

Insufficient 

information 

available on 

methods used. 

Water 

infrastructure 

The Commission for Regulation of Utilities (CRU) is the economic regulator covering the services provided by Irish Water. Irish Water submit 

Strategic Funding Plans (SFP) setting out the arrangements that Irish Water propose to implement the objectives of the Water Services Policy 

Statement (WSPS). The WSPS is prepared by the Minister for Housing, Local Government and Heritage and sets out three themes of high-level 

objectives – quality, conservation and future proofing of the water/wastewater network.  

Irish Water Asset planning teams complete workshops from ‘unconstrained optioneering’ stage to ‘business plan approval stage’. A project charter is 

prepared informing a handover to concept design and delivery by engineering services teams. The project charter defines ‘6 dials’ – outcome, output, 

cost estimate, schedule, priority and change in operational expenditure envisaged for the project. Engineering services teams review the 6 dials, 

updating estimates when more detail is developed and escalating deviations to management informing project control measures when material 

changes are evident. Each project is assessed continuously against the 6 dials set in the project charter. The outcome dial is derived from Irish 

Water’s strategic objectives and service measure framework. e.g. removal of a water supply zone from the remedial action list . An outcome is the 

benefit realised by delivering a capital investment.  

Assessment against project criteria  

Projects are assessed based on achieving outcomes, rather than an economic assessment of benefits. This approach may be useful in simple and 

early stage flood scheme appraisals, although it does not focus on monetisation of benefits and is potentially more vulnerable to subjective decisions 

(Criteria 1). It will therefore not be reviewed in this project.  

Not appropriate 

for comparison 

with flood 

scheme 

appraisal 

guidance. 

Waterways Waterways Ireland produces product development studies (Waterways Ireland, 2021) to summarise key information for its projects. Due to the scale 

and ambition of these projects the studies generally take the form of a ‘funding pitch’ to secure support from external parties. As such the studies are 

generally bespoke following no set guidance or standardised process. It is anticipated that Waterways Ireland will comply with the appraisal 

processes required by funding partners as part of the funding bid process. In most cases funding bids are centred around the delivery of outcomes 

using cost-effect analysis. 

Assessment against project criteria 

Not appropriate 

for comparison 

with flood 

scheme cost-

benefit 

appraisal 

guidance. Could 
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Sector Comments on inclusion Side-by-side 

comparison 

The Waterways Ireland methodology for appraising projects is flexible and scalable (Criteria 4) and is rapid to apply (Criteria 8), however it is not 

transferable to flood risk management as decisions are not generally repeatable, clear or auditable (Criteria 2). As funding bids focus on the 

requirements of funders the product development studies do not consistently comply with the requirements of the PSC (Criteria 1). 

provide useful 

comparisons if 

developing cost-

effect guidance. 

Source: Mott MacDonald 2021   
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2.1.5 Selection of published literature on appraisal examples  

Table 2.3 summarises academic and institution reviews of flood scheme appraisals that have been considered for this review. The table provides a 

commentary on the key considerations for each publication and the outcome of the selection process. Each source was reviewed and selected against 

the project criteria presented in Section 1.4. Where a source did not sufficiently comply with the project criteria to progress to the more detailed side-by-

side review in Section 2.2, this has been recorded. Additional topic specific papers are also referenced within sections of the review where appropriate, 

e.g. key papers relating to evaluating the risk-to-life of flooding. 

Table 2.3: Selection of academic and institution publications reviewing flood scheme appraisals. 

Publication Comments on inclusion Included 

Assessment of Economic 

Flood Damage (Merz, 2010) 

This research reviews international approaches to flood damage estimation and provides a useful literature review on the following damage 

categories: residential, industrial/non-residential, infrastructure, agriculture, indirect damages and economic growth.  

Assessment against project criteria  

The publication provides a useful commentary on international best practice (Criteria 5 and 6).  

Yes 

Flood Risk Management and 

Decision Making Support 

(Floods Working Group 

(CIS), 2012) 

This report provides a useful discussion on estimating flood risk management measure cost and benefits to inform prioritisation. The report is 

supported by a questionnaire and outputs from workshop discussions comparing international practices.  

Assessment against project criteria  

This report provides a useful commentary on key considerations with flood scheme appraisals and international examples (Criteria 5 and 6).  

Yes 

Conducting Flood Loss 

Assessments (Global Water 

Partnership, 2013) 

The focus of this research is on assessing the value of damages after a flood has occurred. Its primary interest is not supporting the 

economic appraisal of flood risk management investment. The other selected documents provide a much more comprehensive review of 

assessing the benefit of flood risk management investments. 

Assessment against project criteria  

By focussing on post-flooding loss assessments, the guidance does not provide repeatable and clear recommendations that are easily 

transferable to the proactive appraisal of flood risk management investments (Criteria 2).  

No 

Guidelines for Reducing 

Flood Losses (United 

Nations, 2004) 

This UN document provides a useful insight into the global flood risk management situation in the early 2000s. The high-level document is 

now relatively dated and this project would not gain from the inclusion of this source. 

Assessment against project criteria  

The publication is relatively dated and does not align with the more progressive practices used in other nations and sectors (Criteria 6).  

No 

A Review of Cost Benefit 

Procedures for Flood Relief 

Schemes (Goodbody 

Economic Consultants, 

2001) 

Although the report is relatively dated, it does provide a useful context to the pertinent issues with the cost-benefit analysis of flood relief 

schemes in Ireland.  

Assessment against project criteria  

The report provides a useful review of the Irish CBA-TMN guidance by referencing its compliance with the PSC (Criteria 1) and providing 

useful comparisons with other sector public spending decision-making approaches in Ireland (Criteria 6).  

Yes 
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Publication Comments on inclusion Included 

Global flood depth-damage 

functions (Joint Research 

Centre, 2017) 

This research and accompanying database reviews literature on flood damage estimation and provides a globally consistent database of 

depth-damage data. The database aim is to allow for international flood damage comparisons and can inform flood damage assessments 

where no depth-damage data is currently available. The following damage categories are explored: residential buildings, commerce, industry, 

transport, infrastructure, and agriculture.   

Assessment against project criteria  

The publication provides a useful commentary on international best practice (Criteria 5) and issues with data availability (Criteria 3). 

Yes 

Flood Risk Management 

Global Case Studies of 

Governance, Policy and 

Communities (Penning-

Rowsell E, Becker M, 2019) 

This publication provides an authoritative review of the global approach to flood risk management policy using case studies in Germany, 

Canada, Netherlands, Italy, Zimbabwe, USA and the UK. 

Assessment against project criteria  

Although a useful international review of flood risk management, its focus is the overarching governance, policies and attitudes to flood risk 

management. There is not sufficient information on the economic appraisal of public spending to make this a useful source (Criteria 1).  

No 

A view on more resilient 

flood risk governance: key 

conclusions on the STAR-

FLOOD project (STAR-

FLOOD, 2016) 

Through a series of case studies this review considers how EU member states govern flood risk management with specific consideration 

given to the development and implementation of the Flood Risk Management Strategies. 

Assessment against project criteria  

Although a useful international review of flood risk management, its focus is the overarching governance of flood risk management. There is 

not sufficient information on the economic appraisal of public spending to make this a useful source (Criteria 1).  

No 

Flood and Coastal Erosion 

Risk Management A Manual 

for Economic Appraisal 

(Flood Hazard Research 

Centre, 2013) 

The ‘Multi-Coloured Manual’ (MCM) produced by the Flood Hazard Research Centre at the University of Middlesex is the cornerstone of 

flood damage and flood benefits assessments in the UK, most specifically England. The annual update accompanying Multi Coloured 

Handbook is essentially the same as the latest English appraisal guidance. For this reason, a specific review of the MCM and MCH is not 

included as part of this project. 

Assessment against project criteria  

Although the MCM and MCH are not explicitly reviewed in this project, the methodologies are covered through a review of the English 

appraisal guidance – as discussed in Table 2.1.  

No 

Source: Mott MacDonald 2021  
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1. Scales of appraisal 

2. Appraisal period/time horizon 

3. Climate change 

4. Discount rate 

5. Appraisal scenarios/counterfactuals  

6. Residential properties 

7. Non-residential properties 

8. Vehicles  

9. Risk to life 

10. Emergency services/ response 

11. Social and distributional  

12. Utilities infrastructure 

13. Transport  

14. Agriculture  

15. Cultural heritage 

16. Economic growth and population growth 

17. Public realm, amenity, tourism and 

environmental  

18. Greenhouse gas emissions  

19. Capping 

20. Risk and uncertainty  

21. Key decision-making criteria  

 

2.2 Review of flood risk management economic appraisal guidance  

This Section presents the review of the Irish economic appraisal guidance in relation to the 

PSC, and best practice in other sectors, internationally and as detailed in the published 

literature. The presentation of the review aligns with the main appraisal parameters within the 

CBA-TMN by structuring the review around the following headings:  

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

2.2.1 Scales of appraisal  

The PSC (DPER, 2019a) recommends that the scale and detail of evaluation, planning and 

management of public investment should be proportionate with the scale of the proposal under 

consideration – highlighting it is necessary to reflect a degree of proportionality in appraisal 

arrangements. The PSC highlights that if the amount of effort and resource required to quantify 

a particular benefit outweighs the advantages of including it, it should not be quantified but a 

qualitative assessment should be clearly made (DPER, 2012a).  

The OPW Minor Flood Mitigation Works and Coastal Protection Scheme was introduced to 

provide funding to Local Authorities to undertake minor flood mitigation works that are not 

estimated to cost more than €750,000 (OPW, 2017). For flooding cases (i.e. coastal and non-

coastal flooding cases with no coastal erosion) a simplified project benefit assessment is 

conducted via a template spreadsheet that provides reference benefit values for various criteria 

and enables simple estimation of monetised benefit and a CBA. The method is rapid to apply 

with no complex data requirements, however it is not founded on core economic appraisal 

principles presented in the PSC such as discounted costs and benefits. 

The CBA-TMN (OPW, 2018a) provides little guidance on the scale of appraisal required and 

essentially offers a ‘one size fits all’ approach. As reflected in the ‘call for evidence’ survey, 

presented in Appendix A, it does not distinguish between €750k (projects just over the threshold 

of the minor flood mitigation works) and a large €50m project. It is understood that OPW 

conducts Cost-Effect Analysis (CEA) when selecting the cheapest option to conduct statutory 

maintenance and arterial drainage schemes, however this is not reflected in the appraisal 

guidance. 

Table 2.4 identifies key aspects from example international, published literature and cross-

sector material relevant to the scale of appraisals.  
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Table 2.4:  International, literature and cross-sector material on scale of appraisal 

Source Comment 

England  The guidance is centred on the MCH to assess benefits. The MCH presents three tiers of 

appraisal (overview, initial and full-scale). The appraisal team is free to select the benefit 

types they deem significant and therefore warrant evaluation. Subject to the collation of 

evidence and the satisfaction of reviewers, they are also free to tailor the methodology to reflect 

local considerations. The appraisal guidance also includes Cost-Effect Analysis for specific cases 

where there is a legal compulsion for an investment. The introduction of funding linked to the 

delivery of ‘Outcome Measures’, Outcome Measure 1 being economic benefit, has driven teams 

to assess all possible benefits to maximise funding eligibility regardless of its overall significance 

to the selection of the most appropriate flood risk management option. 

Germany Baden-

Württemberg  

The Baden-Württemberg guidance acknowledges various scales of appraisal from literature – 

acknowledging the potential for 6 methods of varying simplicity from a cost comparison/CEA 

exercise to a more comprehensive and complex cost-benefit analysis. However, the actual 

guidance does not provide explicit triggers for when the various scales of appraisal should be 

adopted. The guidance suggests all projects should conduct a CBA by using the HWSPAS-

BW tool – a GIS-based software with generic damage data, used to facilitate flood damage 

estimates. For larger projects, more detailed investigation is recommended to establish locally-

specific data to support the generic HWSPAS-BW data.  

Scotland The Scottish appraisal guidance provides flexibility in justifying the level of effort required in the 

appraisal. No thresholds or criteria for selecting an appropriate scale of appraisal are specified, 

urging appraisers to make pragmatic decisions – although this potentially exposes the process to 

issues with subjectivity and consistency across projects. A proportionate approach is advocated 

that encourages the level of detail to reflect the stage of the appraisal (strategic, feasibility or 

design) and the level of detail needed to differentiate between options. The guidance notes that 

due to discounting, only large costs and benefits will have an impact in the later years of the 

appraisal and significant time should not be spent estimating these values.  

Wales The methodology is designed to be scalable and proportionate.  As with the English, it 

recommends the MCH and its four assessment tiers. There are two scales of appraisals: Business 

Justification (<£500k investments) and Business Case. Both approaches follow the same 

broad approach and are designed to avoid ‘cliff edge’ effects at the transition between the 

techniques. Following direction from the Welsh Government’s Finance Department the Rapid 

Assessment of Damages (Welsh Government, 2019) (RAD) approach was incorporated within the 

guidance. RAD is a lightweight flood damage assessment tool designed to make very rapid 

assessments of flood damages for Business Justification Cases and early stage Business 

Cases. The Excel tool is focused on residential properties and is designed to be low data, easy to 

use and free from licenced data sets. It is based on publicly reported property damages and not 

the MCH. Testing shows it generates similar results to the full application of the MCH methodology. 

USACE project 

appraisals (USACE, 

2000) and HEC-FDA 

(USACE, 2016) 

HEC-FDA is a relatively complex analysis tool that requires a significant amount of data from 

external sources. It is therefore more appropriate for larger Federal projects that require more 

comprehensive analysis and where data availability and resources are not a significant barrier. 

Transport The Project Appraisal Guidelines for National Roads (Transport Infrastructure Ireland, 2016) 

acknowledges varying project scales and recommends different proportionate scales of appraisal. 

For minor projects (<€5m), monetising impacts is not expected – a MCA is recommended in 

place of a CBA. A CBA is required for all projects greater than €20m. This is supported by 

economic tools COBALT and TUBA that automate many of the calculation processes. Although a 

CBA is only required for projects greater than €20m, the guidance suggests a form of CBA should 

be conducted for smaller projects. The TII (Transport Infrastructure Ireland) Simple Appraisal 

Tool, a simplified spreadsheet-based tool for economic appraisals, is recommended for simple 

projects (€5m-€20m) where a CBA is useful but extensive evaluation is not appropriate for the 

complexity of the project (Transport Infrastructure Ireland, 2016).  

Assessment of 

Economic Flood 

Damage (Merz, 2010) 

The publication does not specifically refer to varying scales of damage assessment, although it 

does provide a note of caution on high levels of detail in an assessment not necessarily 

reflecting a robust or reliable assessment. Relating to the number of depth-damage relationships 

for property types, the publication notes it is not always the case that a higher level of classification 

leads to higher reliability of the damage assessment. This suggests reasonable simplifications 

can be made to allow simple appraisals that still provide a useful decision-making function.  
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Source Comment 

Flood Risk Management 

and Decision Making 

Support (Floods 

Working Group (CIS), 

2012) 

The report acknowledges that cost-effectiveness analysis (CEA) can be seen as an easier and 

more straightforward way of appraising options. For simple projects, CEA can provide an idea 

of the cost against which objectives can be realised – without requiring the resources, 

assumptions, and uncertainties of monetising impacts. However, the report highlights the 

limitations of simplifying analysis to a one-dimensional approach that considers the cost 

relative to achieving one individual objective. Flood risk management is recognised as an 

instrument of sustainable development with wide-ranging impacts that should be assessed 

with a multi-dimensional approach – better served by more comprehensive assessments such 

as MCA and CBA. A CEA will not necessarily capture this.  

A Review of Cost 

Benefit Procedures for 

Flood Relief Schemes 

(Goodbody Economic 

Consultants, 2001) 

The report notes that other areas of government expenditure in Ireland are not subjected to 

as rigorous and quantified a CBA. The study suggests that flood schemes that just fail to 

achieve the minimum return under CBA should not be conclusively ruled out.  

Global flood depth-

damage functions (Joint 

Research Centre, 2017) 

The report provides little contribution to discussions on appropriate appraisal scales. However, by 

proposing a common dataset for supra-national damage assessments, it suggests that detailed 

and locally specific data is not required for damage assessments. Encouraging simplifications 

and allowing sharing of international data, makes simple appraisals that rely on 

representative ‘broad-brush’ damage rates more appropriate.  

OTHER SOURCES:  

Hazus MH (FEMA, 

2020) 

The damage assessment tool incorporates 3 levels of analysis. Level 1 is the simplest and only 

requires nationally available data. A Level 1 assessment would take approximately 1 week to 

complete and is suitable for pre-feasibility studies and strategic policy. Level 3 is the most complex 

and takes six months to two years to complete. 

Source: Mott MacDonald 2021    
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2.2.2 Appraisal period/time horizon  

The CBA-TMN (OPW, 2018a) highlights that a 50-year period should be used as the project 

horizon, for which project impacts should be assessed.  

The PSC recommends that the useful economic life of the asset being proposed represents an 

appropriate time horizon for appraising options. This suggests that the appraisal time horizon 

should be flexible and based on the option proposed. The CBA-TMN does not reflect this 

flexibility, by adopting a standard time horizon for all appraised flood schemes.  

The PSC notes that longer time horizons may be appropriate when considering long-term 

impacts such as climate change. Similarly, the longer horizons may be required to adequately 

reflect long-term health impacts from air pollution or greenhouse gas emissions – which can 

continue for centuries after the activities that released them have ceased (NESC, 2018). The 

PSC provides reference hyperbolic discount rates up to a 275-year appraisal – suggesting 

longer time horizons can be accommodated within the guidance.  

Using a longer appraisal time horizon makes the treatment of uncertainty and appraisal discount 

rates more crucial and ultimately more controversial (NESC, 2018). Therefore, if revising the 

CBA-TMN guidance on time horizons, this should be done with consideration of the discount 

rate – as discussed in Section 2.2.4.  

Table 2.5 identifies key aspects from example international, published literature and cross-

sector material relevant to appraisal period/time horizon.  

Table 2.5: International, literature and cross-sector material on appraisal period/time 
horizon 

Source Comment 

England  A 100-year period is the default recommended appraisal period. However, it should not be 

adopted without consideration of other project factors. The use of a 100-year period is an 

outlier compared to other sectors in the UK and does not align with UK Government guidance. As 

a further consideration, funding in England is allocated based on the assessment of benefits over 

the ‘Duration of Benefits’ (DoB). DoB is the time until the next major capital investment in the 

wider flood risk management system, defined as any investment in a single year greater 20% of 

the current investment. Typically DoBs are 10 to 50 years. It should be noted that lower discount 

rates are used in the UK. 

Germany Baden-

Württemberg  

An 80-year period is the default appraisal period, as recommended by national guidelines on 

cost benefit analysis. This is the default as it typically represents the structural lifetime of flood 

risk management assets, if maintained. The period is also selected as it aligns with the expected 

lifetime of beneficiaries. Justification must be provided for selecting an alternative appraisal 

period. The appraisal period is also subjected to a sensitivity test of reducing the period to 60 

years. It should be noted that lower discount rates are used in Baden-Württemberg. 

Scotland A 100-year period is the default recommended appraisal period. However, it should not be 

adopted without consideration of other project factors. It should be noted that lower discount 

rates are used in the UK. 

Wales A 100-year period is the default recommended appraisal period. However, it should not be 

adopted without consideration of other project factors such as the residual design life of 

surrounding flood defence assets and FCERM policy transition timeframes e.g. future managed 

coastal retreat defined in Shoreline Management Plan. It should be noted that lower discount rates 

are used in the UK. 

USACE project 

appraisals (USACE, 

2000) and HEC-FDA 

(USACE, 2016) 

A default 50-year appraisal period is used. The tool allows for flexibility, although the user’s 

manual suggests that this should not exceed 100 years. The analysis period should align with the 

period over which the project has significant beneficial or adverse effects. The period does not 

generally exceed 50 years, except for major multiple purpose reservoir projects. Supporting 

guidance also highlights that appropriate consideration should be given to environmental 

factors that may extend beyond the period of analysis (USACE, 2000). It is assumed this is 

referring to a qualitative consideration rather than consideration within the cost-benefit analysis. 
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Source Comment 

Transport The Common Appraisal Framework (DTTAS, 2016) defines the appraisal period as the 

economically useful life of the project. Following the PSC suggested appraisal period for 

transport infrastructure, the appraisal period should not exceed 30 years. If the project has capital 

assets that have a useful life exceeding the time period of the CBA, the residual values of the 

assets should be included as a benefit.  

Assessment of 

Economic Flood 

Damage (Merz, 2010) 

Highlights that the appraisal period is ‘a crucial choice for economic damage evaluation’. No 

specific guidance or best practice is highlighted for nationally led projects other than being able to 

reliably account for all national direct and indirect effects. 

Flood Risk Management 

and Decision Making 

Support (Floods 

Working Group (CIS), 

2012) 

The report acknowledges that some impacts such as health and environmental effects might 

require consideration of longer time horizons than other typical flood damage impacts. 

Similarly, longer time horizons of up to 100 years may be required to reflect the impacts of 

climate change. This aligns with typical climate change projections that often provide forecasts up 

to 2100. However, the report summarises workshop discussions between member states, during 

which it was determined a 100-year appraisal period is too long for policy objectives or life 

span of measures and that a 50-year period is more appropriate.  

A Review of Cost 

Benefit Procedures for 

Flood Relief Schemes 

(Goodbody Economic 

Consultants, 2001) 

The report recommends flood relief schemes should be evaluated against a time horizon of at 

least 50 years. The report acknowledges that due to the impact of discounting, the majority of 

benefit is achieved within the first few years of the time horizon. Extending the time horizon to 

100 years, for example, may therefore not yield significant additional benefits.  

The report highlights that the residual benefits of typical flood risk management infrastructure 

cannot be captured as scrap or residual value, as they cannot be easily sold off. 

Global flood depth-

damage functions (Joint 

Research Centre, 2017) 

The report does not discuss appraisal periods/time horizons.  

OTHER SOURCES No other sources identified that would significantly add to this review. 

Source: Mott MacDonald 2021  
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2.2.3 Climate change  

The CBA-TMN indicates that appraisals should exclude the effect of climate change within the 

core appraisal. However, it requires that damage assessments are undertaken to understand 

how the application of the MRFS (Mid-Range Future Scenario) and HEFS (High-End Future 

Scenario) would alter the appraisal findings. These scenarios were developed for the purposes 

of the CFRAM Programme (OPW, 2010) and are intended to provide potential or representative 

futures, rather than specific projections and model outcomes (OPW, 2019).  

The PSC does not directly require appraisals to consider the effect of climate change. It does 

require appraisals to consider future changes and uncertainty.  

The Flood Risk Management Climate Change Adaptation Plan (OPW, 2019) recognises that 

uncertainty in climate change and adaptation are difficult to quantify and that ongoing research 

on decision-making in the face of uncertainty is needed.  

As highlighted at the second Steering Group meeting, the OPW is currently undertaking a pilot 

study at Midleton to investigate the treatment of climate change and the use of adaptive 

pathways in appraisals. 

Table 2.6 identifies key aspects from example international, published literature and cross-

sector material relevant to treatment of climate change.  

Table 2.6: International, literature and cross-sector material on treatment of climate 
change   

Source Comment 

England  Appraisals incorporate increasing damages as a result of climate change – aligning with the 

central probability allowance (50th percentile) (Environment Agency, 2020). Sensitivity testing is 

conducted on other climate scenarios, including the upper end allowance (90th percentile). Flood 

risk management schemes are generally required to adopt a ‘managed adaptive approach’ so 

that the limited flood risk management budget can be utilised most effectively. There is supporting 

guidance on the consideration of the adaptive capacity of projects facilitating decision tree 

analysis and the use of adaptive pathways (Environment Agency, 2018). 

Germany Baden-

Württemberg  

Initially, the economic appraisal of options is conducted without considering the impacts of 

climate change. If the appraised option is considered economically feasible, further appraisal is 

conducted to determine the impacts of climate change on the proposed option. This is considered 

by conducting additional hydraulic modelling and using regional climate change uplifts on the 

hydrology. This determines whether adaptation of the option is required either now or in the future, 

based on predicted changes in climate.  

Scotland The impact of changes to future flood risk on the option should be considered in appraisals. This 

includes climate change, land use and demographic changes although only guidance on assessing 

climate change impacts is presented. The guidance references SEPA climate change guidance 

for modelled flow and rainfall intensity uplifts. The guidance offers flexibility in how climate 

change is considered. For example, separate BCRs can be presented to account for with and 

without climate change. If climate scenarios have not been modelled, the guidance suggests that 

existing flood models and damage data can be used to estimate future scenarios, by 

extrapolating flows and adjusting the frequency of occurrence of the modelled events. There is a 

stated preference for projects to adopt a ‘managed adaptive approach’ over a ‘precautionary 

approach’. Guidance is provided on managed adaptive approaches (ClimateXChange, 2020). 

Wales The impact of climate change can be ignored in simple benefit appraisals. This is considered 

a conservative assumption, as not accounting for climate change underestimates benefits. If 

considered in more complex appraisals, this is determined on a project-basis based on current 

climate change evidence, judgement, and initial qualitative consideration of the impacts. Generally, 

in addition to the present-day assessment – one to three climate horizons are considered over a 50 

to 100-year appraisal period.  

Sensitivity testing is conducted on alternative future climate scenarios to test the robustness of the 

preferred option selection.  
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Source Comment 

USACE project 

appraisals (USACE, 

2000) and HEC-FDA 

(USACE, 2016) 

The HEC-FDA tool does not consider the impacts of climate change in flood damage 

assessments. The guidance recognises the need to consider both current and future benefits, 

although this does not explicitly refer to future climate and instead refers to land use and 

population changes as examples (USACE, 2016). This is discussed in the ‘Appraisal scenarios/ 

counterfactuals’ section in Table 2.8. 

Transport The Project Appraisal Guidelines for National Roads (Transport Infrastructure Ireland, 2016) and 

Common Appraisal Framework (DTTAS, 2016) do not consider the impacts of climate change 

in appraisals.  

Assessment of 

Economic Flood 

Damage (Merz, 2010) 

The report does not discuss the treatment of climate change in appraisals. 

Flood Risk Management 

and Decision Making 

Support (Floods 

Working Group (CIS), 

2012) 

As discussed in Table 2.8, member states agreed that the future baseline should include the 

impacts of climate change. There is no further guidance on how this can be achieved. The report 

highlights that qualitative assessments of climate change impacts are necessary if lack of 

data prevents monetisation of the impacts.  

A Review of Cost 

Benefit Procedures for 

Flood Relief Schemes 

(Goodbody Economic 

Consultants, 2001) 

The report does not discuss the treatment of climate change in appraisals.  

Global flood depth-

damage functions (Joint 

Research Centre, 2017) 

The report does not discuss the treatment of climate change in appraisals.  

OTHER SOURCES 

(Resolution Foundation, 

2020) 

Appraisal methodologies should better reflect the costs and benefits of climate change, properly 

capturing the net benefits of potentially transformational investments in climate change mitigation. 

Source: Mott MacDonald 2021    
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2.2.4 Discount rate  

All economic values in appraisals should be expressed in real prices relating to the first year of 

the project appraisal. A discount rate is recommended to convert future costs and benefits into 

present values, by allowing for society’s preference for now compared with the future. The PSC 

acknowledges that ‘people generally prefer to receive benefits as early as possible while paying 

costs as late as possible’ and therefore a constant 4% test discount rate is recommended to 

account for this time preference (DPER, 2012b).  

The PSC recommends the same basic 4% discount rate is used as a test discount rate (TDR) 

(DPER, 2012b), suggesting that an appraisal could be supplemented by further assessments 

using alternative discount rates. This flexibility is recognised in the current CBA guidance (OPW, 

2018a), where further sensitivity tests using 3% and 5% discount rates are proposed. This 

sensitivity testing is sensible, as the discount rate can have a significant impact on the decision-

making process.  

The recommended discount rate (including sensitivity tests) is relatively high compared to 

international examples. Assuming a high capital cost and gradual benefit accumulation, the high 

discount rate places less emphasis on the preference of future generations. Future generations 

may be wealthier and better off and therefore it may be appropriate to discount their benefit 

more heavily. Conversely, a lower discount rate may infer that present day is making sacrifices 

for future generations – based on benefits that may not materialise.  

The PSC proposes the use of hyperbolic discounting for projects where a time horizon greater 

than 30 years can be justified. Hyperbolic discounting uses a discount rate that declines over 

time to manage the uncertainty in estimating future impacts. Hyperbolic discounting is however 

not proposed in the current CBA guidance.  

Table 2.7 presents international, literature and cross-sector material on discount rates.  

Table 2.7: International, literature and cross-sector material on discount rates   

Source Comment 

England  The Green Book (HM Treasury, 2020) sets a declining discount rate over time. Lower discount 

rates are set for health impacts, as impacts on health are assumed to not be affected by 

expected growth in wealth and are therefore only influenced by society’s preference for value now 

rather than later (i.e. considers ‘time preference’, but not ‘wealth effect’). The discount rates are: 

3.5%/1.5% health (0-30years), 3%/1.286% health (31-75years), 2.5%/1.07% health (76-

125years). 

Germany Baden-

Württemberg  

A constant discount rate of 2% is used. This is also subject to sensitivity testing of 1.5% and 

3.5%. 

Scotland References HM Treasury Green Book discount rate guidance (same as English). 

Wales References HM Treasury Green Book discount rate guidance (same as English). 

USACE project 

appraisals (USACE, 

2000) and HEC-FDA 

(USACE, 2016) 

The HEC-FDA tool allows the user to define the discount rate. The discount rate is for USACE 

project appraisals is obtained from a Federal water resources discount rate published annually by 

the US Department of the Treasury – currently set at 2.5% (USACE, 2020). 

Transport The Project Appraisal Guidelines (Transport Infrastructure Ireland, 2016) reference the superseded 

PSC discount rate of 5%. The DTTAS Common Appraisal Framework (DTTAS, 2016) has been 

updated to align with the PSC hyperbolic discount rates. 

Assessment of 

Economic Flood 

Damage (Merz, 2010) 

The review does not discuss the topic of discounting. 

Flood Risk Management 

and Decision Making 

The report highlights there is no real consensus among economists on an appropriate 

discount rate. The report summarises workshop discussions between member states, which 
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Source Comment 

Support (Floods 

Working Group (CIS), 

2012) 

concluded that the impact of discount rates has a much higher influence on the outcomes of 

economic assessment, than the selection of the appraisal period/time horizon. The report suggests 

that an appropriate way to deal with the uncertainty of discount rates is to test the impact of 

various rates on the preferred option selection, via sensitivity tests. The report highlights that 

the discount rate should preferably decrease over time.  

A Review of Cost 

Benefit Procedures for 

Flood Relief Schemes 

(Goodbody Economic 

Consultants, 2001) 

The report’s discussion on discount rates is outdated with the recommendations now reflecting the 

current OPW CBA guidance. The report highlighted that the now superseded discount rate of 5% is 

too high and should represent the upper bound.  

Global flood depth-

damage functions (Joint 

Research Centre, 2017) 

The report does not discuss the topic of discounting. 

OTHER SOURCES No other sources identified that would significantly add to this review. 

Source: Mott MacDonald 2021    
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2.2.5 Appraisal scenarios/counterfactuals  

The CBA guidance suggests the current situation or ‘continue with existing practice’ is used as 

the baseline for comparison. 

This aligns with the PSC guidance, noting that a ‘Do Nothing’ (i.e. implement no new 

interventions and abandon any existing practice) benchmark may be unrealistic due to often 

necessary costs that are likely to be incurred in any event (DPER, 2019a). Under certain 

circumstances, adverse outcomes from the ‘Do Nothing’ scenario are not acceptable to the 

government and this should therefore not be used as the appraisal baseline. Doing so may 

artificially improve the net impact of any proposed option and artificially inflate the incremental 

benefit of undertaking more ambitious projects (DPER, 2019a).  

Both the PSC and CBA guidance request the ‘Do Nothing’ scenario is understood and 

interrogated as part of the appraisal process.  

Table 2.8 identifies key aspects from example international, published literature and cross-

sector material relevant to appraisal scenarios/counterfactuals.  

Table 2.8: International, literature and cross-sector material on appraisal 
scenarios/counterfactuals  

Source Comment 

England  There is no legal right to any particular standard of protection from flooding and therefore the ‘Do 

Nothing’ (defined as taking no action, including ceasing to clear existing screens and or operate 

pumps) is considered the baseline for comparison. The existing case ‘Do Minimum’ is also 

assessed. The definition of the ‘Do Minimum’ is ambiguous between the various guidance 

documents. It is generally defined as no further capital investment. 

Germany Baden-

Württemberg  

The ‘as-is’ scenario, without the intervention being carried out, is used as the baseline for 

comparison. 

Scotland Where there is a statutory requirement to continue with maintenance and operation 

activities, then the ‘Do Minimum’ should be used as the baseline. Statutory requirements 

leading to a ‘Do Minimum’ baseline may include a duty to carry out clearance and repair works to 

bodies of water (Scottish Government, 2009), provision of surface water drainage and a 

responsibility for civil protection.  

Wales Similar to England, there is no legal right to any particular standard of protection from flooding and 

therefore the ‘Walkaway’ (defined as taking no action whatsoever) is considered the baseline 

for comparison. The existing case is also considered as the ‘Business as Usual’, as in continue 

the current arrangements. The ‘Walkaway’ and ‘Business as Usual’ terminology was adopted to 

make the description of the baselines clearer to non-technical stakeholders. 

USACE project 

appraisals (USACE, 

2000) and HEC-FDA 

(USACE, 2016) 

USACE projects are appraised against a ‘Without Project Condition’ baseline. This is defined as 

the land use and related conditions likely to occur under existing improvements, laws and 

policies (USACE, 2000). Recognising the need to consider both current and future benefits, the 

baseline is identified as a function of time. A ‘most likely’ future condition is estimated using 

forecasts on land use plans and population projections, for example. This ‘most likely’ future 

scenario is typically adopted at 20-30 years into the appraisal period. Expected annual 

damages between the base year and ‘most likely’ future are assumed to change linearly, after 

which the annual damages are assumed to be constant until the end of the appraisal period 

(USACE, 2016). 

Transport In compliance with the PSC, the Common Appraisal Framework acknowledges that the ‘Do 

Minimum’ option is a better and more realistic benchmark for comparison. However, at the 

start of the appraisal the project team should consider both the ‘Do Nothing’ and ‘Do Minimum’ to 

determine the appropriate baseline. A minimum of three ‘Do Something’ options should be 

considered against the baseline.  

Assessment of 

Economic Flood 

Damage (Merz, 2010) 

The report does not discuss appraisal scenarios/counterfactuals. 
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Source Comment 

Flood Risk Management 

and Decision Making 

Support (Floods 

Working Group (CIS), 

2012) 

The report acknowledges that a ‘Do Nothing’ is often used as the appraisal baseline. The 

report also highlights that even in a ‘Do Nothing’ scenario, society evolves and therefore a future 

baseline should also be considered to reflect these changes (for example in land use, 

population growth, wealth growth). Consideration of climate change is discussed in Table 2.6. 

Consideration of land use, population and wealth changes is discussed in Table 2.19.  

A Review of Cost 

Benefit Procedures for 

Flood Relief Schemes 

(Goodbody Economic 

Consultants, 2001) 

The report does not discuss appraisal scenarios/counterfactuals.  

Global flood depth-

damage functions (Joint 

Research Centre, 2017) 

The report does not discuss appraisal scenarios/counterfactuals. 

OTHER SOURCES No other sources identified that would significantly add to this review. 

Source: Mott MacDonald 2021    
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2.2.6 Residential properties  

2.2.6.1 Receptor data 

An Post and Ordnance Survey Ireland (OSI) maintain the GeoDirectory – a geo-referenced 

postal database of property type and location covering Ireland. In compliance with MCH 

guidance, site visits and additional remote data may be required to supplement the 

GeoDirectory dataset and further investigate unregistered/unclassified properties.  

2.2.6.2 Direct damages 

The CBA-TMN guidance for calculation of direct flood damages is based on superseded 

versions of the Flood and Coastal Erosion Risk Management – A Manual for Economic 

Appraisal (Flood Hazard Research Centre, 2005) and Multi-Coloured Handbook (Flood Hazard 

Research Centre, 2010).  

The CBA-TMN considers residential property type (i.e. detached, semi-detached, terraced, 

bungalow, etc.), but specifically excludes property age, social class and property size. 

Discussion on distributional impacts is provided in Section 2.2.11.  

The CBA-TMN specifies that flood damages to residential properties are assumed to begin at 

flood depths of 0.3m below the property threshold level.  

The guidance recommends uplifting building fabric damages by 10% when considering flood 

damage from coastal and tidal sources. Of note, the latest MCH guidance includes various 

depth-damage relationships to account for salt water and wave impact.  

The long duration (>12 hours) depth-damage curves are used by default for residential 

properties, except where shorter duration flooding is expected.  

2.2.6.3 Indirect damages  

Section 3.6 of the CBA guidance indicates that residential ‘intangible and indirect’ (listed as 

including stress, anxiety and ill health, but also evacuation, temporary accommodation, loss of 

earnings, increased travel and shopping costs) can be significant but difficult to assess. 

Referencing MCH co-author John Chatterton, the guidance advocates doubling the direct 

damage to residential properties to estimate these complex issues. Of note, Section 3.5 of the 

CBA guidance conflicts with Section 3.6 by indicating that personal evacuation costs and 

temporary accommodation should be excluded. 

Table 2.9 identifies key aspects from example international, published literature and cross-

sector material relevant to residential properties. 

Table 2.9: International, literature and cross-sector material on residential properties   

Source Comment 

England  The Environment Agency maintain the ‘National Receptor Dataset’ (NRD), a GIS dataset of 

property type and location covering England and Wales, that is used as the primary receptor 

dataset in flood damage assessments.  

Flood damages are estimated using the MCM guidance and standard depth-damage relationship 

data provided via the annually updated MCH (Flood Hazard Research Centre, 2020).  

Using the MCH data to assess direct damages, appraisers can select the most appropriate depth-

damage data based on flood duration (short, long), water type (storm, salt, wave, 

contaminated), flood warning and property type. There is also guidance on evaluating flood 

damages when properties are protected by Individual Property Protection. 
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Source Comment 

Flood damages to residential properties are classified as direct tangible, intangible and indirect and 

based on the MCH depth-damage relationships. The standard damage data is dependent on 

house type, social grade and house age.  

The latest MCH includes guidance for assessing the increased stress, health effects and loss 

of memorabilia. This is often referred to simply as ‘intangible’ impacts, however as mental 

health and risk to life are also included this can be a misleading description. It is based on 

‘interim’ guidance (DEFRA, 2004) and provides a lookup table of benefit per property based on the 

before and after standard of protection. 

Recent guidance has been released to support the quantification of the mental health impacts to 

individuals of being flooded (Environment Agency, June 2020). The method provides standard 

average values per adult affected by flooding. 

Germany Baden-

Württemberg  

ALKIS is a national GIS dataset of property and land that is used as a receptor dataset in 

flood damage assessments. However, it has varying levels of accuracy and detail depending on 

federal state and location.  

Flood damages are estimated using a depth-percent damaged relationship within HWSPAS-

BW tool – GIS-based software used to facilitate flood damage estimates. The software samples 

the maximum water depth touching a property boundary and rounds this to the nearest 10cm to 

ensure the precision reflects the level of accuracy in the damage estimates. No damage is 

estimated if the building area is less than 5m2 and the total area inundated with flooding is less 

than 5% of the building area.  

Although ALKIS provides numerous property-type classifications, the HWSPAS-BW software 

simplifies this to four types, with different depth-damage relationships – residential buildings, 

production buildings, service buildings, agricultural/forestry buildings. Direct damage estimates 

include building fabric, as well as contents.  

To account for indirect and intangible damages, direct damages are simply doubled.  

Human health makes up one of five factors that can uplift the project BCR. Other factors that 

influence the ‘Socioeconomic uplift/surcharge’ include cultural, environmental, infrastructure and 

WFD objective impacts. The health uplift is estimated based on flow velocities, population and 

flood warning. If deemed significant, the BCR can be increased by up to a maximum of +0.3. 

Scotland SEPA maintain a ‘Baseline Property Receptor’ dataset, a national GIS file of property types and 

locations, that is used as the primary receptor dataset in flood damage assessments.  

The MCM depth-damage relationships are used (same as England).  

Wales The NRD is used as the primary source of information for property type and location (same as 

England).  

The MCM depth-damage relationships are used (same as England). 

USACE project 

appraisals (USACE, 

2000) and HEC-FDA 

(USACE, 2016) 

In the absence of locally sourced receptor data, the HEC-FDA tool recommends using the USACE-

collated Structure Inventory (HEC-SID) – a database of commercial and residential 

properties covering the entire USA and includes replacement costs that represent the value 

of the receptor. The receptor value is used to estimate damages from depth-percent damaged 

relationships. The National Structure Inventory (NSI) is another structure inventory 

maintained by and available only to USACE. This was developed using information from Hazus 

MH and other sources.  

The HEC-FDA tool allows users to create custom depth-percent damaged relationships for 

receptor types and allows uncertainty in the estimates to be defined. Relationships are defined as 

a percentage of the receptor value and allows users to define a relationship for structural, contents 

and other (if relevant) damages for each receptor.  

USACE publish generic depth-damage relationships for structures that can be applied in the 

absence of site-specific or regionally developed relationships (USACE, 2003). These relationships 

are based on data collected from major flooding that occurred across the USA from 1996-2001. 

This is based on comprehensive accounting of losses from flood victim’s records and is considered 

a substantial improvement over other generalised depth-damage functions, such as the Flood 

Insurance Administration (FIA) Rate Reviews.  

The depth-damage relationships do not differentiate between source of flooding or duration. The 

HEC-FDA tool focuses on direct damage and does not estimate indirect damages. 

Transport Not applicable.  
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Source Comment 

Assessment of 

Economic Flood 

Damage (Merz, 2010) 

The report advocates classifying building stock and damage potential according to the 

structural characteristics of buildings. Referencing Schwarz and Maiwald (2008), the main 

relevant building types are clay, prefabricated, framework, masonry, reinforced concrete and flood 

resistant designed buildings – for which building fabric damage potential can be estimated based 

on observations and engineering judgement and classifying damage into 5 grades of severity.  

The report highlights it is important to use depreciated values for estimating loss to building 

contents.  

The report acknowledges the impact of indirect and intangible damages, but these are beyond the 

focus of the report and are not discussed in detail.  

Flood Risk Management 

and Decision Making 

Support (Floods 

Working Group (CIS), 

2012) 

The report advocates using property value, excluding land prices, for the direct damage potential 

for residential properties.  

The report notes that typically damage to household goods is estimated as a percentage of the 

total property value – which can be estimated from the insurance sector or from public statistical 

data. The report advocates using depreciated values for estimating loss to building contents.  

The report highlights that social effects of flooding, including physical and psychological 

health effects, can be rated as worse by those affected than the economic and financial 

losses suffered – although notes that more research is required to make progress in quantifying 

these indirect effects. Workshop discussions with member states concluded that indirect impacts 

should not be limited to the number of people affected – disruption to social 

services/infrastructure and impact on relatives of flood victims could also be considered. 

Stakeholder engagement is recommended to identify critical social infrastructure within flood risk 

areas.  

A Review of Cost 

Benefit Procedures for 

Flood Relief Schemes 

(Goodbody Economic 

Consultants, 2001) 

If converting UK depth-damage relationships and price levels to Euro rates applicable in Ireland, 

the report recommends using Purchasing Power Parties (PPP) to conduct the conversion as 

opposed to exchange rates. This recommendation is already implemented within the current OPW 

CBA guidance.  

If adjusting historic prices to present day, the report recommends developing a composite 

inflation index by weighting the RMI (Repair, Maintenance and Improvement Index) and individual 

CPI (Construction Price Index) components by the proportion of expenditure accounted for by each 

of these elements.  

The report does not discuss indirect damages or mental health and wellbeing impacts.  

Global flood depth-

damage functions (Joint 

Research Centre, 2017) 

The report provides standard residential property depth-percentage damage curves for each 

continent, in the absence of national data. The report also provides maximum damage values for 

individual countries, based on construction cost surveys. The review provides guidance on how the 

standard curves and maximum values can be adjusted for specific local circumstances.  

The review notes that building contents damages are typically estimated as a percentage of 

building fabric damages. The depth-damage functions adopt the approach used in Hazus MH, by 

assuming residential property contents damages are 50% of the building fabric damages.  

Intangible losses are not included in the depth-damage relationships.  

OTHER SOURCES 

Hazus MH (FEMA, 

2020) 

The tool estimates direct property damage using standard velocity and depth-damage relationships 

based on property type. The relationships consider building age and fabric type.  

Residential property contents damages are estimated as 50% of the building fabric damages.  

Indirect damages due to relocation (i.e. cost of moving and renting temporary accommodation) are 

assumed to be incurred once the building reaches a damage threshold of 10%. Building damages 

less than 10% are assumed to be slight and therefore relocation costs deemed insignificant.  

Source: Mott MacDonald 2021    
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2.2.7 Non-residential properties 

2.2.7.1 Receptor data 

The GeoDirectory is also used to identify non-residential property receptors, as discussed in 

Section 2.2.6.  

2.2.7.2 Direct damages  

Similar to the process for residential properties, discussed in Section 2.2.6, the CBA-TMN refers 

to the Flood and Coastal Erosion Risk Management – A Manual for Economic Appraisal (Flood 

Hazard Research Centre, 2010) and Multi-Coloured Handbook (Flood Hazard Research Centre, 

2010) for non-residential property direct damage estimation. The same approach to price 

conversion and inflation, as discussed for residential properties in Section 2.2.6, is also applied 

to non-residential damages.  

To determine the appropriate depth-damage relationships in the MCH, the CBA-TMN 

references the three-digit MCM Codes as referred to in the MCH 2010. Of note, the three-digit 

MCM codes are no longer supported in the latest MCH. The MCH reduced the number of sub-

categories to simplify the categorisation process for non-residential properties.  

In contrast to residential property damages, flood damages to non-residential properties are 

assumed to begin at flood depths of 0m.  

The short duration (<12 hours) depth-damage curves are used by default for non-residential 

properties, as previous versions of the MCH did not provide depth-damage data for longer 

duration flooding of non-residential properties. Of note, the latest MCH does provide longer 

duration flooding data for non-residential properties.  

2.2.7.3 Indirect damages  

The PSC indicates that transfer payments should be excluded because from a society’s 

perspective, such payments have no effect on real resources and benefits are merely 

transferred from one part of society to another. The CBA-TMN conforms to the PSC by 

excluding financial losses to businesses in the damage assessment.  

The CBA-TMN acknowledges that the stress, anxiety, and ill health experienced due to flooding 

of small, individual or family-owned businesses may be similar in nature to that experienced in 

residential property flooding. Therefore, these impacts can be included in the damage 

assessment if justified on a property-by-property basis. These can be estimated using the same 

methodology for residential properties, as discussed in Section 2.2.6 – i.e. doubling the direct 

damage to the non-residential property to estimate these complex issues.  

Table 2.10: International, literature and cross-sector material on non-residential 
properties  

Source Comment 

England  Direct non-residential property damages are estimated using the MCH depth-damage relationships 

– as outlined in Table 2.9.  

Generally, indirect non-residential property damages are estimated via a 3% uplift on direct 

non-residential property damages. This represents the increased cost incurred by businesses 

when taking steps to limit the impact of flooding. Loss of profits are explicitly excluded, as these 

are assumed to be transferred to other areas. In the case of nationally important extractive 

industries, lost exports or nationally unique services or manufacturing there is flexibility to include 

these as economic losses. 
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Source Comment 

Germany Baden-

Württemberg  

Direct non-residential property damages are estimated using the same process as 

residential properties – as outlined in Table 2.9. Indirect damages are also considered for non-

residential properties in the same way as residential properties – i.e. to account for indirect and 

intangible damages, direct damages are simply doubled. Although not yet formally introduced 

into the proposed methodology, the guidance does discuss potential ideas for better estimating 

disruption to business. For example, it is suggested that GDP could be distributed to non-

residential properties based on property floor area, to determine the value of a day of business per 

property floor area. This could inform a discrete depth-time disrupted relationship (e.g. <0.5m 

depth = 6-day disruption, 0.5-1.5m depth = 12-day disruption, >1.5m = 24-day disruption).   

Scotland References MCH guidance (same as England). 

Wales References MCH guidance (same as England). 

USACE project 

appraisals (USACE, 

2000) and HEC-FDA 

(USACE, 2016) 

Direct non-residential property damages are estimated using the same process as residential 

properties – as outlined in Table 2.9. The HEC-FDA tool does not estimate non-residential 

indirect damages. The USACE supporting Guidance for Conducting Civil Works Planning Studies 

(USACE, 2000) notes that flood damage due to income loss should be derived from specific 

independent economic data (e.g. post-flood interviews and studies) for the properties effected 

and should only be estimated if the income loss cannot be transferred to other establishments 

or recovered at a later time. 

Transport Not applicable. 

Assessment of 

Economic Flood 

Damage (Merz, 2010) 

The report notes caution in adopting standard depth-damage relationships for non-

residential properties, due to the high variability and large damage potential.  

The report notes that loss of business due to flooding will likely be transferred to neighbouring 

communities and therefore the net economic loss may not be significant.   

Flood Risk Management 

and Decision Making 

Support (Floods 

Working Group (CIS), 

2012) 

The report acknowledges that the estimation of non-residential property damages is less accurate 

than residential property estimation due to availability of data and due to the complex and diverse 

type and function of non-residential properties. The report references the MCH approach to 

categorising non-residential properties by MCM codes and varying depth-damage relationships, as 

the most well-known approach to non-residential property damage estimation.  

The report references the MCH approach to non-residential indirect damages – assuming that loss 

of profits is transferred to other businesses and therefore excluded from the damage assessment, 

unless the business has very specialised production facilities that are unlikely to be transferred.  

A Review of Cost 

Benefit Procedures for 

Flood Relief Schemes 

(Goodbody Economic 

Consultants, 2001) 

The recommendation to use PPPs for UK price values, as discussed in Table 2.9, is also relevant 

to the use of UK non-residential depth-damage relationships. This recommendation is already 

implemented within the current OPW CBA guidance. 

Global flood depth-

damage functions (Joint 

Research Centre, 2017) 

Similar to residential properties, the report provides standard commercial property depth-damage 

curves. A damage weighting is applied depending on the type of commercial property.  

The report notes that business losses are not included within the economic loss functions, as their 

losses are offset by other businesses gaining the trade or are recovered over time.  

As noted in Table 2.9, the global depth-damage functions adopt the approach used in Hazus MH 

for estimating property contents damages. For commercial properties and industrial properties, 

the contents damages are assumed as 100% and 150% of the building fabric damage 

respectively.  

OTHER SOURCES 

Hazus MH (FEMA, 

2020) 

The Hazus MH tool classifies commercial property damage according to occupancy, material 

and typical configuration. As noted above, contents damages for commercial properties and 

industrial properties, the contents damages are assumed as 100% and 150% of the building fabric 

damage respectively.  

Source: Mott MacDonald 2021    
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2.2.8 Vehicles  

Flood damage to vehicles (‘parked cars’) are excluded from the assessment of benefits in the 

OPW CBA guidance.  

Table 2.11 identifies key aspects from example international, published literature and cross-

sector material relevant to vehicles.  

Table 2.11: International, literature and cross-sector material on vehicles   

Source Comment 

England  Vehicle damages are estimated via the MCH guidance.  

Advocates that only residential vehicles are counted to avoid double counting. The number of 

vehicles per household can be estimated based on local authority or census data. Alternatively, 

vehicle numbers can be assumed at 1.15 vehicles per household based on average data from the 

Department for Transport.  

The guidance acknowledges that as vehicles are movable, it is difficult to reliably ascertain whether 

vehicles will be damaged. It is assumed that if a warning has been issued, 25% of the vehicles in 

the risk area will be moved to a flood-free area.  

Vehicles are assumed to be written-off at the average vehicle value once flood depths at the 

respective property exceed 350mm. The average value for a typical motor vehicle in the UK is 

estimated at £3,100 (based on 2013 data).  

Germany Baden-

Württemberg  

Vehicle damages are estimated by allocating additional damages to residential properties in the 

receptor dataset (i.e. only residential properties receive vehicle damages).    

Scotland References MCH guidance (same as England).  

Wales References MCH guidance (same as England). 

USACE project 

appraisals (USACE, 

2000) and HEC-FDA 

(USACE, 2016) 

The HEC-FDA tool does not automatically estimate flood damage to vehicles or provide a 

depth-damage relationship. To include vehicles damages in the assessment, the User’s Manual 

recommends calculating a depth-damage relationship outside of the tool and bringing this in as an 

‘other’ depth-damage receptor type. This provides some level of flexibility. In the absence of site-

specific data, USACE publish generic depth-percent damaged relationships for 5 types of 

vehicles. This is based on post-flood surveys of 640 vehicles from 10 communities across the 

USA (USACE, 2009). 

Transport Not applicable. 

Assessment of 

Economic Flood 

Damage (Merz, 2010) 

The report does not discuss vehicle damages in appraisals. 

Flood Risk Management 

and Decision Making 

Support (Floods 

Working Group (CIS), 

2012) 

The report does not discuss vehicle damages in appraisals. 

A Review of Cost 

Benefit Procedures for 

Flood Relief Schemes 

(Goodbody Economic 

Consultants, 2001) 

The report does not discuss vehicle damages in appraisals.  

Global flood depth-

damage functions (Joint 

Research Centre, 2017) 

The global depth-damage functions do not include vehicle damage.  

OTHER SOURCES 

Hazus MH (FEMA, 

2020) 

A ‘vehicle location estimator’ is used to determine the number of vehicles at risk in the study area 

by age of vehicle, type and time of the day. This is based on the building inventory, parking 

generation rates, parking supply, parking occupancy, and vehicle population by age group. Vehicle 

type estimates are developed using data from existing datasets, with damage estimates provided 

for three vehicle types: automobiles, light trucks and heavy trucks.  

Flood damage is estimated via a ‘step-wise’ approach. If depths are below the vehicle carpet, 

vehicles are assumed to be 15% damaged. If flood depths are between the carpet and dashboard, 
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Source Comment 

vehicles are assumed to be 60% damaged. If flood depths exceed the dashboard level the vehicle 

is assumed to be 100% damaged.  

There is no guidance on how much vehicular damage can be avoided with flood warnings in place. 

The tool allows users to define the percentage reduction to vehicle based on the appraiser ’s 

judgement.  

Source: Mott MacDonald 2021  
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2.2.9 Risk to life 

The monetisation of risk to life is explicitly excluded from the CBA guidance. To avoid double 

counting risk to life is to only be assessed within the MCA. 

Table 2.12 identifies key aspects from example international, published literature and cross-

sector material relevant to risk to life. 

Table 2.12: International, literature and cross-sector material on risk to life 

Source Comment 

England  An extensive methodology is provided for estimating the number of fatalities based on 

flood hazard (function of depth and velocity), area vulnerability (derived from flood 

warning, speed of flooding onset, proximity to watercourse and the provision of flood 

warning) and people vulnerability (derived from household population and the 

proportion of long-term sick and elderly). The count of fatalities is monetised using the 

value of a life used in road transport assessments (currently £2.0M). 

Germany Baden-

Württemberg  

Risk to life is not directly considered in the damage assessment. Risk to life impacts 

are considered via a ‘Human health impacts’ ‘Socioeconomic uplift/surcharge’ on 

the project BCR. Human health makes up one of five factors that can uplift the project 

BCR. Other factors that influence the ‘Socioeconomic uplift/surcharge’ include cultural, 

environmental, infrastructure and WFD objective impacts. The health uplift is estimated 

based on flow velocities, population, and flood warning. If human health impacts are 

deemed significant, the BCR can be increased by up to a maximum of +0.3. The 

focus is on risk to life and physical health rather than mental health impacts, which are 

not considered but could be accounted for in the indirect and intangible uplift (double 

direct damages), discussed in Table 2.9.  

Scotland Same as England 

Wales Flood damage assessment similar to that used in England. 

USACE project 

appraisals (USACE, 

2000) and HEC-FDA 

(USACE, 2016) 

The HEC-FDA tool does not evaluate flooding impacts to health and risk to life. All 

USACE projects should consider the prevention of loss of life, as requested under 

the Water Resources Development Act of 1986. Impacts on health and risk to life are 

reported in the ‘Other Social Effects’ account – one of four key criteria in the appraisal of 

USACE projects (USACE, 2000). In most instances, a qualitative interpretation of 

the improvement to health and risk to life is appropriate. In instances where 

sufficient historical evidence is recorded, a quantitative estimate of the number of 

persons effected or lives saved may be achievable. If appropriate to the scale of the 

project, more detailed life loss evaluations can be conducted using the USACE 

HEC-LifeSim tool – software specifically developed to evaluate life loss from hazards. 

The tool simulates warning and evacuation processes to estimate life loss from people 

exposed to damage either within properties or on roads. The tool helps to simulate 

community responses to flooding and identifies specific geographic areas where risk to 

life is greatest. The tool is best suited to evaluating and comparing evacuation plans and 

does not monetise risk to life impacts. 

Transport The COBALT (Cost and Benefit to Accidents Light Touch assessment) tool is used to 

automate the appraisal and monetisation of safety impacts. Costs of collisions and 

loss of life are based on lost output, human costs, and medical and ambulance 

costs. The reference values for accidents are dependent on income and therefore the 

values increase over the time horizon to reflect the growth in real GNP per person 

employed.  

Assessment of 

Economic Flood 

Damage (Merz, 2010) 

The report does not discuss risk to life in flood damage assessments, although refers to 

Jonkman (2007) for further discussions on risk to life estimates – as discussed below.  

Flood Risk Management 

and Decision Making 

Support (Floods 

Working Group (CIS), 

2012) 

Workshop discussions highlighted no real consensus on the treatment of risk to life 

in appraisals. Some member states object to monetising human lives and instead 

consider risk to life within an MCA. While for other member states, the number of 

potential fatalities has a high influence in the outcome of economic assessments. Some 

member states have developed models for assessing expected risk of death and serious 
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Source Comment 

injury, although these require more detailed information and are noted as ‘very much 

open for improvement’.  

A Review of Cost 

Benefit Procedures for 

Flood Relief Schemes 

(Goodbody Economic 

Consultants, 2001) 

The report does not discuss risk to life impacts.  

Global flood depth-

damage functions (Joint 

Research Centre, 2017) 

The report does not discuss risk to life impacts. 

OTHER SOURCES 

Loss of life estimation in 

flood risk assessment 

(Jonkman, 2007)  

By analysing historical flood events, Jonkman (2007) identifies the following factors that 

influence the loss of life caused by flooding. The number of fatalities is determined by 

the characteristics of the flood (water depth, velocity, rise rate), the possibilities 

for warning, evacuation and shelter, and the loss of shelter due to the collapse of 

buildings.   

OTHER SOURCES  

Flashflood-related 

mortality in southern 

France: first results from 

a new database (Vinet, 

Boissier, & Saint-Martin, 

2016) 

The paper advocates developing a GIS-based database of historic flood-related 

fatalities, to inform flood damage assessments, by recording data on 3 key aspects: 

– Profile of fatalities (e.g. gender, age, origin, etc.) 

– Circumstances of death (e.g. hour, place, etc.)  

– Elements on vulnerability drivers (e.g. human vulnerability/disabilities, 

environment data including house/vehicle type, etc.)  

The paper highlights fatalities are very sensitive to the level of flood warning 

provided and also presents trends in profiles, circumstances and vulnerability data 

collected that could help to inform risk to life estimates.  

The paper acknowledges the more complex indirect risk to life as a result of flooding – 

for example fatalities during rescue operations (citing a fatal helicopter crash during a 

flood in France) and risk to life after flooding events. The paper highlights that post-

flood event fatalities are difficult to accurately record and prove the connection to 

flooding. For example, suicides have been linked to flooding impacts and unusual rises 

in fatalities in retirement homes following emergency evacuation.  

Source: Mott MacDonald 2021   
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2.2.10 Emergency services/response  

The CBA-TMN (OPW, 2018a) proposes an 8.1% uplift on residential and non-residential 

property damages be applied to account for costs to emergency services and evacuation. This 

value was derived as the average of the measured emergency services cost for the 2000 and 

2007 floods in the UK – referenced in the MCH guidance (Flood Hazard Research Centre, 

2020).  

Table 2.13 identifies key aspects from example international, published literature and cross-

sector material relevant to emergency services/response. 

Table 2.13: International, literature and cross-sector material on emergency services/ 
response   

Source Comment 

England  The costs associated with emergency response are calculated based on observed data for two 

events. The research reported in the MCH advocates uplift of the direct property damages by 5.6% 

and 10.7% for extensive urban and other types of flooding respectively. It should be noted 

that the emergency response cost relates to more than just the ‘blue light’ first response and 

includes local government costs to supply emergency food and shelter. It also includes costs to 

repair damaged civil infrastructure, e.g. roads. 

Germany Baden-

Württemberg  

Emergency services and response expenses are not considered.  

Scotland References MCH guidance (same as England). 

Wales References MCH guidance (same as England). 

USACE project 

appraisals (USACE, 

2000) and HEC-FDA 

(USACE, 2016) 

The HEC-FDA tool does not automatically estimate flood damage as a result of emergency 

services expenses such as evacuation, flood fighting, administrative costs and increased costs of 

police, fire or military patrol. Supporting guidance recommends that emergency costs should be 

determined by specific survey or research and should not be estimated by applying 

arbitrary percentages to the physical damage estimates (USACE, 2000). If estimated, supporting 

guidance highlights that emergency costs are primarily a function of occupancy rates rather than 

value of development at risk. 

Transport Emergency services costs are included within the accident valuations, as discussed in Table 2.12.  

Assessment of 

Economic Flood 

Damage (Merz, 2010) 

The report highlights that public spending for clean-up, evacuation and other emergency 

services can often exceed the value of direct flood damages and can sometimes be the only 

flood damage incurred – if the emergency services are effective in sheltering people and assets at 

risk. The report notes these should be considered in the CBA process and references the MCH 

methodology.  

Flood Risk Management 

and Decision Making 

Support (Floods 

Working Group (CIS), 

2012) 

The report does not discuss emergency services/response impacts although briefly mentions 

workshop discussions in which emergency costs were discussed, with reference to the MCH 

methodology.  

A Review of Cost 

Benefit Procedures for 

Flood Relief Schemes 

(Goodbody Economic 

Consultants, 2001) 

The report does not discuss emergency services/response impacts.  

Global flood depth-

damage functions (Joint 

Research Centre, 2017) 

The report does not discuss emergency services/response impacts. 

OTHER SOURCES No other sources identified that would significantly add to this review. 

Source: Mott MacDonald 2021    
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2.2.11 Social and distributional  

The monetisation of social and distributional effects is excluded from the CBA guidance. These 

factors are assessed as part of the MCA. The PSC does not include guidance on distributional 

impacts or equity.  

The Roadmap for Social Inclusion 2020 – 2025 (Government of Ireland, 2020) sets the 

ambitions: 

● ‘To reduce the national consistent poverty ratio to 2% or less of the population and, 

● To make Ireland one of the most socially inclusive States in the EU’ 

The roadmap outlines how all parts of government will deliver real change in the areas that 

matter most to people and underpin a better quality of life. 

The recently announced Rural Development Policy (Department of Rural and Community 

Development, 2021) proposes working across government to advance the economic and social 

growth of rural areas in order to enhance the quality of life for people who live in rural areas and 

to allow all regions to contribute to economic recovery.  The Rural Development Policy expands 

the Government’s support for rural communities provided by the Rural Social Scheme 

(Department of Social Protection, 2019). 

Table 2.14 identifies key aspects from example international, published literature and cross-

sector material relevant to social and distributional.  

Table 2.14: International, literature and cross-sector material on social and distributional  

Source Comment 

England The disproportionate impact of flooding on less well-off socioeconomic groups is 

considered via the multiplication of residential benefits via a Distributional Impact 

Factor. The factor lowers the benefit of protecting more affluent groups by 0.74 

and increases the benefit of protecting less affluent groups by up to 1.64. This 

factor is applied before capping therefore its effect is often outweighed by the value of 

the property. There is also no guidance on the treatment of non-property damages. 

The latest publication of the Green Book (HM Treasury, 2020) places greater 

emphasis on using appraisals to communicate how investment can help to achieve 

strategic objectives to ‘level-up’ – i.e. support opportunities that address inequalities 

and ensure people and deprived communities are not left behind. The Green Book 

addresses this by requiring appraisals to consider place-based and distributional 

impacts. 

Germany Baden-

Württemberg  

Social or distributional impacts are not considered.  

Scotland Scotland applies the English Distributional Impact Factors when undertaking 

assessments.  The concepts of the Green Book are also relevant. 

The Social Flood Vulnerability Index (Kazmierczak, Cavan, Connelly, & Lindley, 2015) 

is used in Scotland to both identify and quantify people’s vulnerability to flooding – 

providing a standardised and comparable score for each person living in the risk area. 

The spatial distribution of flood disadvantage can be used to support or evaluate 

decisions made on flood risk investment.  

Wales Same Distributional Impact Factors as England with additional drivers to act via the 

Well-being of Future Generations Act (Welsh Government, 2015) – which requires 

public bodies in Wales to think about the long-term impact of their decisions, to work 

better with people, communities and each other, and to prevent persistent problems 

such as poverty, health inequalities and climate change. As part of the economic case 

for investment, the Flood and Coastal Erosion Risk Management – Business Case 

Guidance (Welsh Government, 2019) requires the options appraisal to consider 

how the options contribute to achieving seven well-being goals:  

– Prosperous Wales 
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Source Comment 

– Resilient Wales 

– More equal Wales 

– Healthier Wales  

– Wales of cohesive communities  

– Wales of vibrant culture and thriving Welsh language  

– Globally responsible Wales. 

USACE project appraisals 

(USACE, 2000) and HEC-

FDA (USACE, 2016) 

The HEC-FDA tool does not consider social or distributional impacts in damage 

assessments. Reporting on social impacts is not required, although the impacts of 

USACE flood schemes on social issues can be considered within the ‘Other Social 

Effects’ account – one of four key criteria in the appraisal of USACE projects (USACE, 

2000). 

Transport Impacts on vulnerable groups and deprived geographic areas are considered by 

analysing the distribution of the cost-benefit analysis by income group and other 

characteristics and presenting this in the appraisal summary to inform decision making. 

To consider deprived geographic areas, it is recommended the project assess 

impacts against areas covered by the Area Based Childhood programme and the 

Rural Social Scheme.  

Assessment of Economic 

Flood Damage (Merz, 

2010) 

The report has limited discussion on social and distributional impacts, although 

references the MCH approach to considering social class in flood damage 

assessments and distributional guidance presented by the HM Treasury Green Book.  

Flood Risk Management 

and Decision Making 

Support (Floods Working 

Group (CIS), 2012) 

The report acknowledges that communities that are more vulnerable will be hit harder 

than others given the same exposure to a given hazard – although highlights more 

research is required to better quantify these impacts. The report references the Social 

Flood Vulnerability Index used in the UK to both identify and quantify people’s 

vulnerability to flooding.  

A Review of Cost Benefit 

Procedures for Flood 

Relief Schemes 

(Goodbody Economic 

Consultants, 2001) 

The report does not discuss social and distributional impacts.  

Global flood depth-

damage functions (Joint 

Research Centre, 2017) 

The report does not discuss social and distributional impacts. 

OTHER SOURCES 

Social Impact Assessment 

(DPER, 2020)  

Social Impact Assessment is an analytical framework that is designed to examine the 

demographic profile of public services users, and how they are impacted by budgetary 

policy decisions. The framework complements existing budgetary impact assessment 

exercises conducted by the Departments of Public Expenditure and Reform (including 

Equality Budgeting), Finance, Employment Affairs and Social Protection and externally 

by the Economic and Social Research Institute (ESRI). 

Source: Mott MacDonald 2021    
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2.2.12 Utilities infrastructure  

The CBA-TMN specifies that the economic damages to infrastructure utility assets should be 

estimated via a 20% uplift in direct property damages (residential and non-residential). 

However, the CBA and MCA guidance indicate that monetised utility damages should be 

excluded from the MCA appraisal. Monetised utility damages are to be included in the derivation 

of the Economic BCR. 

Table 2.15 identifies key aspects from example international, published literature and cross-

sector material relevant to utilities infrastructure. 

Table 2.15: International, literature and cross-sector material on utilities infrastructure    

Source Comments 

England  Damages to utilities infrastructure are estimated via guidance in the MCH. A range of 

scalable methods are proposed for estimation of damages and disruption. This is based 

on a site-specific assessment and pragmatism is advised to determine whether 

assessment is warranted.  

Germany Baden-

Württemberg  

Impacts to utilities infrastructure are considered as one of the five factors within the 

‘Socioeconomic uplift/surcharge’ on the project BCR, discussed in Table 2.12.  

Impacts are considered on central infrastructure that cannot be easily replaced. 

This includes: high voltage networks and substations, powerplants, district heating 

systems, motorways or state roads, Trans-European railways, long-distance water 

supply networks, wastewater treatment works (serving populations >50,000), hospitals, 

care facilities (serving >20 people) and security organisations. The level of uplift is 

dependent on the frequency of flooding of the infrastructure. If deemed significant, the 

BCR can be increased by up to a maximum of +0.1. 

Scotland References MCH guidance (same as England).  

The guidance recognises that the indirect consequences as a result of disruption to 

infrastructure services can be complex and wide ranging and often a qualitative or 

quantitative assessment of only the most significant impacts is usually sufficient.  

Wales References MCH guidance (same as England). 

USACE project 

appraisals (USACE, 

2000) and HEC-FDA 

(USACE, 2016) 

The HEC-FDA tool does not automatically estimate flood damage to utilities 

infrastructure or provide a depth-damage relationship. To include infrastructure 

damages in the assessment, the User’s Manual recommends conducting unique 

inventory surveys, calculating a depth-damage relationship outside of the tool and 

bringing this in as an ‘other’ depth-damage receptor type. This provides some level of 

flexibility but requires reasonable effort and experience – as supporting guidance is 

limited. 

Transport Not applicable. 

Assessment of 

Economic Flood 

Damage (Merz, 2010) 

The report suggests that no well-established model for assessing utilities infrastructure 

impact exists – largely due to uncertainty in the complex indirect damages associated 

with disruption to services and knock-on impacts. The report references the MCH 

approach to considering utilities damages and highlights the need for site-specific 

assessments.  

Flood Risk Management 

and Decision Making 

Support (Floods 

Working Group (CIS), 

2012) 

The report identifies the most common way of assessing the potential damage and 

disruption to utilities infrastructure is via local studies or surveys, although further 

guidance is not provided.  

A Review of Cost 

Benefit Procedures for 

Flood Relief Schemes 

(Goodbody Economic 

Consultants, 2001) 

The report does not discuss utilities infrastructure impacts.  
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Source Comments 

Global flood depth-

damage functions (Joint 

Research Centre, 2017) 

The standard depth-damage functions for infrastructure are limited to road infrastructure, 

as discussed in Table 2.16.  

OTHER SOURCES 

Hazus MH (FEMA, 

2020) 

When considering damage to utilities infrastructure, the tool recommends only 

considering assets that are either particularly expensive to replace or that cause 

an extended period of disruption (loss of service) if flooded. The tool provides 

standard damage data for water/wastewater systems with medium or high exposure and 

electrical power, communications, natural gas, and petroleum system components with 

fragilities similar to water/wastewater facilities. 

Source: Mott MacDonald 2021   
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2.2.13 Transport  

The CBA guidance provides high level guidance on the validity of assessing the disruption to 

traffic as a result of flooding. No specific guidance is provided on the methodology. It is 

assumed that the MCH methodologies are to be adopted if deemed appropriate. The guidance 

does not discuss how flood damages to other forms of transport should be considered. 

However, the CBA and MCA guidance indicate that monetised disruption of transport should be 

excluded from the MCA appraisal. Monetised transport disruption damages are to be included in 

the derivation of the Economic BCR. 

Table 2.16 identifies key aspects from example international, published literature and cross-

sector material relevant to transport.  

Table 2.16: International, literature and cross-sector material on transport  

Source Comments 

England  The MCH provides a range of methods for assessing the impact of flooding on transport. 

Methods are provided for assessing the direct damage and travel disruption as a 

result of flooding of roads and rail routes. 

Germany Baden-

Württemberg  

Transport disruption is not typically considered in flood damage assessments, as 

the impact of diversions and increased journey times is typically insignificant compared 

to other direct flood damages (UM BW, 2018). Transport damages are indirectly 

assessed via the utilities infrastructure uplift, discussed in Section 2.2.12. If deemed 

significant, the project BCR can be increased by up to a maximum of +0.1, based on 

frequency of flooding of motorways, federal highways or roads classified as state roads.  

Scotland References MCH guidance (same as England).  

The guidance acknowledges that road disruption, although potentially significant, can be 

difficult to estimate and monetise. Transport disruption is generally only evaluated if a 

major through-road is closed during a flood of at least 10% annual exceedance 

probability, or if diversions are very long or non-existent, or if road disruption is a 

key driver for managing flooding.  

Wales References MCH guidance (same as England).  

USACE project 

appraisals (USACE, 

2000) and HEC-FDA 

(USACE, 2016) 

The HEC-FDA tool does not automatically estimate flood damage to transport or 

provide a depth-damage relationship. To include transport damages in the assessment, 

the User’s Manual recommends conducting unique inventory surveys, calculating a 

depth-damage relationship outside of the tool and bringing this in as an ‘other’ depth-

damage receptor type. This provides some level of flexibility but requires reasonable 

effort and experience – as supporting guidance is limited. 

Transport The TUBA tool automatically monetises the impact of time savings as a result of the 

proposed road scheme. Values of time are based on average hourly labour costs, with 

different values to reflect ‘in-work’ or ‘leisure’ travel.  

Assessment of 

Economic Flood 

Damage (Merz, 2010) 

The report notes that damage to transportation infrastructure is typically influenced 

more by flow velocity than by inundation depth. The report highlights that more 

research is required into the impact of erosion and debris flow. The report recommends 

only calculating indirect damage to transportation infrastructure for ‘high risk’ and ‘very 

high risk’ assets.  

Flood Risk Management 

and Decision Making 

Support (Floods 

Working Group (CIS), 

2012) 

The report identifies that direct damages to road and rail are typically estimated by 

counting the length of transport infrastructure affected and sometimes distinguishing 

between different classes. Detailed guidance and methodologies are not discussed, 

although the report does highlight the MCH methodology as an appropriate method 

for estimating direct damages and traffic disruption impacts.  

A Review of Cost 

Benefit Procedures for 

Flood Relief Schemes 

(Goodbody Economic 

Consultants, 2001) 

The report does not discuss transport impacts. 
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Source Comments 

Global flood depth-

damage functions (Joint 

Research Centre, 2017) 

Depth-damage relationships are provided per area of inundation for road and rail 

transport infrastructure. The report recommends using the area of infrastructure being 

inundated by ‘fast flowing’ water, as typically transport damage is more closely 

associated with flow velocities than flood depths.  

The report highlights that for the observed historic flood events investigated, the 

contribution of road damage to total damage was relatively small and ranged from 4-

18%. The report uses this observation to justify having one generic global depth-

percentage damaged curve for road damage. The recorded relationships between 

percent damaged and depth for Europe and Asia, roughly follow the same trend.  

OTHER SOURCES 

Hazus MH (FEMA, 

2020) 

When considering damage to transportation infrastructure, the tool recommends only 

considering transport assets that are either particularly expensive to replace or 

that cause an extended period of road closure if flooded. When considering 

transport impacts, the tools is therefore limited to assessing damage to bridges. This 

is supported by a national bridge inventory.  

Source: Mott MacDonald 2021   
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2.2.14 Agriculture  

The monetisation of agricultural damages is not included in the CBA-TMN guidance. Agriculture 

is considered as part of the MCA. 

Table 2.17 identifies key aspects from example international, published literature and cross-

sector material relevant to agriculture. 

Table 2.17: International, literature and cross-sector material on agriculture  

Source Comments 

England  Damages to agriculture are estimated via guidance in the MCH and Defra guidance 

on Valuation of Agricultural Land and Output for Appraisal Purposes (Defra, 2008).  

Where land is lost from agriculture, Defra recommends that the loss should be 

considered as the market value of the land less the present value of Single (Farm) 

Payments (£600/ha to reflect the subsidy effect of farm income support). Where one-off 

damages arising from infrequent flood events occur, reference values are provided to 

reflect the flood costs from likely impacts on output loss, gross margins and other costs 

for a given land use.  

Germany Baden-

Württemberg  

Agricultural and forestry buildings have a defined depth-percent damaged 

relationship, although other damage to agriculture (i.e. crops) is not considered.  

Scotland References MCM and Defra guidance (same as England).  

Wales References MCM and Defra guidance (same as England).  

USACE project 

appraisals (USACE, 

2000) and HEC-FDA 

(USACE, 2016) 

The HEC-FDA tool does not estimate agriculture impacts. However, supporting 

guidance suggests that agriculture impacts could be evaluated in USACE projects. 

Benefits can be estimated if the option leads to increases in the agricultural output of the 

nation or cost savings in maintaining a given level of output (USACE, 2000). Estimating 

agricultural impacts is limited to basic crops (crops where demand is greater than 

supply), as loss of production to other crops is assumed to be transferred to other 

areas within the USA. 

Transport Not applicable. 

Assessment of 

Economic Flood 

Damage (Merz, 2010) 

The report notes that damages to the agricultural sector are typically much lower 

than damage to urban areas and are therefore often neglected in damage 

assessments.  

The report highlights the importance of the time of occurrence of a flood with respect to 

crop growth and field operations. The submersion period is also highlighted as being 

critical to damage estimates. The report advocates relating total expected damage to the 

market value of the crop that could have been obtained without flooding. 

The report references Citeau (2003) for further discussions on agricultural impacts – as 

discussed below.  

Flood Risk Management 

and Decision Making 

Support (Floods 

Working Group (CIS), 

2012) 

The report identifies the easiest way of accounting for agricultural losses as counting the 

surface of the agricultural land covered by floods. The guidance references the MCH 

methodology for monetising agricultural production impacts.   

A Review of Cost 

Benefit Procedures for 

Flood Relief Schemes 

(Goodbody Economic 

Consultants, 2001) 

The report does not discuss agriculture impacts. 

Global flood depth-

damage functions (Joint 

Research Centre, 2017) 

The report highlights that for the observed historic flood events investigated, the 

contribution of agriculture damage to total damage is limited in all cases. The report 

notes that even in mainly agricultural areas, the damage to buildings contributes much 

more to the total flood damage. The report uses this observation to justify having one 

generic global depth-percentage damaged curve for agriculture covering Europe, 

Asia, Africa and North America. The recorded relationships between percent damaged 

and depth for each of these geographical regions, roughly follows the same trend.  
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Source Comments 

The maximum damage potential for agriculture is determined for each country using 

value added per hectare – as estimated using the World Development Indicators (The 

World Bank, 2021).  

OTHER SOURCES 

A New Flood Control 

Concept in the Oise 

Catchment Area: 

Definition of Flood 

Compatible Agricultural 

Activities (Citeau, 2003) 

To estimate the level of compensation farmers should receive for natural flood 

management measures in agricultural areas, Citeau investigates the flood damage 

potential to agricultural land uses. Based on farmer surveys, the study estimates the 

vulnerability of various crop types by providing indicative allowable submersion times, 

flood depths, flood frequency and flow velocities. Based on the above vulnerability 

criteria, ‘crop information sheets’ provide estimates for percentage damaged for various 

crops.  

Source: Mott MacDonald 2021   
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2.2.15 Cultural heritage  

The monetisation of cultural heritage damages is excluded from the CBA-TMN. Reducing flood 

risk to cultural heritage is however considered via the objectives in the MCA process, which also 

encourages appraisers to reference the Preliminary Flood Risk Assessment – Methodology for 

Classifying the Vulnerability of National Monuments from Flooding in The Republic of Ireland 

(OPW, 2011). The methodology report highlights various assumptions that help to determine the 

importance and vulnerability of various monument classifications, which can help to inform the 

MCA process.  

Table 2.18 identifies key aspects from example international, published literature and cross-

sector material relevant to cultural heritage. 

The impact of flooding on the tourism and recreation value of cultural heritage is considered via 

the ‘public realm, amenity, tourism and environmental’ discussion in Section 2.2.17.  

Table 2.18: International, literature and cross-sector material on cultural heritage 

Source Comment 

England  The MCH does not explicitly consider the impact of flooding on cultural heritage. However, 

extensive guidance on the impact of flooding and erosion on recreation and tourism is provided. 

This is discussed in Table 2.20 and could be used to understand the indirect social value of cultural 

heritage.  

The UK Department for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport are currently in the process of creating a 

framework for valuing culture and heritage capital (Department for Digital, Culture, Media & Sport, 

2021). At time of writing, a ‘call for evidence’ was open to help inform the research. It is the 

intention that over the next few years, the research will inform the development of supplementary 

HM Treasury Green Book guidance for the appraisal of culture and heritage capital.  

Germany Baden-

Württemberg  

The risk to heritage and culturally significant assets is considered by specialist administrations on a 

case-by-case basis. Cultural heritage assets are identified via the Monument Protection Act. 

Impacts to culture are considered as one of the five factors within the ‘Socioeconomic 

uplift/surcharge’ on the project BCR, discussed in Table 2.12. The level of uplift is dependent on 

the frequency of flooding of the asset. If deemed significant, the BCR can be increased by up to a 

maximum of +0.1. 

Scotland The appraisal guidance recognises that damages to listed buildings and heritage may be 

underestimated in the MCM depth-damage curves – as social value is not included and building 

contents and fabric repairs are likely higher than average. However, in most cases the guidance 

advocates this can be considered qualitatively. Flexibility is provided and impacts can be 

monetised via a proxy or contingent economic valuation. However, limited supporting guidance on 

monetising impacts is provided. Scottish Historic Environment Policy (Historic Scotland, 2011) sets 

out a framework and principles to qualitatively assess damage to the historic environment and the 

appraisal guidance recommends engaging with appropriate specialists, if impacts are deemed 

significant.  

Wales The Flood and Coastal Erosion Risk Management – Business Case Guidance (Welsh 

Government, 2019) incorporates the principles of the Well-being of Future Generations (Wales) Act 

2015. These principles include the requirement for projects to deliver improvements to the cultural 

well-being of Wales. Cultural impacts are considered as part of an outcome-focussed 

environmental assessment. This is typically a qualitative assessment and therefore cultural 

heritage impacts are not monetised.  

USACE project 

appraisals (USACE, 

2000) and HEC-FDA 

(USACE, 2016) 

The HEC-FDA tools does not consider cultural heritage impacts. Table 2.20 discusses the 

guidance on assessing impacts to recreation, which could be used to understand the indirect social 

value of cultural heritage. 

Transport Impacts on cultural heritage are considered qualitatively via an MCA. 

Assessment of 

Economic Flood 

Damage (Merz, 2010) 

The report has limited discussion on cultural heritage impacts. The report acknowledges the impact 

that flooding can have on cultural assets, although highlights that standard evaluation methods are 

problematic due to high variability in assets and little available data.  
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Source Comment 

Flood Risk Management 

and Decision Making 

Support (Floods 

Working Group (CIS), 

2012) 

The report summarises workshop discussions between member states. Workshops determined 

that impacts on cultural heritage should be monetised as far as possible in order to evaluate the 

different impacts, but it is not necessary to express all aspects in monetary terms because it is not 

possible (due to lack of data and uncertainties) or not wanted. The report highlights that only few 

member states monetise cultural heritage impacts. In some cases, it was indicated that cultural 

heritage is already in place for hundreds of years and may not be significantly affected by flooding. 

Conversely, some member states account for the impact of flooding to cultural heritage by 

increasing the vulnerability and therefore intangible effects of flooding to these assets – to account 

for typically higher repair costs. The report acknowledges that the value and susceptibility of 

cultural heritage is very case specific and valuing impacts requires substantial efforts.  

A Review of Cost 

Benefit Procedures for 

Flood Relief Schemes 

(Goodbody Economic 

Consultants, 2001) 

The report does not discuss cultural heritage impacts. 

Global flood depth-

damage functions (Joint 

Research Centre, 2017) 

The report does not discuss cultural heritage impacts. 

OTHER SOURCES 

Cost of renovating a 

listed building (Property 

Conservation Company, 

2018)  

As a rule of thumb, historic structures could cost in the region of 30-50% more to renovate due to 

the materials and skilled labour required (Property Conservation Company, 2018). This could be 

used as a guide to inform uplifts on cultural heritage properties.  

Source: Mott MacDonald 2021   
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2.2.16 Economic and population growth  

The consideration of economic and population growth is not included in the CBA-TMN 

guidance. They are partly considered by the MCA-TMN via the consideration of local 

employment. 

Table 2.19 identifies key aspects from example international, published literature and cross-

sector material relevant to economic and population growth.  

Table 2.19: International, literature and cross-sector material on economic and 
population growth   

Source Comment 

England  The benefit of protecting development constructed after 2012 should be excluded. Appraisals 

should assume existing land use. The creation or protection of economic activity should be 

excluded. All other transfer payments should be excluded. To support building the case for 

‘partnership funding’ of flood risk management schemes, a ‘local benefits’ toolkit has been created 

to assess the Gross Value Added (GVA) (Frontier Economics, 2014). 

Germany Baden-

Württemberg  

Impacts on economic and population growth are not considered.  

Scotland Consideration of economic growth generally aligns with the approach used in England.  The 

benefits of protecting future development can be considered, but only where full planning approval 

has been secured.  

Wales Similar to England 

USACE project 

appraisals (USACE, 

2000) and HEC-FDA 

(USACE, 2016) 

The HEC-FDA tool does not explicitly estimate economic and population growth impacts. The 

USACE supporting Guidance for Conducting Civil Works Planning Studies (USACE, 2000) 

recognises that economic changes can affect future flood losses, although recommends that 

impacts are only considered if the option yields a BCR greater than 1 during existing conditions. 

Transport The inclusion of wider economic impacts is not standard and although supporting guidance is 

provided (Transport Infrastructure Ireland, 2016), inclusion of these impacts in the CBA is subject 

to the development of a bespoke methodology and approval by TII on a project specific basis. 

Typically, two economic impacts are considered. First, increased output from firms – which 

considers agglomeration impacts (i.e. increased productivity due to businesses being closer 

together), the guidance for which is taken from the UK. This impact only becomes significant for 

schemes within or near large dense employment centres (population >60,000 and >7 

jobs/hectare). Second, employment during construction. Appraisals assume that population and 

traffic volumes will increase with time. Other economic impacts are considered qualitatively via an 

MCA.  

Assessment of 

Economic Flood 

Damage (Merz, 2010) 

The report does not discuss economic and population growth impacts. 

Flood Risk Management 

and Decision Making 

Support (Floods 

Working Group (CIS), 

2012) 

As discussed in Table 2.8, the future baseline could consider land use, population and wealth 

growth to reflect an increase in the number of people and economic assets located in flood risk 

areas. During workshop discussions, some member states noted these impacts are only 

considered qualitatively at a more strategic level rather than monetising these impacts as part of a 

CBA. It was noted that project appraisals are discouraged from forecasting land use changes, 

because of the potential for scheme justification being reliant on development of the flood plain – 

which is regarded as undesirable.  

A Review of Cost 

Benefit Procedures for 

Flood Relief Schemes 

(Goodbody Economic 

Consultants, 2001) 

The report does not discuss economic and population growth impacts.  

Global flood depth-

damage functions (Joint 

Research Centre, 2017) 

The report does not discuss economic and population growth impacts. 

OTHER SOURCES  No other sources identified that would significantly add to this review. 

Source: Mott MacDonald 2021    
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2.2.17 Public realm, amenity, tourism and environmental  

The monetisation of public realm, amenity, tourism, and environment are not included in the 

CBA-TMN guidance. Amenity and environmental impacts are considered via the objectives in 

the MCA process.  

Table 2.20 identifies key aspects from example international, published literature and cross-

sector material relevant to public realm, amenity, tourism and environmental. 

Table 2.20: International, literature and cross-sector material on public realm, amenity, 
tourism and environmental   

Source Comment 

England  The MCH provides extensive guidance on the assessment of the impact of flooding and 

erosion on recreation, tourism, and the environment. Along with the FCERM-AG there is a 

general warning that in many cases these damages should be considered as transferable, i.e. 

tourists would transfer their visit to a nearby similar destination with no significant loss to the 

nation. The guidance provides an overview of a range of assessment methods including ‘Value of 

Enjoyment’ and ‘Contingent Values’. 

The English Partnership Funding Calculator Guidance (Environment Agency, 2020) details that 

public realm, amenity and environmental benefits can be considered where they are a direct 

consequence of the flood risk management measures.  Where ‘non damage’ benefits exceed 20% 

of the total benefits appraisals are expected to present robust evidence and are likely to require 

these benefits to be funded by the benefiting partners. There is limited guidance within the English 

guidance on how to evaluate these benefits and appraisers can select the methodology they deem 

most appropriate. 

Germany Baden-

Württemberg  

Impacts on the environment are considered as one of the five factors within the ‘Socioeconomic 

uplift/surcharge’ on the project BCR, discussed in Table 2.12. The uplift is estimated based on four 

aspects. First, changes to companies that are subject to the European Industrial Emissions 

Directive and may pose a risk to the environment. Second, impacts to Natura 2000 sites. Third, 

impacts to EU bathing wates. Fourth, impacts on water protection areas. If deemed significant, 

the BCR can be increased by up to a maximum of +0.1. 

A second separate factor within the ‘Socioeconomic uplift/surcharge’ considers if the proposed 

option can help to achieve WFD objectives. The level of uplift on direct damages is dependent on 

the level of improvement against WFD objectives. If deemed significant, the BCR can be increased 

by up to a maximum of +0.1.  

The culture uplift/surcharge, discussed in Table 2.18, also includes impacts on the recreation and 

tourism value of cultural heritage.  

Scotland The current Scottish guidance recommends that these types of factors should be considered 

qualitatively via the Appraisal Summary Table. Updates to the Scottish guidance (Mott 

MacDonald, 2020) advocate the monetisation of these factors using tools such as the CIRIA B£ST 

(Benefits Estimation Tool).  

Wales Via the Well-Being of Future Generations Act there is a strong driver to for this type of 

factor to be considered in the appraisal. There is a general preference for these factors to be 

considered qualitatively via an MCA assessment. Wellbeing Impact Evaluation (WELLIE) is an 

integrated reporting tool to support Welsh projects to comply with the requirements of the Act 

(Constructing Excellence in Wales, 2020). The tool gives practitioners a rigorous framework to 

ensure that projects demonstrate social, economic, environmental and cultural heritage 

sustainability. 

USACE project 

appraisals (USACE, 

2000) and HEC-FDA 

(USACE, 2016) 

The HEC-FDA tool does not explicitly estimate impacts to public realm, amenity, tourism, and the 

environment. However, supporting guidance requires USACE projects to consider non-monetised 

effects on ecological, cultural, and aesthetic resources as part of the ‘Environmental Quality 

Account’ – one of four key criteria in the appraisal of USACE projects (USACE, 2000). The 

guidance recognises that if proposing an evacuation plan and restoration of a flood plain to a more 

natural state – this restored land can provide recreation or open-space benefits to occupants of 

neighbouring properties. The guidance notes that this benefit should be reflected in increases in 

the market value of the properties and that estimations should be based on empirical evidence.  

The USACE supporting Guidance for Conducting Civil Works Planning Studies (USACE, 2000) 

highlights that recreation improvement is low priority policy for USACE projects, although it 

recognises that flood schemes can have incidental benefits to recreation. Impacts arising from 
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Source Comment 

recreation opportunities created are measured in terms of willingness to pay. Evaluation is 

based on an empirical estimate of changes in demand as a result of the project. Three methods 

are proposed to estimate the willingness to pay for recreation. One, the ‘Time Cost Method’ 

estimates the cost of travel to the site and value of time as proxies for price. Two, the 

‘Contingent Valuation Method’ proposes surveys to ask households their willingness to pay for 

changes in recreation at the site. Three, the ‘Unit Day Value’ relies on expert judgement to 

determine the average willingness to pay for recreational users. USACE recommend conducting a 

regional or site-specific study if the annual expected visitors exceed 750,000. 

Transport Impacts on public realm, amenity, tourism, and the environment are considered 

qualitatively via an MCA.  

Assessment of 

Economic Flood 

Damage (Merz, 2010) 

The report does not discuss public realm, amenity, tourism, and environmental impacts. 

Flood Risk Management 

and Decision Making 

Support (Floods 

Working Group (CIS), 

2012) 

The report references the methodologies in the MCH for assessing the impacts of flooding on 

recreational enjoyment.  

The report highlighted that ecological impacts of flooding are not yet considered by most member 

states and that environmental impact is often seen in relation to contaminated water. Workshop 

discussions revealed that linking the impact of contaminated flood waters to WFD objectives is the 

most important environmental impact to be considered in appraisals.  

A Review of Cost 

Benefit Procedures for 

Flood Relief Schemes 

(Goodbody Economic 

Consultants, 2001) 

The report does not discuss public realm, amenity, tourism, and environmental impacts.  

Global flood depth-

damage functions (Joint 

Research Centre, 2017) 

The report does not discuss public realm, amenity, tourism, and environmental impacts. 

OTHER SOURCE 

Doughnut Economics: 

Seven Ways to Think 

Like a 21st-Century 

Economist (Raworth, 

2017) 

Economist Kate Raworth advocates not monetising social and environmental impacts. 

Although acknowledging the view that ‘what’s priced gets protected’ helps with a sometimes 

necessary short-term security of the living world – Raworth dismisses monetisation as a harmful 

simplification. Raworth highlights the importance of framing interdependent impacts within 

discussions of protecting planetary boundaries while meeting social foundations. Instead of 

flattening these complex impacts into monetary values, communicate the impacts in nature’s 

metrics and in the language of its own terms – i.e. in parts per million of carbon dioxide and tons of 

nitrogen.  

Raworth’s critique of GDP, as a single metric that is insensitive to the complexities or 

tipping points of society and the environment, could be extended to the BCR or NPV. With 

increasing data collection capabilities, this is the century of ‘big data’ and natural data. Raworth 

advocates using the rich data, on water quality for example, to guide decision-making in 

combination with multiple other metrics. Aggregating and monetising these impacts reduces the 

complexities that we knew were once there. Raworth argues that monetising social and 

environmental values, adds a price and a market that diminishes the value and allows it to be sold, 

compromised, and disregarded.  

OTHER SOURCE  

Natural Flood 

Management Manual 

(CIRIA, In press) 

The forthcoming Natural Flood Management Manual (NFM) from CIRIA includes guidance on the 

evaluation of benefits arising from NFM or Nature-based Catchment Management Solutions 

(NbCMS). The guidance is expected to outline how the environmental benefits of NFM can often 

outweigh the benefits accrued via the reduction in flood damages. The guidance will outline a 

range of qualitative (facilitating MCA) and quantitative (linking with monetised CBA) methods for 

appraising environmental benefits with no expressed preference over which approach is most 

appropriate. 

OTHER SOURCE   

Enabling a Natural 

Capital Approach 

(Department of 

Environment and Rural 

Affairs (UK), 2020) 

The framework identifies that it is important to consider nature as an asset which provides a flow of 

services to deliver benefits.  We need to manage this asset to delivery society’s needs. Using a 

natural capital approach supports decision making as it provides a common framework to bring 

together economic and social evidence for a single subject or place. The approach facilitates 

systematic approaches for accounting and planning investment, and it significantly reduces the risk 

of the value of natural capital being ignored in decision-making. 

OTHER SOURCE The EU Commission is in the process of introducing the Regulation on European 

Environmental Accounts to include natural capital accounting. It will introduce a new 
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Source Comment 

Natural Capital 

Accounting 

Natural Capital 

Accounting (EU 

Commission, 2021) 

statistical framework to better account for biodiversity and ecosystems in national economic 

planning and policy decision-making. 

OTHER SOURCE 

Dasgupta Review (HM 

Treasury, 2021) 

This independent review for the UK Government has identified the importance of valuing nature.  It 

cites that humanity faces an urgent choice on whether we continue on our current path of demands 

exceeding nature’s capacity to supply.  Principally, the report highlights nature needs to be 

represented in economic and financial decision-making and we need to change how we 

measure success. 

Source: Mott MacDonald 2021    
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2.2.18 Greenhouse gas emissions  

The quantification of greenhouse gas emissions is not included in the CBA-TMN guidance. 

Greenhouse gas emissions are not considered via the MCA. 

The government has published the Climate Action and Low Carbon Development Bill (DECC, 

2021).  The Bill will put achieving net zero by 2050 into law and will require a 7% per annum cut 

in greenhouse gas emissions.  It is widely anticipated that the forthcoming United Nations 

Climate Change Conference (COP26) in Glasgow will bring forward target dates for achieving 

net zero. 

The PSC Supplementary Guidance – Measuring & Valuing Changes in Greenhouse Gas 

Emissions in Economic Appraisal (DEPR, 2019) provides guidance on calculating and valuing 

greenhouse gas emissions for economic appraisal. 

Table 2.21 identifies key aspects from example international, published literature and cross-

sector material relevant to treatment of greenhouse gas emissions.  

Table 2.21: International, literature and cross-sector material on treatment of greenhouse 
gas emissions   

Source Comment 

England  The English Environment Agency has set a target of being a net zero organisation by 2030.  

Currently projects are required to quantify whole life carbon emissions and demonstrate a 45% 

carbon saving relative to a set baseline at the start of the appraisal. 

The Environment Agency is currently trialling the estimation of greenhouse gas emissions 

associated with the repair of flood damages (greenhouse gas direct damages).  This will 

allow the net impact of flood risk management schemes to be investigated via the comparison of 

‘carbon costs’ and ‘carbon benefits’ (greenhouse gas emissions avoided). 

Germany Baden-

Württemberg  

The project appraisal guidance does not explicitly consider greenhouse gas emission impacts.  

Scotland The appraisal guidance requires projects to consider greenhouse gas emissions. The guidance 

advises qualitative assessment and the use of Appraisal Summary Tables to do this. 

Wales Via the Well-being of Future Generations Act, projects are compelled to put future generations at 

the forefront of the decision-making process. As such projects must prioritise options that minimise 

the emission of greenhouse gases. 

USACE project 

appraisals (USACE, 

2000) and HEC-FDA 

(USACE, 2016) 

The HEC-FDA tool does not consider impacts on greenhouse gas emissions and supporting 

guidance does not explicitly require USACE project appraisals to consider greenhouse gas 

emission impacts. 

Transport Changes in greenhouse gas emissions attributed to the road scheme, due to fuel consumption, are 

automatically quantified in terms of kg of each emission type and as a monetary value through the 

TUBA tool. Embodied carbon in the construction materials are also reported in the appraisal 

process, but this does not typically include emissions during the construction process.  

Assessment of 

Economic Flood 

Damage (Merz, 2010) 

The report does not discuss the treatment of greenhouse gas emissions in damage assessments. 

Flood Risk Management 

and Decision Making 

Support (Floods 

Working Group (CIS), 

2012) 

The report does not discuss the treatment of greenhouse gas emissions in appraisals. 

A Review of Cost 

Benefit Procedures for 

Flood Relief Schemes 

(Goodbody Economic 

Consultants, 2001) 

The report does not discuss the treatment of greenhouse gas emissions in appraisals.  
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Source Comment 

Global flood depth-

damage functions (Joint 

Research Centre, 2017) 

The report does not discuss the treatment of greenhouse gas emissions in damage assessments. 

OTHER SOURCES 

Net zero carbon in the 

construction of flood 

defence schemes 

(Cload, 2021) 

The presentation recommends that carbon cost and benefit should be considered in flood scheme 

appraisals. The presentation acknowledges that flood schemes minimise the carbon cost 

associated with repair and recovery following floods (carbon benefits) and this should be 

considered alongside flood scheme construction carbon costs in a carbon CBA. In an effort to help 

meet government net zero targets, the presentation recommends flood schemes demonstrate that 

less carbon is used to construct a flood scheme than the carbon saved through preventing flood 

damage.  

Source: Mott MacDonald 2021   
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2.2.19 Capping  

As stated in the CBA-TMN, the cost of a flood risk management option should not exceed the 

total value of the properties it is protecting and the intangible damages that can be avoided 

through relocation. Otherwise, public investment may exceed the value of the asset and 

associated intangible consequences, suggesting relocation could be an appropriate 

consideration.  

The CBA-TMN requires present value benefits to be capped at the property value. Residential 

property direct damages are capped at the value of the property – based on local or regional 

valuations of the property type. The intangible residential property damages are also capped at 

the property value – ultimately doubling the property capping value.  

Non-residential property direct damages are capped at either the regional valuation of the 

property type (including typical stock), or at ten times the current rateable value of the property.  

Capping is only applied to property direct and intangible damages and is not applied to other 

damages, such as emergency services costs.  

Capping is however not applied to the estimation of property damages, when appraising options 

against Objective 2a (‘reduce economic damages’) in the MCA-TMN.  

The concept of capping is not discussed in the PSC.  

Table 2.22 identifies key aspects from example international, published literature and cross-

sector material relevant to capping.  

Table 2.22: International, literature and cross-sector material on capping  

Source Comment 

England  Properties are assumed to be written-off if they flood more frequently than once every three 

years, as it is not considered viable to repair the property before the next flood.  

Property damages are capped at the risk-free market value of the asset. The MCH provides a 

range of rateable value uplifts for non-residential properties. Damages associated with other types 

of receptor should be capped typically at the cost to relocate the asset to a flood free location or to 

protect the asset isolation. 

Only direct damages are considered to inform whether the property is capped. Other property-

associated damages (intangible, indirect, health, vehicles etc) are not part of the sum to trigger 

capping, but the other property damages stop once capping has occurred, i.e. when the direct 

damage exceeds the capping value.  

Germany Baden-

Württemberg  

Flood damages are estimated using depth-percent damaged relationships. The damages are 

expressed as a percentage of the structure value. This effectively caps damages for a single event 

at the structure value, which is estimated from standard unit floor area rates in the ALKIS dataset. 

There is no mechanism to stop the total benefits over the appraisal period exceeding the 

property value. 

Scotland There is limited guidance on capping and write-off. Property capping and write-off is based on 

the risk-free market value. Regional residential property values can be sourced from the Registers 

of Scotland, or alternatively a local proxy can be developed for risk-free market value by using 

nearby and similar properties or adjacent neighbourhoods.  

Non-residential properties are capped using rateable values, available from the Scottish Assessors 

Association.  

Wales There is limited guidance on capping and write-off. As in England, properties are assumed to 

be written-off if they flood more frequently than once every three years. Property capping and 

write-off is based on the risk-free market value.  

USACE project 

appraisals (USACE, 

2000) and HEC-FDA 

(USACE, 2016) 

Flood damages are estimated using depth-percent damaged relationships. The damages are 

expressed as a percentage of the structure value. This effectively caps damages in a single event 

to the structure value, which is defined as the replacement cost (i.e. physically re-constructing the 
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Source Comment 

structure) less depreciation to the existing pre-flood structure.  There is no mechanism to stop 

the total benefits over the appraisal period exceeding the property value. 

The Federal Buyout Program provides a real world means of capping damages. Homeowners 

can apply to have their home bought by the Government at a percentage of the property value. 

Transport Impacts and project benefits are not explicitly capped to the value of benefiting properties. If 

projects consider growth, it is commonplace to cap growth assumptions.  

Assessment of 

Economic Flood 

Damage (Merz, 2010) 

The extensive international review of flood damage assessments makes no mention of 

capping or any other form of limiting flood damages or benefits to the property value.  This 

absence suggests that the concept of capping is unknown to the author. 

Flood Risk Management 

and Decision Making 

Support (Floods 

Working Group (CIS), 

2012) 

The extensive international review of flood damage assessments makes no mention of 

capping or any other form of limiting flood damages or benefits to the property value. This 

absence suggests that the concept of capping was not discussed at the working group meeting. 

A Review of Cost 

Benefit Procedures for 

Flood Relief Schemes 

(Goodbody Economic 

Consultants, 2001) 

The report does not discuss capping in appraisals.  

Global flood depth-

damage functions (Joint 

Research Centre, 2017) 

Flood damages in a single event are effectively capped at a maximum damage for the property 

type. This is based on the full re-construction cost of urban properties. There is no mechanism 

suggested to stop benefits exceeding the property value.  

OTHER SOURCES 

FLOODrisk 2016 - 3rd 

European Conference 

on Flood Risk 

Management 

By keyword searching (‘capping’, ‘capped’, ‘property value’) the only references to capping within 

the published papers relate to limiting insurance premiums to affordable values or limiting the pay 

out of insurance. There are no references to the capping of flood damages. 

Source: Mott MacDonald 2021   
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2.2.20 Risk and uncertainty  

The CBA-TMN recommends that the effect of using higher and lower discount rates should be 

considered via sensitivity testing. There is also a requirement for appraisals to consider the 

effect of climate change on flood damages. There is no explicit requirement within the CBA-

TMN for optimism bias or risk to be evaluated using techniques such as Monte Carlo Analysis. 

The PSC requires that appraisals should include a comprehensive approach to addressing 

optimism bias. Forecasts should draw on outturn data for similar projects in Ireland or 

elsewhere. Appraisals must include detailed sensitivity analysis. Sensitivity testing should show 

the variability of potential outcomes based on changes in key assumptions. A risk register 

together with techniques like Mean Expected Value or Monte Carlo Analysis should be used to 

evaluate and manage project risk. 

Table 2.23 identifies key aspects from example international, published literature and cross-

sector material relevant to risk and uncertainty.  

Table 2.23: International, literature and cross-sector material on risk and uncertainty   

Source Comment 

England  Sensitivity testing and switching analysis are required. Project teams are free to determine what 

sensitivity tests they deem most appropriate. Switching analysis is undertaken to stress test the 

preferred option selection be determining the scale of change in benefit and cost required to alter 

the preferred option selection. 

An optimism bias should be used to increase costs. At early project stages a 60% optimism bias 

should be used. 

Later stages of appraisals are expected to undertake Monte Carlo Analysis of project risks to 

develop a 95% percentile risk allowance. 

Germany Baden-

Württemberg  

The following sensitivity tests are conducted: reducing the appraisal period, changing the onset of 

flooding event, increasing costs by 20%, and changing the discount rate to 1.5% and 3.5%.  

Scotland Sensitivity testing should be undertaken as part of the appraisal process.  Project teams are free to 

determine what sensitivity tests they deem appropriate. 

Optimism bias should be used to increase costs (no rate specified). Larger projects should apply 

more advanced methods for assigning project contingency.  

Wales Sensitivity testing should be undertaken as part of the appraisal process.  Project teams are free to 

determine what sensitivity tests they deem appropriate. 

Optimism bias should be used to increase costs (66% decreasing to 6%). (Monte Carlo Analysis to 

be used only for setting project delivery budget, financial not economic). 

USACE project 

appraisals (USACE, 

2000) and HEC-FDA 

(USACE, 2016) 

The depth-damage relationships used in estimating damage also include standard deviation 

estimates to account for uncertainty damage estimates. Monte Carlo simulations are used as a 

numerical integration approach to determine an expected annual damage for each appraisal year 

using the uncertainty estimates. By presenting a spread and distribution in annual damage 

estimates, the tool provides the user with a better understanding of the uncertainty in the damage 

estimates. 

Transport The following mandatory sensitivity tests are conducted: changes in costing estimates, changes in 

traffic demand (low, central and high forecasts), changing predicted benefits by +/-10% and 20% 

and considering the impact of complementary and substitute proposals (including impact of other 

projects). Additional non-mandatory sensitivity testing is encouraged.  

The Common Appraisal Framework proposes applying a standard optimism bias factor to increase 

estimated costs or decreasing estimated benefits – as a means of managing risks and uncertainty. 

The guidance notes that factors can be established from post-project reviews, but does not provide 

prescribed factors for use in transport appraisals (DTTAS, 2016).  

Assessment of 

Economic Flood 

Damage (Merz, 2010) 

The report highlights that uncertainty analysis through scrutiny of model inputs and assumptions 

should be mandatory for every damage model development. The report acknowledges the large 

sources of uncertainty in flood damage assessments – primarily a result of the large variability of 

damage elements at risk. For example, flood characteristics such as flow velocity can vary 

dramatically over short distances. Similarly, other damage-influencing factors such as 
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Source Comment 

contamination or the damage-reducing response of individuals can vary significantly and are not 

predictable. The report highlights the benefit of conducting uncertainty and sensitivity analysis in 

informing robust decision-making.  

Flood Risk Management 

and Decision Making 

Support (Floods 

Working Group (CIS), 

2012) 

Workshop discussion identified the need to highlight uncertainties to policy makers and the 

importance of addressing uncertainty to manage public critique. 

The report notes that as sensitivity testing does not require information on the degree of 

uncertainty of any input parameter, the resulting information only provides an insight into the 

robustness and variability of the results.  

The report breaks uncertainty analysis down to three key phases: 

– Identification of the various sources of uncertainty 

– Quantification of the uncertainties identified  

– Reassessment and discussion of the results in the light of uncertainty.  

The report identifies Monte Carlo analysis as a potential method for evaluating the influence of 

uncertainties on the outcome of assessments.  

A Review of Cost 

Benefit Procedures for 

Flood Relief Schemes 

(Goodbody Economic 

Consultants, 2001) 

The report recommends sensitivity testing is conducted on the discount rate – as is now 

implemented within the current OPW CBA guidance. To mitigate uncertainty in construction costs, 

the report recommends sensitivity testing is conducted to understand the impact if capital costs 

were decreased by 20%. This was intended to correct the expected short-term inflation of 

construction costs at the time of the Goodbody report – i.e. the report anticipated construction cost 

inflation would reduce to become in line with other costs and therefore the sensitivity test was 

intended to identify projects that may then become viable in the future. This assumption should be 

further reviewed, if taking this recommendation forward in 2021 or later.  

Global flood depth-

damage functions (Joint 

Research Centre, 2017) 

The report attempts to address uncertainty in the flood depth-damage functions by using recorded 

damage from historic storm events to validate the global damage functions developed.  

OTHER SOURCES No other sources identified that would significantly add to this review. 

Source: Mott MacDonald 2021    
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2.2.21 Key decision-making criteria  

The MCA-TMN defines the key decision-making metrics as being: 

● MCA Technical Criteria Score – Sum of technical MCA criteria. 

● MCA Benefit Score – Sum of economic, social, and environmental MCA criteria. 

● Option Selection MCA Score – Sum of all four MCA criteria (technical, economic, social, and 

environmental) 

● MCA BCR – Option Selection MCA Score divided by option cost to generate a non-

monetised benefit-cost ratio. This is normally the primary decision-making metric. 

● Economic BCR – monetised CBA assessment of benefits of cost. Includes transport and 

utility damages that are excluded from the MCA benefit. All projects should achieve a BCR 

greater than 1. 

The PSC identifies that there should be a summary of the main performance criteria for all 

realistic options including the NPV values, IRR values (where appropriate) and BCR ratios. The 

IRR should exceed the official discount rate, the NPV should exceed 0 and the BCR should 

exceed 1.  

The PSC requires that the rationale for recommending the preferred option should be clear and 

supported by evidence. It may be that the preferred option is not the proposal with the highest 

NPV due to some critical non-quantifiable or qualitative factors. It highlights that the BCR does 

not consider the size of the project and is therefore not as robust as NPV. 

Table 2.24 identifies key aspects from example international, published literature and cross-

sector material relevant to key decision-making criteria. 

Table 2.24: International, literature and cross-sector material on key decision-making 
criteria. 

Source Comment 

England  The Incremental Benefit Cost Ratio (IBCR) is the primary decision-making metric. Projects must 

also have a BCR of greater than 1 to be considered. The IBCR threshold for preferred option 

selection increases with Standard of Protection (SOP).  Below a 1:75-year SOP the IBCR must 

only be greater than 1, the highest SOPs must demonstrate IBCRs greater than 5. 

Germany Baden-

Württemberg  

Flood risk management measures are typically required to achieve a 1:100-year SOP. Projects 

must also have a BCR greater than 1 to be considered. However, the BCR is not entirely based on 

monetised flood damages avoided.  

As discussed in Table 2.12, a ‘Socioeconomic uplift/surcharge’ can be applied to the project BCR 

to account for other non-monetised impacts. The ‘Socioeconomic uplift/surcharge’ is based on five 

factors: human health, cultural, environmental, infrastructure and WFD objective impacts. If a 

significant improvement against each of the factors can be demonstrated, the BCR can be 

increased by a maximum total of +0.7. The maximum uplifts for each category are as follows: 

human health +0.3, cultural +0.1, environmental +0.1, infrastructure +0.1 and WFD objective 

impacts +0.1. Therefore, a project may only require a BCR of 0.3 (based on flood-damages 

avoided only) to reach the feasibility threshold – if significant socio-economic benefit is expected.  

Scotland Benefit-Cost ratio is the primary economic decision-making metric, although the Incremental 

Benefit-Cost Ratio is to be used where there is a choice between options that provide different 

standards of protection. However, appraisal decisions are not solely based on monetised values 

and must give equal consideration to risk, ‘multiple’ benefits and the delivery of objectives. The four 

metrics are to be considered subjectively and there is no reference to the use of MCA to make the 

decision clear or auditable. 

Wales Net Present Value (NPV) is the primary economic decision-making metric. Appraisals are required 

to demonstrate that the NPV has been optimised. However, appraisals are not solely based on 

monetised values and must give consideration to the delivery of objectives and compliance with 
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Source Comment 

the Well-being of Future Generations Act (Welsh Government, 2015) – as discussed in Section 

2.2.11.  

USACE project 

appraisals (USACE, 

2000) and HEC-FDA 

(USACE, 2016) 

USACE projects are appraised against four key criteria/accounts (USACE, 2000). The ‘National 

Economic Development’ account is used to report on changes in economic value of national 

outputs of goods and services and is typically expressed via a BCR. The ‘Environmental Quality’ 

account is used to report on the project’s non-monetised impacts on ecological, cultural, and 

aesthetic resources and is typically expressed qualitatively. These are the only accounts required 

to support USACE decision-making. The ‘Regional Economic Development’ account is 

discretionary and used to express changes in the distribution of regional economic activity. 

Similarly, the ‘Social Effects’ account is discretionary and used to express other relevant impacts 

not reflected in the other accounts – such as community impacts and health and safety. 

Transport Monetised impacts on greenhouse gas emissions, collision reductions, and transport efficiency are 

considered in an overall scheme BCR, NPV, and IRR (Internal Rate of Return). This informs the 

selection of the preferred option alongside the MCA. It is not intended that the sum of each of the 

individual scores in the MCA will be used in selecting the preferred option, but rather they are used 

to guide the impact of options.   

Assessment of 

Economic Flood 

Damage (Merz, 2010) 

There is limited discussion on decision-making criteria, although the report highlights that public 

policy evaluations should take into account a broader perspective of assessing all costs and 

benefits to the national or regional economy – including impacts on intangible goods such as 

ecosystem services and public health.  

Flood Risk Management 

and Decision Making 

Support (Floods 

Working Group (CIS), 

2012) 

The report highlights that the NPV is the usual criteria for project evaluation. If selecting a preferred 

option amongst multiple potential options, NPV is recommended as the most appropriate measure 

to inform decision-making as it represents the total project value. Alternatively, BCR does not 

measure the total project impact but rather the relation of its benefits to its costs. If the capital 

budget is fixed, the BCR should be used to rank options and select a preferred option until the 

budget is exhausted.  

The report identifies there is value in stakeholder participation and engaging with those effected by 

the proposals, during the CBA and MCA process. Stakeholder involvement in the process should 

promote sustainable decision-making by discussing possible weights on the evaluation criteria and 

by making evaluation of alternatives more open and transparent.   

A Review of Cost 

Benefit Procedures for 

Flood Relief Schemes 

(Goodbody Economic 

Consultants, 2001) 

As discussed in Table 2.4, the report notes that other areas of government expenditure in Ireland 

are not subjected to as rigorous and quantified a CBA and suggests that flood schemes that just 

fail to achieve the minimum return under CBA should not be conclusively ruled out. 

Global flood depth-

damage functions (Joint 

Research Centre, 2017) 

The report focusses on flood damage assessment and not on general option appraisal and 

decision-making criteria.  

OTHER SOURCES 

United Nations 

Sustainable 

Development Goals 

(United Nations, 2015) 

The 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), adopted by all United Nations Member States in 

2015, represent a universal call to action to protect the planet and end poverty – recognising that 

development must balance social, economic, and environmental sustainability.  

Downscaling the SDGs to regional and local scales may present challenges, although the 

framework could be used to inform targeted and specific objectives for flood risk management 

schemes. 

OTHER SOURCES 

Get to grips with the six 

capitals (Integrated 

Reporting, 2021)  

The six capitals represent a framework for communicating impacts and value through a 

combination of quantitative and qualitative information. The following six capitals are stocks of 

value that are affected or transformed by the activities and outputs of an organisation:  

– Financial capital 

– Manufactured capital 

– Intellectual capital 

– Human capital 

– Social and relationship capital 

– Natural capital  

The OPW CBA-TMN only considers impacts against financial capital. Integrated Reporting 

advocate organisations consider and report impacts to all six capitals to encourage integrated 

thinking and a better understanding of the factors that affect an organisation’s ability to create 

value over time.  
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Source Comment 

OTHER SOURCES 

 

Refer to Table 2.20 for discussions on communicating social and environmental impacts via 

multiple indicators to inform decision-making.  

Doughnut Economics: Seven Ways to Think Like a 21st-Century Economist (Raworth, 2017) 

Natural Flood Management Manual (CIRIA, In press) 

Enabling a Natural Capital Approach (Department of Environment and Rural Affairs (UK), 2020)  

Natural Capital Accounting (EU Commission, 2021) 

Dasgupta Review (HM Treasury, 2021) 

Source: Mott MacDonald 2021    
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3 Options and recommendations  

3.1 Proposed criteria for consideration of appraisal approaches  

The following criteria has been used to develop options and recommendations for the appraisal 

of flood relief schemes and for the appraisal parameters: 

1. Should be consistent with the broad principles of Public Spending Code and economic 

appraisal methods detailed in the associated Central and Technical Guidance. 

2. Should be repeatable, clear, and auditable – minimising subjective decisions. 

3. Should target the use of data that is easy to access. 

4. Should be flexible and scalable. 

5. Should incorporate international best practice. 

6. Should seek to align with progressive practices used in other sectors both nationally and 

internationally. 

7. Should be easy to explain and apply with no complex training requirements.  

8. Should not take an unreasonable time to complete the appraisal.  

9. Should have no complex software requirements. 

 

Where multiple options are presented, the preferred options are highlighted with a bold border. 

In sections where there is no specific choice of options, recommendations for further 

consideration by the OPW have been proposed. Unless otherwise stated, all recommendations 

and preferred options satisfy the proposed criteria. The proposed options and recommendations 

are intended to inform further discussions within OPW. To aid this discussion, the relative 

priority of options and recommendations is indicated via the use of ‘could’, ‘should’ and ‘must’. 

Additional research and stakeholder engagement may be required to further refine the proposed 

options and recommendations.   
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3.2 Options and recommendations for appraisal parameters  

This chapter proposes options and recommendations for each of the appraisal headings 

reviewed in Section 2.2. In addition to the options relating to these main headings, this project 

has identified more general recommendations relating to the style and structure of the CBA-

TMN guidance.  

 

RECOMMENDATION 1 – A decision-making tool  

To better align with the PSC and international practice, CBA should be integrated further into 

the option development and appraisal process.  

RECOMMENDATION 2 – Concise core principles, supported by examples  

The appraisal guidance should be concise and not require arduous work that acts as a 

barrier to pragmatic and informed decision-making. The current CBA-TMN is relatively 

concise. The ‘call for evidence’ identified the guidance as easy to follow and this style should 

therefore be maintained.  

The guidance could adopt the structure of the Welsh guidance – presenting the guidance 

within concise core principles supported by more lengthy explanation of the methods and 

examples within appendices at the rear to the guidance. Short core principles should guide 

most standard appraisals. Supporting guidance on methods would clarify specific technical 

aspects of the core principles. The ‘call for evidence’ identified support for guidance notes, 

example calculations, and templates to guide the appraiser and limit the potential for 

misinterpretation of the appraisal process. 

RECOMMENDATION 3 – Receptor Data  

A national flood receptor database of property data could be developed. This would provide 

a single repository, specific for flood risk management purposes, to hold consistent 

information on properties, including a record of completed threshold surveys, links to census 

data (e.g. household population) and the installation of Individual Property Protection 

measures. The database could cover all receptor types, not just residential properties. There 

are further potential enhancements that could be considered: 

– The database could become a central online tool for appraisals. By being 

prepopulated with national modelling data (and/or the ability to upload results) and 

algorithms to calculate flood damages, project appraisal teams could get access to a 

standardised ‘appraisal environment’. This could bring significant efficiencies, 

especially for smaller projects and make the appraisal process more auditable. 

– Artificial Intelligence (AI) presents another avenue for the expansion of receptor 

datasets (Nutt, 2020). By using aerial and street photography it is possible to develop 

improved receptor datasets incorporating AI estimated threshold step heights, 

property types, the presence of basements, the number of floors, the vulnerability of 

building materials to floodwater and the installation of some Individual Property 

Protection measures. 
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3.2.1 Scales of appraisal 

The guidance on scales of appraisal should be improved. It is recommended that a framework is 

put in place that is scalable and proportionate for the broad range of potential projects. Care 

should be taken to avoid cliff edge effects when transitioning between different scales of 

projects. The scale of appraisal is strongly influenced by the requirements of how appraisals are 

structured and the categories of benefits that are considered (Section 3.2.5 onwards). The 

options to consider are detailed below. 

3.2.1.1 Structuring of guidance for projects of differing sizes 

RECOMMENDATION 1 

Develop universal guidance for all project scales based on a series of general rules and 

principles. By defining criteria for when benefits should be appraised further, the principles 

would give adequate flexibility for project teams to tailor a proportionate and robust 

assessment that considers all significant factors. This aligns with the PSC and most 

appraisal guidance used in other sectors and jurisdictions. 

 

3.2.1.2 Calculation of benefits on low value projects 

OPTION 1 Retain the existing Minor Flood Mitigation Works benefit calculation method 

updating for inflation only. 

 

OPTION 2 Revise the Minor Flood Mitigation Works benefit calculation method to 

incorporate inflation and allowances for new benefit categories e.g. mental 

health. 

P
R

E
F

E
R

R
E

D
 

OPTION 3 Expand the Minor Flood Mitigations Works benefit calculation method as per 

Option 2 but re-work so that present values are reported. Incorporate elements 

of the Welsh Government’s RAD tool e.g. using the probability of flooding, 

basing benefits on locally available data, facility to cap damages and the ability 

for flood damages to increase with time (asset deterioration and climate change). 

Aligning with the recommendations of Section 3.2.18, this tool could also report 

carbon damages and could be a useful tool for all scales of project. 

 

OPTION 4 Develop a standardised flood damage assessment tool for all projects. This 

could be a standardised spreadsheet or ambitious online central database 

accessed via a web interface. The complexities (hence cost and programme) to 

develop a standardised approach should not be underestimated, however it 

could supply significant efficiencies in the medium and long term. Conversely, it 

could lead to appraisals being driven by the needs of the system and not the 

requirements of good decision-making. 
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3.2.1.3 Cost-effect analysis 

OPW use cost-effect analysis (CEA) when selecting the cheapest option to conduct statutory 

maintenance and repair of arterial drainage schemes. The guidance on cost-effect analysis 

could be improved. The use of cost-effect analysis represents a governance issue. OPW should 

set out precise rules detailing when and how it can be used. Key considerations should include 

defining when cost-effect analysis is appropriate, ‘allowable costs’ and cost thresholds above 

which cost-effect analysis would not be permitted.  

RECOMMENDATION 1 

Formally define the role that cost-effect analysis has in the appraisal of flood relief schemes 

within the CBA-TMN, MCA-TMN and OPW Minor Flood Mitigation Works and Coastal 

Protection Scheme guidance. This could be to provide clarity limiting its use to only internal 

OPW projects on a case-by-case basis subject to appropriate approval. Example 

applications could include emergency projects, cases where critical assets need protection 

or where there is an overriding risk-to-life.  

 

If cost-effect analysis is considered appropriate, the options below represent potential 

approaches to its implementation. 

OPTION 1 Only allow cost-effect analysis to be used for very low value maintenance 

projects that are supported by a preceding strategy, or where there is a specific 

legal duty to act. This approach would align with guidance in England and 

Wales and would be aligned with the current OPW approach to planning 

statutory maintenance and arterial drainage schemes.  

OPTION 2 In addition to Option 1, develop a framework for low value ‘easy win’ projects to 

be appraised using only cost-effect analysis. This could also be used to provide 

universal minimum standards aligning with the Dutch approach e.g. Property 

Flood Resilience (or the equivalent cost diverted to other forms of defence) 

could be justified for any residential property that has a strong history of 

flooding e.g. flooded more than twice in the last 10 years. The framework for 

using cost-effect analysis could also include guidance for the applications 

noted in Recommendation 1 – e.g. cases where there is a significant risk-to-life 

or critical asset in need of protection.  
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3.2.2 Appraisal period/time horizon  

There is no strong case to change the existing guidance on the appraisal period.  

OPTION 1 No change from the existing OPW guidance – require all appraisals to consider 

a 50-year appraisal period. This aligns with the principles of the PSC, follows 

the recommendation of the Goodbody Report (Goodbody Economic 

Consultants, 2001) and is a commonly adopted approach internationally. Using 

a fixed period will prevent appraisals manipulating this significant aspect of 

appraisals. Although some international examples propose longer appraisal 

periods, the use of a 50-year period limits the impact of intergenerational 

wealth transfer and avoids appraisals being reliant on assumptions relating to 

future costs (e.g. asset deterioration) and benefits (e.g. climate change and 

urban decline/re-generation) which will have very significant uncertainty. It is 

recommended that sensitivity tests consider appraisal period or discount rates, 

not both. 

OPTION 2 Provide a recommended default appraisal period (ideally 50 years as outlined 

above), but allow project teams to vary based on local factors e.g. types of 

options being considered, urban regeneration plans or the condition of existing 

assets. Allow flexibility for appraisal teams to reduce or extend the 50-year 

appraisal period up to the next significant investment (i.e. next investment that 

exceeds 10% of initial construction cost).  

 

3.2.3 Climate change  

The guidance on the treatment of climate change should be improved.  

The treatment of climate change should align with the findings and recommendations from the 

ongoing Midleton study. 

3.2.3.1 Increasing damages due to climate change 

OPTION 1 Retain existing approach of considering increasing damages as result of 

climate change only via sensitivity testing. Excluding increased damages as a 

result of climate change from the core appraisal would generally be 

conservative (low benefits) and would typically avoid schemes being reliant on 

benefits that may not materialise. Not allowing for increased damages can fail 

to identify where development will become unsustainable even with improved 

flood defences. Not including climate change in the core appraisal does not 

align with progressive practices internationally (Criteria 6). 

OPTION 2 For all but the smallest appraisals, require the core appraisal to assess flood 

damages using the future that is most likely to occur. Appraisal teams should 

be encouraged to consider damages that gradually change with time as a 

result of climate change ideally by linear interpolation of uncapped average 

annual flood damages between appraised years. Variations to consider more 

or less extreme climate change scenarios should be via sensitivity tests. 
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OPTION 3 Building on Option 2, consider utilising English guidance on accounting for 

adaptive capacity (Environment Agency, 2018) by undertaking an array of 

assessments for potential future climates. The scheme benefits are then 

calculated by weighting the benefits based on the probability of each future. 

This more complex approach could support an increased application of 

adaptive pathways but might only be appropriate for large projects. 

 

3.2.3.2 Reducing the number of hydraulic modelling runs 

RECOMMENDATION 1 

The guidance should detail how the event probabilities or magnitudes can be adjusted to 

allow modelled present-day climate flood events to be reused to quickly estimate future flood 

damages allowing for climate change. Despite being used widely by project teams there are 

limited examples of this technique being advocated or formally described in guidance. 

Similarly, guidance could also be used to facilitate considering the benefit of (NbCMS) and 

flood storage through adjusting event probabilities or magnitudes to avoid the need for 

additional modelling. 

 

3.2.4 Discount rate 

The guidance on discount rates should be improved. 

3.2.4.1 Adopted discount rate 

OPTION 1 Retain the existing discount rate for benefits and costs (4%). The impact of the 

discount rate should be investigated as part of sensitivity testing. This does not 

comply with the PSC (Criteria 1). 

OPTION 2 Align with the latest PSC guidance on discount rates (time of writing initially 

4%, decreasing in steps after 30 years). The impact of the discount rate should 

be investigated as part of sensitivity testing. 

OPTION 3 Similar to Option 2, except the OPW could detail alternate discount rates for 

carbon, environment and health-related factors. This option adopts the 

approach in the Green Book (HM Treasury, 2020), where health impacts are 

assumed to not be affected by expected growth in wealth and are therefore 

only influenced by society’s preference for value now rather than later (i.e. 

considers ‘time preference’, but not ‘wealth effect’). 
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3.2.5 Appraisal scenarios/counterfactuals  

The guidance on appraisal scenarios and counterfactuals could be improved.  

3.2.5.1 Appraisal baseline 

OPTION 1 No change from the existing appraisal baseline described as ‘Continue with 

Existing Practice’. While rapid to apply, the approach has technical challenges 

where there is an existing scheme or ‘do less’ type options are being 

considered. Retaining ‘Continue with Existing Practice’ as the appraisal 

baseline, prevents it being used to justify what is currently done making it 

inflexible (Criteria 4).  

OPTION 2 Adopt a ‘Do Legal Minimum’ or ‘Do Nothing’ type baseline for appraisals to 

allow all projects, including ‘Do Less’ type options, to be consistently 

appraised. However, ‘Do Nothing’ type baselines can be distorted by project 

teams, can become a source of uncertainty and can lead to the appraisal not 

evaluating large costs that will transfer to other areas of government 

expenditure. The requirement for the ‘Do Nothing’ case to be considered 

typically increases the required number of model runs; increasing project cost 

and programme.  

OPTION 3 Allow appraisals to use the ‘Continue with Existing Practice’ where there is no 

existing scheme or where an existing scheme does not offer a high standard of 

protection. For appraisals considering significant changes to an existing 

scheme e.g. removal of existing flood embankments, project teams should be 

required to use a ‘Do Nothing’ or ‘Do Legal Minimum’ type baseline so that 

options to do less than the existing practice can be appraised. 

 

3.2.5.2 Terminology and the treatment of costs in the baseline case 

RECOMMENDATION 1 

To achieve Criteria 7, it is recommended that the appraisal baseline is described using a 

simple and clear name. The ‘Continue with Existing Practice’ is relatively clear and is 

considered clearer than ‘Do Minimum’. The term ‘Do Nothing’ should be avoided as this is 

frequently misunderstood by non-specialists. Alternatives such as ‘Do Legal Minimum’ 

provide greater clarity. 

It is ambiguous whether ‘Continue with Existing Practice’ entails repairing what is there now 

or in the future. A precise definition of the appraisal baseline, and possibly a recommended 

‘sub-title’ should be provided in the guidance (e.g. ‘maintenance of existing assets, no 

capital repairs now or in the future’). 

RECOMMENDATION 2 

OPW should be mindful of situations where the treatment of costs that may occur in the 

baseline case should be considered, e.g. the cost to discontinue an existing flood storage 

reservoir (if a ‘Do Nothing’ or ‘Do Legal Minimum’ type baseline is adopted). 
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3.2.6 Residential properties 

The guidance on residential properties should be improved.  

3.2.6.1 Property data 

RECOMMENDATION 1 

Aligning with Section 3.2.11 on social and distributional impacts, the current approach of not 

including the property age, social class and property size is considered proportionate and 

pragmatic. The added effort of generating these property descriptors does not normally 

significantly alter appraisal outcomes and it systematically disadvantages less well-off 

communities. Internationally, many countries adopt generalised damage curves 

representative of a broad range of property types. 

 

3.2.6.2 Direct damages (depth-damage curves) 

OPTION 1 Retain current approach prescribing the depth-damage curves that are to be 

used, and saline uplift factor. This approach is quick to apply and limits 

manipulation of flood damage assessments. It does not incorporate 

international best practice (does not comply with Criteria 5). 

OPTION 2 Stipulate that the MCH depth-damage curves should or must be used but allow 

project teams to select the curve that they deem most appropriate. This would 

allow project teams to use the MCH’s latest data (updated annually) for a range 

of flood water types, flood durations and warning periods. Brief guidance could 

be provided on how to select a suitable curve including introducing flexibility on 

the treatment of below ground floor flooding. This would align with the 

approach used in the UK. 

OPTION 3 Recommend the use of the MCH depth-damage curves (Option 2) but 

reference the wide range of other depth-damage curve methods. This could 

open damage assessments to manipulation but would also ease the use of 

new methods, encourage innovation, and make EU suppliers more 

competitive. 

 

3.2.6.3 Treatment of temporary accommodation and other intangible residential losses 

OPTION 1 Retain existing approach of doubling the direct residential damages to estimate 

the ‘intangible’ losses. This approach is simple and hence quick to apply, 

however it does not have a robust basis. This is subjective and does not 

incorporate international best practice (does not comply with Criteria 2 and 5), 

although this approach is also adopted in Baden-Württemberg. 
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OPTION 2 Adopt the MCH approaches for estimating the probability and duration of 

households relocating to temporary accommodation. Ideally this would be 

supported with Irish property rental costs rather than transferring the now dated 

UK data within the MCH. Similarly, the MCH approach for estimating the 

physical and mental health impacts of flooding could be adopted. The 

treatment of risk-to-life is covered separately. While based on research done in 

England, the methods are supported by comprehensive research. 

OPTION 3 Apply the MCH approaches to a number of Irish case studies and use this 

study to review whether the existing approach of doubling damages is 

appropriate. If required, use the study to inform an alternative uplift.  

OPTION 4 Academic research could be commissioned to develop new Irish specific 

methods to estimate the cost of temporary housing and other intangible 

impacts. This approach would be expensive and require a considerable 

programme. It is unlikely that it would result in significantly different appraisal 

outcomes to the reapplication of the MCH methods (Option 2). 

 

3.2.6.4 Individual Property Protection 

OPTION 1 There is currently no system for accreditation of Individual Property Protection 

in Ireland and limited availability of flood forecasting systems limits the 

reliability of such measures. Consideration of Individual Property Protection in 

appraisals could therefore be excluded from the CBA-TMN.  

OPTION 2 Specific guidance could be developed on how to calculate flood damages to 

properties when Individual Property Protection is installed. The updated 

guidance could be based on evidence within the MCH and CIRIA’s Code of 

Practice (CIRIA, 2021). Robust guidance on the probability of failure (poor 

installation, deployment, or overtopping) and asset renewal should be 

provided. In addition to evaluating direct damages, the guidance should clarify 

how in-direct and intangible damages should be assessed, e.g. temporary 

housing. 
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3.2.7 Non-residential properties 

The guidance on non-residential properties could be improved.  

3.2.7.1 Direct damage (depth-damage curves) 

RECOMMENDATION 1 

It is recommended that the approach for evaluating the direct damage to non-residential 

properties aligns with the approach adopted for residential properties (Section 3.2.6.2). 

 

3.2.7.2 Intangible impacts 

OPTION 1 Disallow indirect and intangible impacts considered for all businesses. 

OPTION 2 While not based on robust data the allowance of intangible damages for small 

businesses appears fair and pragmatic. The adopted approach should align 

with the principles adopted for intangible impacts at residential properties. It 

may be appropriate to only allow the application of residential mental health 

impacts (temporary accommodation and physical health are less suitable). It 

would also be appropriate to set an upper limit for non-residential intangible 

impacts. 

OPTION 3 Research could be commissioned to develop a scientific basis for including 

these impacts. The research would likely be high cost and require a significant 

programme to complete. It is anticipated that it would not alter the outcome of 

most appraisals. 

 

3.2.7.3 Indirect damages 

RECOMMENDATION 1 

In general, lost earnings and profits should remain excluded from the assessment of 

benefits. This approach aligns with the PSC guidance. 

RECOMMENDATION 2 

The guidance should highlight that in some circumstances it is acceptable to include the lost 

economic value from nationally unique industries (e.g. only company in Ireland able to 

manufacture a specific part) or exporting industries (e.g. pharmaceuticals). 

RECOMMENDATION 3 

Consideration should be given to allowing appraisals to include an allowance for the 

additional costs businesses incur when trying to limit the impact of flooding. The MCH 

advocates a 3% uplift of direct damages.  
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3.2.8 Vehicles 

The guidance on vehicles could be improved.  

OPTION 1 Retain existing approach excluding direct damages to vehicles. This does not 

incorporate best international practice (Criteria 5). 

OPTION 2 Adopt the MCH approach for assessing the direct damages to vehicles. This 

could be supported with a desk assessment of key variables for Ireland 

including vehicle values, number of vehicles, the depth that triggers vehicle 

write-off and the probability of vehicles being present. The Irish assessment 

could be based on national averages. 

OPTION 3 Similar to Option 2, except incorporate the USACE percentage damage-depth 

approach (USACE, 2009). This could be supported with a small study to 

identify the Irish average domestic vehicle value avoiding reliance on an 

English value that is now nearly 10 years out of date. 

OPTION 4 Undertake a study to develop an Irish method for assessing the direct 

damages to vehicles. As a frame of reference for an appropriate scale of study 

required – the USACE methodology was supported by a survey of 640 flood 

damaged vehicles from 10 communities across the USA (USACE, 2009). This 

would allow the method to be tailored to Irish needs but would require 

significant budget and programme. 

 

3.2.9 Risk to life 

The guidance on risk to life could be improved. Options to improve the representation of 

physical and mental health are included in Section 3.2.6 (residential). 

OPTION 1 Retain current approach of appraising risk-to-life via the MCA. This could result 

in projects with very significant risk-to-life issues being identified as having 

costs exceeding benefits and subsequently being identified as ‘uneconomic’. It 

does avoid the sensitive issue of placing a monetary value on human life. In 

some cases, cost-effect analysis could be a means of progressing these 

projects, e.g. a project to repair the embankment impounding a flood storage 

reservoir. 
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OPTION 2 Adopt a simplistic approach to approximate the value of potential loss of life for 

most appraisals based on the estimated national average annual direct 

damages and the national annual number of documented flood related deaths 

(e.g. estimated over a 10-year period). Using the transportation sector’s value 

of life, a simple uplift to direct damages could then be calculated. Most projects 

would then apply a simple factor to the total direct damages to properties to 

estimate the monetised risk to life. In extreme cases, where risk-to-life is a 

significant appraisal consideration, project teams could be given the flexibility 

to adopt a suitable method, be that expert judgement of the number of 

fatalities, or the application of a method from another jurisdiction. 

OPTION 3 Undertake a study to develop an Irish method for monetising the risk-to-life. 

This would allow the method to be tailored to Irish needs but would require 

significant budget and programme. It is unlikely to affect the outcome of all but 

the most extreme appraisals. 

OPTION 4 For projects that significantly reduce the risk to life, lower the requirement to 

demonstrate that benefits exceed costs. The use of a lower threshold would 

align with the approach used in German Baden-Württemberg. Guidance would 

be required to support implementation of this option. To provide efficiencies the 

guidance on when to lower the threshold could align with the MCA process.   

 

3.2.10 Emergency services/response 

The guidance on valuing emergency services/response could be improved.  

OPTION 1 The existing approach of uplifting the direct property damages by 8.1% could 

be retained. While the approach is simple to apply it is based on the transfer of 

limited data from England in the 2000s which may not be representative of the 

costs in Ireland in 2020s. While quick to apply, the method does not align with 

progressive approaches adopted internationally (Criteria 6). 

OPTION 2 Project teams should be encouraged to undertake a local assessment of the 

emergency response costs. This approach is recommended in the USA where 

the emergency response cost is highlighted in guidance as being dependent on 

local factors and should be estimated via a local assessment in consultation 

with emergency response providers. While this approach has the potential to 

be more locally representative it would require detailed local data, could take a 

disproportionate time to complete and is not scalable (Criteria 3, 4 and 8) 
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OPTION 3 To streamline the local assessment a study could be undertaken to develop an 

Irish method for estimating the emergency response cost. This would allow the 

method to be tailored to Irish needs. It is anticipated that with targeted 

consultation of informed individuals a much improved (on the global 8.1% 

uplift) Irish method could be quickly developed without significant budget or 

programme. The method could allow the emergency response to be a function 

of key factors such as remoteness and the potential for loss of life. Given that 

the current method is believed to be representative of the ‘average’, it is 

anticipated that an improved assessment of emergency response costs could 

have a significant impact on the outcome of appraisals. 

 

3.2.11 Social and distributional 

The guidance on valuing social and distributional factors should be improved. 

3.2.11.1 Equitable representation of economic benefit  

OPTION 1 No change to the existing approach in regard to the equitable representation of 

economic benefit. This approach does not align with the Government’s social 

policies or DPER’s Social Impact Assessment Framework (Criteria 1). It does 

not reflect progressive practices adopted in other sectors e.g. Transport or 

flood risk management project appraisals in other jurisdictions (Criteria 5 and 

6). 

OPTION 2 Re-adjust the appraisal method to reduce the effect of undesirable social and 

wealth distribution issues within the underlying methods, e.g. by using national 

average data in preference to local data, therefore significantly reducing the 

need to correct distributional effects. A range of recommendations are made in 

separate sections and are therefore not repeated here. Specifically Sections 

3.2.6 (residential), 3.2.10 (emergency response) and 3.2.19 (capping). This 

approach will be quick to apply (Criteria 8), easy to explain (Criteria 7) and 

align with progressive practices in other sectors (e.g. transport, where national 

averages are typically used for key parameters such as value of time or vehicle 

value in place of local values) (Criteria 6). 

OPTION 3 Undertake an academic study to develop an Irish method for adjusting benefits 

to account for distributional effects. This would allow the method to be tailored 

to Irish needs but would require significant budget and programme. Although a 

similar methodology could be used, it is not recommended that the English 

Distributional Impact Factors are transferred to Ireland as the values are reliant 

on English data and are representative of conditions present in a different 

country nearly 20 years ago. 
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OPTION 4 Do not change the representation of economic benefit. Accept that benefit 

assessments will systematically favour wealthier areas and account for the 

imbalance later within the MCA and option selection process. This could 

incorporate lowering the requirement for projects in deprived areas, or other 

areas of social need, to demonstrate that benefits exceed costs. The use of a 

lower threshold would align with the approach used in German Baden-

Württemberg. Guidance would be required to support implementation of this 

option. To provide efficiencies, the guidance on when to lower the threshold 

could align with the MCA process.    

 

3.2.11.2 Social co-benefits of flood schemes 

Options and recommendations relating to the treatment of potential social co-benefits such as 

amenity enhancements, improved integration of society and the creation of opportunities (not 

related to flood damages) are presented in Section 3.2.16 (Economic and population growth) 

and Section 3.2.17 (Public realm, amenity, tourism and environment). 

3.2.11.3 Distributional analysis 

RECOMMENDATION 1 

To aid decision-makers to understand key social impacts of investments, the Transport 

Infrastructure Ireland distributional analysis guidance should be adopted (Criteria 6). Aligning 

with the transportation sector would provide efficiencies for OPW and its supply chain 

(Criteria 7 and 8). Requiring distributional analysis to be undertaken would align with 

government policy on Social Inclusion and Rural Development. Thresholds for the 

requirement to undertake distributional analysis should be included to avoid a 

disproportionate assessment for small investments.  

Building on this, at a programme level the OPW should monitor the value in investment for a 

range of social groups. If it is identified that a group is not receiving equitable investment a 

review of the decision-making criteria should be undertaken to determine if corrective action 

is appropriate. 

 

3.2.12 Utilities infrastructure  

The guidance on valuing utilities infrastructure factors should be improved.  

OPTION 1 Retain the existing approach of uplifting direct property damages by 20% to 

account for infrastructure utility assets. This simple approach is quick to apply 

and is based on generalised English data. While representative of a reported 

average for a specific set of events in England, it is likely to vary significantly 

between locations. This method does not align with best practice internationally 

(Criteria 5). 
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OPTION 2 Develop generalised uplift values for various utilities infrastructure types. These 

uplifts can then be applied based on presence within the flood risk study area. 

Similar to option 1, although this is a relatively simple approach this does not 

align with best practice internationally (Criteria 5).  

OPTION 3 Recommend that appraisals adopt the guidance within the MCH to assess the 

impact of flooding to utility infrastructure. This includes guidance on when 

infrastructure damages are considered sufficiently significant to be included in 

assessments (Criteria 4 and 8). 

 

3.2.13 Transport 

The guidance on valuing transport factors could be improved.  

3.2.13.1 Road (indirect and direct) 

OPTION 1 Retain the current guidance on the assessment of traffic disruption (in-direct 

damage) aligns with the general principles of the MCH. There is no guidance 

on whether physical damage to roads can be considered. This approach does 

not align with international best practice (Criteria 5). 

OPTION 2 The current guidance could be extended to align with the MCH regarding road 

transport damages. This would make it clear that both direct and in-direct 

damages can be considered. The guidance also details when it is appropriate 

to assess road transport damages, as in some cases the additional work in 

sourcing traffic and diversion data may not be proportionate and may not 

significantly impact the appraisal. For example, road damages could only be 

considered if a significant part of the local network is affected, the duration of 

flooding is several days or even weeks/months, or if the annual probability of 

the flood event occurring is greater than 20%. To incorporate best practice 

from other sectors (Criteria 6), appraisals should be encouraged to apply the 

latest transport appraisal guidance when assessing road traffic disruption, e.g. 

using TUBA (Transport Infrastructure Ireland, 2016). 

 

3.2.13.2 Other forms of transport 

RECOMMENDATION 1 

To align with the principles of the PSC (Criteria 1), it is recommended that guidance is 

provided on assessing direct and in-direct damages to all forms of transport, e.g. rail, bus, 

tram, walking, cycling, sea and air. The MCH provides guidance on assessing some of these 

sectors and its principles can be transferred to other modes of transport. Although it is 

anticipated that assessing these impacts would be rare, the guidance should not exclude 

these impacts from being considered and should provide the appraiser with flexibility to 

determine whether these impacts are deemed significant and require evaluation.  
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RECOMMENDATION 2 

The guidance should reiterate the importance of not overlooking less affluent sectors of 

society when appraising transport damage, e.g. the current MCH guidance does not give 

guidance on assessing damages related to walking and bus travel. Lost earnings or rail 

disruption values could be used to estimate the value of disruption due to bus users or 

walkers not typically being able to divert to another flood free route during flooding. Similar to 

Recommendation 1, it is anticipated that assessing these impacts would be rare. However, 

guidance should not exclude these impacts from being considered and should provide the 

appraiser with flexibility to determine whether these impacts are deemed significant and 

require evaluation.  

 

3.2.14 Agriculture  

The primary objective of OPW investment in flood relief schemes is to protect communities, 

rather than agricultural land. Benefits from protecting agriculture could however be considered if 

they were additional benefits that compliment a community-focussed scheme. Guidance on the 

evaluation of agricultural impacts may not be required but could be useful in informing 

discussion regarding the management of agricultural field bunds. Qualitative assessment of 

agricultural impacts via the MCA process could be sufficient when undertaking appraisals. If 

further discussions deem agricultural impact evaluation necessary, the following 

recommendations could be considered.  

● The guidance could be extended to advise on how and when agricultural flood damages 

should be monetised in appraisals. The MCH provides a framework for assessing these 

losses and could form the basis of the guidance. Similarly, the guidance could be informed 

by Citeau’s (2003) approach to monetising flood damage via the ‘crop information sheets’ 

and supporting vulnerability criteria. 

● The guidance on agricultural losses could align with the treatment of ecosystem services 

(Section 3.2.17) and should highlight the potential for double counting or appraisals only 

monetising agricultural production gain/loss without monetising environmental gain/loss. 

 

3.2.15 Cultural heritage  

The guidance on cultural heritage could be improved. Section 3.2.19 provides 

recommendations on the capping of heritage benefits. 

RECOMMENDATION 1 

An uplift could be applied to the direct damages of historic protected structures and 

conservation areas in recognition that historic properties generally cost more to repair. As 

each property is unique, project teams should be given the flexibility to choose a suitable 

uplift with reference to a supplied default range, potentially 30 to 50% (Property 

Conservation Company, 2018). A specialist in OPW’s Heritage and Building Services may 

be able to provide an informed expert opinion on a suitable uplift. 
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RECOMMENDATION 2 

Appraisals should be given flexibility to determine the most appropriate means of assessing 

the benefits of protecting National Monuments and other nationally important heritage 

assets. The guidance could outline overarching principles and reference supporting methods 

including the MCH and the Preliminary Flood Risk Assessment Classifying the Vulnerability 

of National Monuments (Mott MacDonald, 2011). Guidance on when it is appropriate to 

evaluate cultural heritage losses could be based on the Preliminary Flood Risk Assessment 

classification. National Monuments that are ‘Extremely Vulnerable’ or ‘Highly Vulnerable’ 

could be recommended for evaluation. To provide greater efficiency, thresholds could be 

defined in the guidance for the use of cost-effect analysis. 

 

3.2.16 Economic and population growth  

The guidance on economic and population growth could be improved.  

3.2.16.1 Development opportunities  

Consideration of economic growth in appraisals should be cautious of the implications of 

protecting land for development. The following recommendations should be considered during 

consideration of how development opportunities are considered in appraisals.  

RECOMMENDATION 1 

Consideration could be given to excluding the benefit of protecting recently constructed 

private development. This would increase the incentive for developers and planners to give 

due consideration to the impact of flooding on developments, in accordance with The 

Planning System and Flood Risk Management – Guidelines for Planning Authorities (OPW, 

2009). Properties constructed after a fixed date (e.g. January 2021) or within a sliding period 

(e.g. 10 years) of the appraisal would be excluded. This would adopt principles of the 

English system. An exception could be made for nationally important assets. The 

implementation of this exclusion may require a political decision.   

RECOMMENDATION 2 

Disallowing benefits for the protection of undeveloped greenfield land avoids the potential for 

government funding being used to subsidise otherwise unsustainable development – i.e. 

appraisals should not consider protecting greenfield land for future development in 

appraisals. The guidance should clarify how brownfield and currently unused buildings 

should be treated when undertaking CBA. 
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RECOMMENDATION 3 

Building on recommendation 2, appraisals could be permitted to include the flood risk 

management benefits of protecting some types of future development. In Scotland the 

benefit of protecting planned development that already has full planning consent can be 

reported as a flood benefit. Consideration could be given to including the benefit of 

improving protection for planned government projects (e.g. major new transport 

infrastructure) or to support the delivery of government policies (e.g. supporting the 

ambitions of the Affordable Housing Bill or the National Development Plan). Careful control 

would be required to avoid flood risk management funding being used to make otherwise 

unsustainable development viable or for private gain. 

 

3.2.16.2 Consideration of wealth and population growth  

Wealth and population growth have the potential to increase the number of receptors and 

damage potential of at-risk areas. The following options should be considered.  

OPTION 1 Retain the existing approach of requiring appraisals to not consider the benefits 

from economic and population growth. This approach would minimise 

subjective decisions, reduce uncertainty, be fast to apply and align with the 

approach used internationally.  

OPTION 2 Permit appraisals to consider economic and population growth but only via a 

separate supplementary benefit cost appraisal. As outlined in Section 3.2.21, it 

would still be necessary for projects to demonstrate that the benefits of 

protecting existing development (assuming no growth) exceed the costs. 

Considering growth would not be a core part of the appraisal process and 

would only be assessed as an add-on if project teams deemed it significant. 

The appraisal guidance could signpost guidance within the PSC, methods used 

in transport appraisals and the English toolkit for appraising ‘local benefits’ 

using Gross Value Added (GVA) (Frontier Economics, 2014). It should be 

noted that the Social Discount Rate incorporates assumptions on society’s 

preference to invest, this incorporates assumptions that future generations will 

be wealthier. 

 

3.2.17 Public realm, amenity, tourism, and environmental  

Local authorities may wish to add other works to a flood scheme to enhance the wider additional 

benefits. This may include, but is not limited to, public realm, amenity, tourism and 

environmental improvements surrounding flood protection works. This may include costs that 

are not directly associated with the flood protection works and therefore the OPW must consider 

how these costs and benefits are included within the CBA and key decision-making criteria. 

Filtering out indirect and potentially ineligible costs presents challenges – although these 

additional costs may not directly contribute to the reduction of flood damage, the scheme may 

not be acceptable to planning authorities or the community without their inclusion. Further 

discussions are presented in Section 3.2.21.  
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Section 3.2.3.2 recommends developing guidance to facilitate the efficient consideration of flood 

risk benefit of NbCMS through adjusting event probabilities or magnitudes to avoid the need for 

additional modelling. This section considers options and recommendations to evaluate wider 

additional benefits, beyond flood damages avoided.  

The guidance on public realm, amenity, tourism, and environmental should be improved.   

3.2.17.1 Consideration of public realm, amenity, and environmental benefits 

OPTION 1 Retain the existing approach of only considering these types of benefits via the 

MCA. This approach is quick to apply, flexible and scalable (Criteria 8 and 4). 

If considering these impacts via the MCA, the approach could be revised to 

align with the principles outlined by Raworth (2017) – i.e. where complex 

impacts are not scored and aggregated into a single decision-making metric, 

but quantified using multiple natural metrics. The MCA could be revised to 

include multiple accounts that reflect all impacts within the frame of social 

foundations that must be met and environmental ceilings that cannot be 

exceeded. Disaggregation also aligns with the approach in the Transport 

Infrastructure Ireland MCA (Transport Infrastructure Ireland, 2016) – where it is 

not intended that aggregating the individual scores in the MCA will be used in 

selecting the preferred option, but rather they are used to guide the impact of 

options.   

OPTION 2 Adopt principles of the German Baden-Württemberg approach for considering 

public realm, amenity and environment through altering the requirement for 

benefits to exceed costs when these types of benefits are deemed significant 

(Criteria 4, 5 and 8). This approach is not fully compliant with the PSC (Criteria 

1). Guidance would be required to support implementation of this option. To 

provide efficiencies, the guidance on when to lower the threshold could align 

with the MCA process.    

OPTION 3 Projects should be given flexibility to incorporate significant non-flooding 

benefits via a monetised assessment of ecosystem services and additional 

public realm enhancements. The guidance could signpost existing ecosystem 

services assessment methodologies possibly by referencing the forthcoming 

NFM Manual (CIRIA, In press), the EU’s Natural Capital Accounting or 

Scotland’s guidance for the inclusion of ecosystem services and natural capital 

in appraisals (Mott MacDonald, 2020).  Section 3.2.21 recommends that 

projects should be required to prove that the benefits accrued by avoiding flood 

damage exceed the project’s cost.  Without this check, flood risk management 

funding could be diverted to fund public realm, amenity, and environmental 

enhancement projects. 

OPTION 4 Building on option 3, academic research could be commissioned to develop 

bespoke ecosystem services assessment guidance and methodologies for 

Ireland. This research would require significant budget and programme. It is 

considered unlikely that the application of existing methodologies (some 

specific to the UK rather than global) would generate significantly different 

appraisal outcomes to an Irish specific method. 
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3.2.17.2 Alignment with EPA 

RECOMMENDATION 1 

The Department of Housing, Local Government and Heritage (DHLGH) should be 

consulted regarding existing and planned methods for the appraisal of WFD measures. 

There could be significant efficiencies using a common approach for assessing water 

environment benefits (Criteria 2 and 6). 

 

3.2.17.3 Recreation and tourism 

OPTION 1 Retain the existing approach of excluding recreational and tourism losses. This 

approach acknowledges that most recreation and tourism damages arising 

from flooding are transferable (e.g. visitors to a park will transfer to another 

park leading to no loss of recreation value). It will serve to minimise subjective 

decisions, not require hard to access data and retain a methodology that is 

quick to apply (Criteria 2, 3, 7 and 8).  

OPTION 2 Adopt principles of the Germany Baden-Württemberg approach for considering 

recreational and tourism through altering the requirement for benefits to 

exceed costs when tourism and recreation are deemed significant (Criteria 4, 5 

and 8). This approach is not fully compliant with the PSC (Criteria 1). Guidance 

would be required to support implementation of this option. To provide 

efficiencies, the guidance on when to lower the threshold could align with the 

MCA process.    

OPTION 3 Allow appraisals to evaluate (monetise) recreation and tourism where it is 

deemed significant (Criteria 4). The guidance could signpost the MCH or other 

methods to assist with evaluating when it is appropriate to assess these 

benefits and the appropriate evaluation methods (Criteria 5). 
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3.2.18 Greenhouse gas emissions  

The guidance on treatment of greenhouse gas emissions must be improved.  

RECOMMENDATION 1 

To help Ireland meet its international obligations and national legislation in relation to carbon 

emissions (Climate Action and Low Carbon Development Bill (DECC, 2021)), it is 

recommended that flood risk management projects are required to demonstrate that the 

carbon emissions associated with the construction and operation of a scheme have been 

minimised. At the time of writing, the Bill had not yet passed through the Houses of 

Oireachtas. A target of achieving net-zero emissions by 2050 has been proposed and the 

Government will determine how to apply the carbon budget across the relevant sectors.  

Via Project Briefs, it is understood OPW projects are currently required to estimate the 

carbon-footprint of schemes. Building on this existing requirement and to demonstrate a 

commitment towards achieving the anticipated Government net-zero targets, the guidance 

should make provision to minimise greenhouse gas emissions associated with design, 

construction and operation. It would be prudent to wait for further Government guidance on 

how this should be done.  

Supplementary guidance on assessing the carbon footprint of construction projects could be 

sign posted within the guidance e.g. CESMM4 Carbon and Price Book (Mott MacDonald, 

2013), the Carbon Calculator & Carbon Modelling Tools (Environment Agency, 

2020),Carbon and Cost Tool (Environment Agency, In press) and Public Spending Code - 

Supplementary Guidance: Measuring & Valuing Changes in Greenhouse Gas Emissions in 

Economic Appraisal (DPER, 2019c).  

The inclusion of greenhouse gas accounting would align with international best practice and 

progressive practices in other sectors. 

RECOMMENDATION 2 

Projects should be required to evaluate the greenhouse gas emissions avoided as a result of 

flood damage avoided This should be a rapid assessment of the most significant damages 

e.g. direct damage to properties only. This could align with progressive practices 

internationally (Criteria 5) and in the transport sector (Criteria 6). It is assumed that the OPW 

could gain access to the methods being developed by the English Environment Agency. It is 

recommended that a cautious approach is adopted with the roll out of greenhouse gas cost 

benefit analysis as a decision-making metric as it is recognised that the methods are 

untested. 

RECOMMENDATION 3 

It is anticipated that guidance from DPER and the Department of Environment, Climate and 

Communication (DECC) regarding valuation and discounting will evolve rapidly over the 

coming decade. It is recommended that projects are directed to DPER and DECC for 

guidance on monetising and discounting carbon. It is recommended that the flood relief 

appraisal guidance does not set its own requirement to monetise or discount carbon (Criteria 

7 and 8). 
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3.2.19 Capping  

The guidance on capping should be improved.  

3.2.19.1 Inclusion of capping and write-off 

RECOMMENDATION 1 

Appraisals, including the application of capping, should align with what happens in reality. In 

practice, there is no real-world equivalent of capping of the economic flood damage to a 

property’s value. Capping is not a universal approach in flood risk management and is only 

included in UK and Irish flood risk management appraisals. Other sectors (e.g. transport) do 

not have comparable capping mechanisms resulting in flood risk management projects 

being presented as very unfavourable compared to other sectors. Consideration should be 

given to not capping damages. The revised structure would avoid the current systematic 

under-reporting of benefits to the nation. It may still be deemed appropriate to limit funding to 

the value of assets protected. 

It is recommended that DPER is engaged in discussing this recommendation.  

RECOMMENDATION 2 

The appraisal guidance should introduce the concept of property write-off. This allows 

appraisals to evaluate when a property is no longer able to provide a useful function due to 

the frequency of flooding. Guidance in England is that once a property floods more than 

once every three years its value can be assumed to be written-off using the discounted 

property value. The ability to consider property write-off will become increasingly important 

due to the rising sea levels due to climate change. Write-off can also be a quick to apply and 

flexible tool when considering asset deterioration. If implementing this recommendation the 

OPW may want to use less emotive terminology than 'write-off' within guidance.   

 

3.2.19.2 Property capping – specific guidance on how to cap 

Clarified guidance on how to cap should be included in the guidance if it is deemed appropriate 

to undertake capping. Skip this section if recommendation 1 in Section 3.2.19.1 (not capping 

damage) is adopted. 

RECOMMENDATION 1 – (subject to Section 3.2.19.1 – if it is deemed appropriate to cap) 

The current guidance stipulates that benefits are to be capped but then provides guidance 

on capping damages, not benefits. Due to residual damages this implies that benefits will be 

less than capping values. The mismatch of the guidance should be rectified. If capping is to 

be undertaken, the capping of benefits would be preferable, but it is harder to apply in 

practice. It is therefore recommended that damages are capped, if capping is to be 

undertaken (Criteria 8). 

RECOMMENDATION 2 – (subject to Section 3.2.19.1 – if it is deemed appropriate to cap) 

Generalised guidance should be provided on capping all tangible categories of damages. 

This could be as simple as providing high level guidance e.g. infrastructure damages should 

be capped at the lesser of the cost to relocate the asset to a flood free location or for the 

asset owner to unilaterally protect the asset from flooding. 
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RECOMMENDATION 3 – (subject to Section 3.2.19.1 – if it is deemed appropriate to cap) 

The exact process for capping all sub-categories of residential related damages should be 

defined. Recent clarified guidance in England (Environment Agency, 2020) stipulates that 

once the sum of direct property damages equals the property’s capping value then it should 

be assumed that the property is abandoned leading to no future risk to life, physical & 

mental health, in-direct or vehicle damages being accrued. While the clarity brings much 

needed uniformity between appraisals, the adopted English approach results in the lives and 

health of people who live in expensive homes having a higher value in appraisals. This 

compounds undesirable wealth distribution issues and is inconsistent with the PSC and 

government policies (Criteria 1). If capping is to be undertaken, it is recommended that the 

total residential tangible damages incurred by the household or their insurer (sum of direct, 

temporary housing and vehicle damages) should be capped. All other residential related 

damages (risk to life, physical & mental health and emergency response) should continue 

unaffected by capping or be capped on a ‘per person’ basis that is not related to the value of 

an individual’s home. This would align with government policy and more progressive 

approaches used in other sectors. Although not recommended, if there is a preference to 

cap these damages, research would be required to determine appropriate values.  The 

research would need to consider complex issues such as how to cap damages to health or 

what would be the maximum the state would pay to repetitively provide emergency services 

support to a flooded household. 
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3.2.19.3 Property capping values – valuation 

Guidance on the valuation of properties could be updated if it is deemed appropriate to 

undertake capping.  Skip this section if recommendation 1 in Section 3.2.19.1 (not capping 

damage) is adopted. 

Subject to Section 3.2.19.1 – if it is deemed appropriate to cap 

OPTION 1 No change from the existing. Cap residential and non-residential properties 

based on market value. 

OPTION 2 Property capping values should include the cost to retreat. This would include 

the lost value of the property but also the associated legal fees, the cost to 

relocate the property occupants, the psychological value of the property and cost 

to return the site to a water compatible land use. This approach would facilitate 

managed retreat projects to be cost beneficial, avoiding the current situation of 

retreat options only being considered viable by the failure of all other options to 

be shown cost effective. It would be a progressive step beyond the Scottish 

Government’s guidance on capping, which indicates that the cost to retreat can 

be considered. 

It is anticipated that a relatively small study could provide standardised initial 

estimates with minimal time and expense. Legal fees could be based on average 

property purchase costs for recent transport schemes. Relocation costs could be 

based on average costs reported by an appropriate trade body (e.g. National 

Guild of Removers & Storers or Association of Professional Movers). The 

psychological value of property could be based on recent research on the mental 

health of losing a home to erosion (Environment Agency, June 2020). The cost 

to return land to a water compatible use could be based on data within the unit 

cost database. 

OPTION 3 This could be added to Option 1 or 2, property values could be altered to reflect 

other national priorities and values. For example, the capping value of Listed 

Structures could be increased to reflect the heritage value of the property, or the 

cost to achieve energy performance targets could be calculated using Property 

Energy Report data (regional or property specific).  This would represent a 

comprehensive holistic step forward for the cross-government delivery of policies 

but would be complex and time consuming to apply (Criteria 3, 7 and 8). 

 

RECOMMENDATION 1 – (subject to Section 3.2.19.1 – if it is deemed appropriate to cap) 

The MCH now advises a range of uplifts for converting rateable values to market values for 

non-residential properties. Consideration should be given to switching away from the blanket 

current 10x rateable value used within the CBA-TMN.  The new rates are generally 

significantly higher. It is unclear how valid the rateable value uplift factors will be following 

the impact of coronavirus on non-residential values.  A study could be undertaken to 

determine suitable rates for use in Ireland. Until sufficient data is available following the 

release from coronavirus restrictions, any study is likely to entail significant uncertainty. It is 

recommended that the updated MCH guidance is adopted until further data is available. 
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RECOMMENDATION 2 – (subject to Section 3.2.19.1 – if it is deemed appropriate to cap) 

Consideration should be given to providing a higher-level principle within the guidance for 

capping non-residential properties based on the cost to rebuild the property at a flood free 

location. This should be exclusive of land value. The approach of estimating based on 

rateable value should only be represented as a means of approximating the cost to rebuild 

at a flood free location. 

 

3.2.19.4 Property capping value – geographic variation, distribution & equality 

Guidance on the variation of capping values between properties could be updated if it is 

deemed appropriate to undertake capping.  Skip this section if recommendation 1 in Section 

3.2.19.1 (not capping) is adopted. 

Subject to Section 3.2.19.1 – if it is deemed appropriate to cap 

OPTION 1 No change from the existing; base capping values on local values.  Where 

capping is undertaken, this approach would not align with international practice 

(capping in England and Wales based on regional prices) or government social 

policy (Criteria 1 and 5).  The use of local data increases the effort required to 

undertake appraisals and there is the potential for project teams to game the 

process by selecting the most favourable geographic scale for the desired 

outcome (Criteria 8 and 2). 

OPTION 2 Similar to option 1, base capping values on local values.  To improve 

equitability, remove the connection between the value of an individual’s home 

and the allocated capping value for intangible damages. Intangible values 

could either not be capped or be capped based on a value per person.  A per 

person capping for intangible impacts should be based on appropriate 

research. 

OPTION 3 All appraisals could use standardised regional average property values (a 

single residential value and a concise number of non-residential categories). 

This approach would accelerate assessments, reduce the potential disincentive 

to invest in poorer areas, improve equality and reduce the need to later 

compensate the appraised benefits to account for undesirable distribution 

effects. Using national averages would align with the latest Welsh 

methodology. Standardised values could be based on an existing reported 

dataset. Sensitivity testing could consider the impact of local property values. 
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3.2.20 Risk and uncertainty  

The guidance on risk and uncertainty could be improved.  

RECOMMENDATION 1 

Due to the increasing uncertainty with time (asset deterioration, urban regeneration, 

economic growth, flood risk management technology and climate change), appraisals should 

be discouraged from appraising very long appraisal periods – if appraisers are given the 

flexibility to define appraisal periods that vary from the current 50-year default. Appraisals 

should focus on making good decisions regarding what is known to be true now, while being 

flexible to what might happen in the future.  This approach recognises that the effect of 

discounting means that future costs and benefits have a reduced impact on the appraisal 

outcome. 

RECOMMENDATION 2 

For larger investments, the appraisal guidance could facilitate adaptive management 

including incorporation of recommendations from the ongoing Midleton project. The 

appraisal guidance could incorporate a recommended means to account for a range of 

potential futures using a weighting approach (Environment Agency, 2018). 

RECOMMENDATION 3 

In line with the PSC requirements (Criteria 1) and practice in other sectors and countries 

(Criteria 5 and 6), sensitivity testing should be a requirement of the appraisal process as a 

method for exploring potential consequences of uncertainties in the analysis.  

The scope of tests should be flexible, rather than setting required tests (Criteria 4). Project 

teams should be given flexibility to define the sensitivity tests they deem to be most 

appropriate. The guidance on sensitivity testing should outline the broader principles only. 

The guidance could provide example sensitivity tests that target typical areas of 

uncertainties in appraisals – e.g. property threshold assumptions, assumptions used to 

evaluate damages to the largest properties, asset deterioration and climate change impacts. 

The guidance could also provide recommended actions that could be conducted following 

sensitivity tests, as a means of reducing uncertainty in assumptions identified as particularly 

sensitive – e.g. interviewing the owner of a large property if small changes in assumptions 

related to that property result in a large change in benefits. 

The output of the sensitivity testing will need to be reviewed and considered subjectively by 

the project board. Specifically, where a sensitivity test suggests a change in preferred option 

the project board must be satisfied that it is able to provide assurance to third parties that the 

correct option has been identified even if some sensitivity tests suggest a potential change in 

option. 
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RECOMMENDATION 4 

Although costs are not the focus of this review, the CBA guidance should provide high level 

guidance on the use of optimism bias and the use of quantitative risk management 

techniques such as Monte Carlo Analysis. The guidance should detail what provision for 

optimism bias and risk contingency should be included when comparing benefits and costs. 

If not undertaken already, consideration should be given to developing optimism bias factors 

specific to Irish flood risk management projects.  This would be based on the estimated 

project cost for the CFRAM projects at the time of the CFRAM completion compared with the 

actual project cost at completion. 

 

3.2.21 Key decision-making criteria  

The guidance on key decision-making criteria could be improved.  

RECOMMENDATION 1 

Although outside the scope of this review, the existing approach of using an MCA as a 

decision-support tool for option selection should be retained. It aligns with international best 

practice and is a method for the consideration of complex subjective factors that is 

repeatable, clear and auditable. 

RECOMMENDATION 2 

Within the CBA guidance, the appraisal of large projects should be encouraged or required 

to demonstrate that best value for money has been achieved via maximisation of benefits 

and the minimisation of costs over a range of options. Aligning with the PSC and best 

practice, the demonstration of best value via the maximisation of Net Present Value (NPV) 

should be encouraged over Benefit-Cost Ratio (BCR), Incremental Benefit Cost Ratio 

(IBCR), or Internal Rate of Return (IRR). The NPV is a robust decision-making metric clearly 

showing when benefits exceed costs, and allowing the ranking of options to consider the 

scale of investment and benefit. 
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RECOMMENDATION 3 

Building on the range of metrics reported by the existing MCA process and aligning with US, 

Welsh, and Scottish guidance on the consideration of multiple-benefits from flood schemes, 

and forthcoming expected changes to English guidance on greenhouse gas and 

environmental gain, it is recommended that a range of sub-cost benefit analyses is reported 

– although for ease of implementation, only one metric is used as the critical decision-

making metric. For a scheme to be ‘economic’, the NPV for the following metric must be 

greater than zero (assuming all significant benefits and costs have been considered):  

– Total benefit-cost – the sum of all benefits (flood damages, greenhouse gas, 

environment, social, economic growth etc) versus the total cost of the project 

assuming all benefits and costs have been monetised. 

A supplementary check on project performance could focus on flood damages avoided only 

benefits – i.e. the benefits accrued from monetary flood damages avoided versus eligible 

costs, not considering additional benefits. This may be difficult to implement, as there are 

challenges in filtering out costs that are not directly associated with the reduction of flood 

damages – as highlighted in Section 3.2.17. Due to ease of implementation, this check 

would not be strictly applied when determining the viability of schemes and could be 

considered a guiding principle.  

Recommendation 4 proposes a further supplementary check on project performance, 

relating to minimisation of greenhouse gas emissions.  

RECOMMENDATION 4  

As proposed in Section 3.2.18, it is recommended that greater consideration is given to the 

reporting of scheme greenhouse gas impacts. However, it is recommended that a cautious 

approach is adopted with the roll out of greenhouse gas cost-benefit analysis, as it is 

recognised that methods are untested and the potential impact on scheme viability, and 

therefore the delivery of policy, are unknown. There would be benefit in using a piloting 

phase. This could initially align with Public Spending Code - Supplementary Guidance: 

Measuring & Valuing Changes in Greenhouse Gas Emissions in Economic Appraisal 

(DPER, 2019c). To develop operational experience, provision should be made to start to 

monitor and report on greenhouse gas benefit-cost – i.e. the benefits accrued from 

greenhouse gas emissions arising from flood damage versus the greenhouse gas emissions 

arising from the creation and operation of a flood relief scheme. The guidance should be 

reviewed within a suitable timeframe incorporating findings from pilots and Government 

guidance as it is introduced.  

RECOMMENDATION 5 

The reporting of economic appraisals could be aligned with the UN Sustainable 

Development Goals or the Six Capitals. This would align with best practice and would help 

communicate the project benefits to external parties, encouraging partnering and wider 

support. It would also provide balance between all areas of potential benefit. 
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4 Summary and conclusions  

On behalf of the OPW, this report details a review of the economic appraisal of flood relief 

schemes in Ireland. The report focuses on the methodologies for evaluating the impacts of 

flooding and the monetised estimation of benefits to support the completion of the ex-ante CBA. 

Under the direction of the Project Steering Group the project objective was defined as: 

To inform the OPW’s €1bn planned investment in approximately 150 flood relief schemes over 

the National Development Programme 2018-2027, prepare a report detailing the 

recommendations and options for economic appraisal with reference to the Public Spending 

Code for appraising government investment in flood relief schemes. 

The review has considered a broad range of sources including: 

● The requirements of the Public Spending Code (DPER, 2019a) 

● Current flood and cost-benefit analysis guidance  

● International examples of flood appraisal guidance 

● Appraisal processes in other sectors 

● Academic and institution reviews of flood risk appraisal processes 

● Consultation with informed stakeholders 

Supported by an extensive bibliography, the review is reported via 21 topics providing a detailed 

overview of the key findings for each topic. The topics cover all relevant aspects of the appraisal 

process including definition of key appraisal parameters such as the appraisal period, 

proportionality, discount rates and key decision-making criteria. In addition to commentary on 

direct, indirect and intangible flood damage evaluation, from a range of receptor types – the 

review also reports progressive practices being explored by some nations and sectors in 

relation to the consideration of climate change, environment benefits via natural capital, 

economic growth and social impacts. 

The review identified that there are a broad range of economic appraisal techniques used 

internationally within the flood risk management sector and in other sectors within Ireland. The 

current Irish CBA guidance is largely founded on UK methodologies with the evaluation of 

benefits accrued from flood damages avoided based on the MCM (Flood Hazard Research 

Centre, 2005). Of note, the Irish CBA guidance references now superseded versions of the 

MCM and MCH. Appraisal guidance in the UK is more extensive, detailed and hence complex to 

apply than the majority of other international examples – due to the long running application of 

monetised cost-benefit analysis to identify the preferred option.  

When compared to other sectors and the requirements of the PSC, the existing CBA guidance 

compares favourably. In general, other sectors use cost-effect analysis more extensively. 

However, this is linked to the provision of minimum acceptable standards which are not 

applicable for the investment in flood relief schemes. When monetised CBA is undertaken by 

other sectors, there is a tendency for the methods to be more generalised making them quicker 

and less data dependent to apply. Aligning with the PSC there is also greater flexibility in the 

guidance for appraisals to adapt methods to reflect what is proportionate and significant for the 

specific project. 
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Aligning with the 21 review topics, an extensive series of options and recommendations are 

presented for consideration by the OPW. The options and recommendations for economic 

assessment were developed using the following criteria: 

1. Should be consistent with the broad principles of Public Spending Code and methods 

detailed in the associated Central and Technical Guidance. 

2. Should be repeatable, clear, and auditable – minimising subjective decisions. 

3. Should target the use of data that is easy to access. 

4. Should be flexible and scalable. 

5. Should incorporate international best practice. 

6. Should seek to align with progressive practices used in other sectors both nationally and 

internationally. 

7. Should be easy to explain and apply with no complex training requirements.  

8. Should not take an unreasonable time to complete the appraisal.  

9. Should have no complex software requirements. 

The options and recommendations include innovative approaches to improve quality of 

decision-making via the generation of more accurate benefit assessments, expanded 

consideration of climate change, economic growth, the environment and social impacts, and the 

improvement of the key decision-making criteria. The proposed options and recommendations 

are intended to inform further discussions within OPW and with its stakeholders. To aid this 

discussion, the relative priority of options and recommendations is indicated via the use of 

‘could’, ‘should’ and ‘must’. 

In some instances, recommendations and options include undertaking research to develop new 

methods or to collate data to permit existing methods used in other jurisdictions to be 

transferred to Ireland. As a general principle, it is recommended that options and 

recommendations that rely on supporting studies are only adopted by OPW in cases where the 

method would significantly improve the outcomes of the decision-making process. 

The following tasks are anticipated in order to progress the options and recommendations within 

this report: 

1. Internal review and discussion by OPW of the options and recommendations to formulate a 

preferred approach for the completion of appraisals. 

2. Consultation with DPER, the EPA and other government departments to secure buy-in and 

support for the preferred approach. 

3. The production of draft guidance would be a complex process and require the focused input 

of a team of individuals. It would be advisable for this to be a series of drafts overseen and 

commented on by an informed Steering Group representing all key stakeholders. Depending 

on the adoption of options and recommendations by OPW there may be a requirement to 

undertake supporting studies to provide an evidence base for the revised guidance. A 

summary of the recommend studies are presented in Table 4.1. 

4. Pilot testing of the draft guidance should be undertaken to identify issues prior to the formal 

release of the first issue of the guidance. The pilot testing should target a broad range of 

projects including both small and large projects in both rural and urban settings promoted by 

the OPW and Local Authorities. 
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Table 4.1:  Summary of recommended follow on studies 

Appraisal subject Description of anticipated study 

3.2.6.3 Treatment of 

temporary 

accommodation and 

other intangible 

residential losses  

Option 3 – “Apply the MCH approaches to a number of Irish case studies and use this 

study to review whether the existing approach of doubling damages is appropriate. If 

required, use the study to inform an alternative uplift.” 

The research output would be a short technical appendix for the CBA guidance. The 

appendix would concisely describe the method, its limitations and a record of the 

method’s derivation. It is anticipated that the OPW could undertake this in-house or with 

support from a specialist consultant. 

3.2.8 Vehicles Option 3 – “Similar to Option 2 [adopt MCH methodology to value vehicle damages], 

except incorporate the USACE percentage damage-depth approach (USACE, 2009). 

This could be supported with a small study to identify the Irish average domestic vehicle 

value avoiding reliance on an English value that is now nearly 10 years out of date.” 

The research output would be a short technical appendix for the CBA guidance. The 

appendix would concisely describe the method (USACE depth-damage curve and 

estimated vehicle value), its limitations and a record of the method’s derivation. It is 

anticipated that the OPW could undertake this in-house or with support from a specialist 

consultant. If data on the average value of domestic vehicles on Irish roads cannot be 

identified, a suitable value could be estimated using the average new vehicle value 

together with a representative depreciation curve. 

3.2.9 Risk to life Option 2 – “Adopt a simplistic approach to approximate the value of potential loss of life 

for most appraisals based on the estimated national average annual direct damages and 

the national annual number of documented flood related deaths (e.g. estimated over a 

10-year period). Using the transportation sector’s value of life, a simple uplift to direct 

damages could be calculated. Most projects would then apply a simple factor to the total 

direct damages to properties to estimate the monetised risk to life. In extreme cases, 

where risk-to-life is a significant appraisal consideration, project teams could be given 

the flexibility to adopt a suitable method, be that expert judgement of the number of 

fatalities, or the application of a method from another jurisdiction.” 

The research output would be a short technical appendix for the CBA guidance. The 

appendix would concisely describe the method (multiplier for direct property damages), 

its limitations and a record of the method’s derivation. It is anticipated that the OPW 

could undertake this in-house or via a specialist consultant. Collating and verifying a 

reliable register of flood related deaths will be a time-consuming task if a suitable dataset 

does not already exist. Input from local authority officers and emergency services via a 

request for information at suitable conferences could supplement a search of media 

sources to identify a register of fatalities. 

3.2.10 Emergency 

services/response 

Option 3 – “To streamline the local assessment a study could be undertaken to develop 

an Irish method for estimating the emergency response cost. This would allow the 

method to be tailored to Irish needs. It is anticipated that with targeted consultation of 

informed individuals a much improved (on the global 8.1% uplift) Irish method could be 

quickly developed without significant budget or programme. The method could allow the 

emergency response to be a function of key factors such as remoteness and the 

potential for loss of life. Given that the current method is believed to be representative of 

the ‘average’, it is anticipated that an improved assessment of emergency response 

costs could have a significant impact on the outcome of appraisals.” 

The research output would be a short technical appendix for the CBA guidance. The 

appendix would concisely describe the method (matrix of multipliers for direct property 

damages), its limitations and a record of the method’s derivation. It is anticipated that the 

OPW could undertake this in-house or via a specialist consultant. The research basis 

presented in the MCM (Flood Hazard Research Centre, 2013) should be considered 

when developing a methodology. The study should incorporate a consultation phase with 

those experienced in managing emergency responses to gain their understanding of the 

issues that affect costs. It should not be limited to the costs associated with “blue light 

responders” and should also include support provided in the days following a flood. The 

study should seek to report simple generalised uplifts using a small number (one to four) 

categories that represent the majority of flood incidents. 

3.2.11.1 Equitable 

representation of 

economic benefit 

Option 3 – “Undertake a study to develop an Irish method for adjusting benefits to 

account for distributional effects. This would allow the method to be tailored to Irish 

needs but would require significant budget and programme. Although a similar 
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Appraisal subject Description of anticipated study 

methodology could be used, it is not recommended that the English Distributional Impact 

Factors are transferred to Ireland as the values are reliant on English data and are 

representative of conditions present in a different country nearly 20 years ago.”  

The research output would be a short technical appendix for the CBA guidance. The 

appendix would concisely describe the method (uplift factors for range of social groups), 

its limitations and a record of the method’s derivation. It is anticipated that the OPW 

could undertake this in-house or with support from a specialist consultant. The 

methodology could be based on Diminishing Marginal Utility as used for the English 

based methodology (DEFRA, 2004). Alternatively, it could be an opportunity to consider 

the disproportionate financial impact of flooding on less affluent social groups (Kind, 

Wouter Botzen, & Aerts, 2019). 

3.2.15 Cultural 

heritage 

Recommendation 1 – “An uplift could be applied to the direct damages of historic 

protected structures and conservation areas in recognition that historic properties 

generally cost more to repair. As each property is unique, project teams should be given 

the flexibility to choose a suitable uplift with reference to a supplied default range, 

potentially 30 to 50% (Property Conservation Company, 2018). A specialist in OPW’s 

Heritage and Building Services may be able to provide an informed expert opinion on a 

suitable uplift.” 

The research output would be a short technical appendix for the CBA guidance. The 

appendix would concisely describe the method (multiplier or multiplier range to be 

applied to historic building direct damages), its limitations and a record of the method’s 

derivation. It is anticipated that the OPW could undertake this in-house with support from 

Heritage and Building Services. Otherwise, it is anticipated that a consultant with 

experience in the repair of historic structures would be best suited to undertake this 

study. 

3.2.19.3 Property 

capping values – 

valuation 

Option 2 – “Property capping should include the cost to retreat. This would include the 

lost value of the property, but also the associated legal fees, the cost to relocate the 

property occupants, the psychological value of the property and cost to return the site to 

a water compatible land use.  

It is anticipated that a relatively small study could provide standardised initial estimates 

with minimal time and expense. Legal fees could be based on average property 

purchase costs for recent transport schemes. Relocation costs could be based on 

average costs reported by an appropriate trade body (e.g. National Guild of Removers & 

Storers or Association of Professional Movers). The psychological value of property 

could be based on recent research on the mental health of losing a home to erosion 

(Environment Agency, June 2020). The cost to return land to a water compatible use 

could be based on data within the unit cost database.” 

The research output would be a short technical appendix for the CBA guidance. The 

appendix would concisely describe the method, its limitations and a record of the 

method’s derivation. It is anticipated that the OPW could undertake this in-house or with 

support from a specialist consultant. 

Source: Mott MacDonald 2021  

On completion of the guidance it is recommended that it is formally reviewed at least every six 

years as part of the flood risk management planning cycle.   
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A. Call for evidence survey results 

The call for evidence was hosted online. It contained the following introduction. 

“Request for information  

The Office for Public Works (OPW) are currently working with Mott MacDonald to propose 

recommendations and options for appraising government investment in flood relief schemes in 

Ireland. This project seeks to inform the OPW’s €1bn planned investment in approximately 150 

flood relief schemes over the National Development Programme 2018-2027. This request for 

information is to collate the views of key stakeholders on how the OPW's economic appraisal 

guidance should be updated. 

The personal data that you provide by completing this survey shall be used for improving 

understanding of attitudes to flood risk management appraisal methods (the “Purpose”).  Please 

be aware that we may share your personal data with Mott MacDonald Ltd and The Office of 

Public Works for the Purpose. 

Personal data provided to Mott MacDonald Ireland Limited (“Mott MacDonald”) in this survey is 

subject to the provisions of the General Data Protection Regulation ((EU) 2016/679) and any 

national implementing laws, regulations and secondary or successor legislation as amended or 

updated from time to time. Mott MacDonald will retain your personal data in accordance with our 

Privacy Policy which can be found on our website (https://www.mottmac.com/privacy-policy). 

By providing us with your personal data, you consent to the collection and use of any personal 

data you provide in accordance with our Privacy Policy and the Purpose.” 
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The responses are as detailed below: 

Q1. Do you feel that the existing appraisal process is identifying the right preferred 

options? 

Response Count 

Nearly always 4  

Often 2  

Rarely 1  

Never 0  

Don't know/ prefer not to say/ no response 3  

 

 

Q2. Have you experience using the current OPW flood relief appraisal process?  

 

Response Count 

Yes 9  

No 0  

No response 1  

 

 

Q3. What scale of change do you feel is required for the existing OPW flood relief 

appraisal process? (1 – no change, 10 – significant change)  

 

Note – Average score of 5.33. (1 no response)  

 

Q4. What do you like about the current OPW MCA and CBA guidance?  

● Easy to follow. 

● The positive thing is that it is relatively simple and provides a simple answer. 

● Very happy with Multi Criteria Analysis Process in General as it provides a solid 

methodology for assessing the Environmental Impacts of proposed works. 

● They were developed for the CFRAM programme, and would benefit from some adaptation 

for use on FRS Projects, within the existing appraisal process. Enhancements to the 

appraisal process would naturally require further updates to the guidance. 

● It does set out a structure for multiple success criteria beyond just cost-benefit and allow for 

some local weighting to reflect regional differences. Uncertainty was attempted to be 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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considered during the decision making even if was difficult to consider all uncertainty in 

quantifiable way. 

● The CBA is clearly objective and analytical.  The MCA provides a vehicle for reflecting non-

monetary benefits. 

● Both guidance documents allow comparative assessments nationally. 

● GN27 is rooted in MCM, which I would consider a positive as it is a scalable and robust 

methodology 

 

Q5. What do you dislike about the current OPW MCA and CBA guidance?  

● Very low capping value, low value for environmental assessments as variable maximum 

weighting. For many schemes funding can be sought from other streams than OPW. 

● I understand this is an economic appraisal review, not an options (MCA) appraisal review. 

That said, the MCA has many areas to improve on i.e. make more 'real', including taking 

account of the designers health and safety assessment per option (including incorporating 

the designers technical standards (e.g. bridge/culvert afflux and surcharge standards) and 

impacts on maintenance as lack off ( as a benefit if designed out or designed for reduced 

maintenance), take account for the true social impact per option i.e. how the local 

stakeholder accepts each option and the options potential for causing emotion stress, take 

into account updated environmental legislation re benefits approach.  

● Make unit rates applicable to the Irish context, based on Irish data. standardise and develop 

a quantifiable approach/costing (i.e. based on data) for intangibles and in particular 

residential intangibles and intangibles in general. Utilities must be site specific, again make 

Irish and based on data, not 20%. 

● It possibly doesn't give enough credence to other benefits of undertaking a scheme - e.g. the 

potential to areas protected from flooding, potential development, the lessening of the risk to 

life etc.  

● Some are out of date and too high level. 

● Not satisfied CBA Technical Methodology as not enough emphasis on Intangible and Indirect 

Damages. i.e. isolation, stress, rural housing etc. 

● The appraisal process needs to account for / better account for: - Intangible impacts / 

benefits, e.g., public realm, amenity development, protection of cultural assets, potential for 

biodiversity enhancements, community impacts, risk to life, etc. - Socio-economic variations, 

e.g., socio-economic deprivation, ability to recover post-flood - Climate change, e.g., 

increased future flood damages / benefits due to increased hazard and increased value / 

exposure (e.g., population growth, urban intensification, increase in wealth / property and 

contents values), to align with broader climate policies re. resilience and adaptation - 

Agricultural impacts / benefits, where relevant.  

● The current guidance can be viewed as a bit of top-down approach to flood risk. It would be 

good to find a practical way to include stakeholder engagement earlier on in option 

development as a more collaborative approach e.g. in the types and locations of flood risk 

alleviation measures or level of enthusiasm of landowners to support large schemes like 

flood storage. It would be good to encourage the greater use of the appraisal process to find 

best %AEP/Standard of Protection based on the MCA/CBA guidance for that site with an 

open approach to any design event , rather than focussed on trying to achieve 

1%AEP/0.5%AEP for fluvial/tidal events. This is in the guidance to a degree already, but it 

still strongly focussed on rarer events that might screen out quick-win measures or smaller 

communities. The scoring of social/environmental benefits was more judgement based than 
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flood damages. Will Natural Capital or Ecosystem services approaches be considered? The 

very broadscale/preliminary options can be inconsistently sized or developed between 

regions/river basins. It would be good to get guidance on the approach to developing options 

so each site can be assessed fairly. E.g flood storage /attenuation can be considered as a 

capped hydrograph to assess the volume required to be stored but it assumes online active 

storage features. The same volume storage may not be feasible when considering multiple 

smaller sites that fill up on the rising limb of the flood. The difference in assumptions to this 

option early on may or may not screen this option out so guidance on appropriate 

assumptions and approach to preliminary options would help. Some of the digital data 

formats could be updated for online/ digital delivery and engagement in option development 

and scoring, more so than when the original guidance was released. 

● 'Damages avoided' only capture some of the benefits, but benefits to businesses, creating 

investment, encouraging tourism and commercial migration etc are not accounted for. 

Equally, the MCA doesn't appear to steer us in the right direction, and can be manipulated 

numerically but not always meaningfully by means of the 'Local Weighting'.  

● The CBA guidance document does not provide example calculations to demonstrate how 

damage estimates are used to derive at the CBR. It is relatively complex, and applicants 

often misinterpret the CBA guidance or apply it incorrectly with significant implications on the 

viability of projects. Simplifying the guidance/ and adding example calculations/ spreadsheet 

would be of benefit to practitioners. The CBA does not allow for climate change to be 

considered. The CBA does not provide details on the cost estimate but refers to the Unit 

Cost Database, which is outdated and requires updating. The CBA does not distinguish 

between a Euro 0.5M and Euro 50M project. OPW holds numerous projects that are below 

Euro 1M and a simplified CBR guidance would be useful.  

● The MCA allows scoring of -999, which would effectively rule out an option based on a single 

criteria and based on a subjective assessment. 

● Approach to price conversion is reasonable, but I think that investigating alternatives is 

appropriate. The ‘ideal’ would be an identical dataset derived first-hand in Ireland, so 

alternative options that may enable something closer to that would be useful. Although, it is 

acknowledged MCM prices are updated annually, so keeping that link in has advantages. 

Perhaps some sensitivity testing on how alternative options may influence economics. 

● A number of variables detailed within MCM (and supplementary guidance) are reflective of 

UK statistics. For example, average vehicles per household, average adults per property 

type (supplementary guidance on Mental Health). Where this is the case, can CSO data be 

used to derive equivalent local variables. 

● Flood duration – data is now available for non-residential properties for different flood 

durations. Review assumption in GN27. 

● A number of variables in GN27 are simplified when robust and detailed assessment is 

relatively easy to do (especially if automating). For example vehicle damages, mental health 

evacuation, intangibles, coastal flooding (instead of fluvial). 

● A national dataset for threshold levels (surveyed or assumed) should be built for 

consistency. 

● Research into 2007 UK floods suggests that applying a blanket percentage to utilities may 

not be appropriate. This can usually be narrowed down to critical assets, so only apply if the 

corresponding asset is present in the study area. 

● Emergency services can be applied based on rural / urban or proximity to Fire Station or 

Garda Station. 
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● Project Horizon – 50 years. This may require review. Benefits will be realised to the end of 

the design life, which is variable. Project Horizon should be flexible in my view. As an 

example, UK it ends at the point where a capital intervention of 20% or more of the original 

capital cost is needed. 

● Clarification on how/when no warning, <8hr warning etc could / should be used and perhaps 

a likely uptake i.e. those who respond. For example, coastal flood events. 

 

Q6. Are there any specific areas which you feel should or must be improved to comply 

with the Department of Public Expenditure and Reform (DPER) Public Spending Code? 

● There should be further focus on structuring qualitative assessments of the benefits along 

the lines of a ‘Cost Effectiveness / VfM’ assessment, rather than purely Cost Benefit 

Analysis. 

● They must comply in principle.  

 

Q7. Are there any appraisal methods that are used in other counties or sectors that you 

would like the project to consider? 

● MCM, Natural Capital approaches, Ecosystem approaches. 

 

Q8. Do you have any thoughts on the impacts of climate change? Specifically, the impact 

of climate change on future flooding and treatment of uncertainty?  

● As structures are built to last 50-100 years, 50-100 years of estimated building damages due 

to these changes should be included in CBA. 

● Need clear policy before it can be applied in MCA and benefits assessments.  

● Every effort should be made to future proof our investment into the future. Capability has to 

be built in to adapt to future climate changes in so far as possible. A truthful analysis and 

assessment of known future risks associated through climate change on coastal flooding 

events needs to be completed and produced publicly to ensure that OPW /the state in 

general is not being pressured to complete coastal defences in areas where a ‘managed 

retreat’ is the only practical solution. 

● The process needs to provide for potential range of impacts, and not only as sensitivity tests, 

i.e., the CBA / BCR that is reported and used to justify investment should reflect some 

degree of climate change, in particular for MSL rise for which there is far greater certainty 

that this is occurring, albeit with uncertainty about the pace of change over coming decades. 

The question that needs to be considered is what future 'scenario' (rate and degree of 

change) should be adopted as the baseline for the BCR. 

● The CFRAM uncertainty tool had shortcomings that didn't always consider that the threshold 

of flooding differs across sites and along catchments. Alternatives focussed around the 

threshold of flooding at the particular site and variables relevant to that site such as flood 

volume/duration vs flood peak might help. You could also consider an adaptive pathway 

approach and flexibility built into the options to adjust to greater certainty as more monitoring 

data becomes available. Climate change was limited to worst-case based on the national 

guidance. Consideration of multiple climate futures could help develop an adaptive pathway 

approach to the appraisal process to help OPW understand when to act/what to prioritise. 
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● We need to improve how we assess the economic benefits of building in climate adaptability 

/ accommodation. Currently, this isn't really provided any monetised benefit in a ratio-driven 

CBA. 

● The CBA should allow flexibility to allow provision for providing for climate change impacts 

and should provide clear guidance on how to deal with uncertainty. Example calculations 

should be included. 

● To reduce modelling requirements, interpolating present day return periods for future model 

runs (and vice versa) should be documented as a valid approach. 

● Climate change. My personal preference would be to design schemes which sustain their 

SoP with climate change i.e. design to 1% AEP MRFS, not 1% Current. The associated 

benefits should then reflect climate change i.e. AAD increases over time. If 1% AEP MRFS is 

not achievable, then downscale to the highest SoP which is economically viable – 2% AEP 

MRFS, then 5% AEP MRFS, etc. This is a precautionary approach to adaptation, however if 

RCP2.6 is used (with an appropriate projection determined either nationally or by catchment) 

– this represents a likely best case scenario (not a theoretical worst case). 

 

Q9. Do you have any thoughts on the consideration of carbon emissions?  

● Projects should be as carbon neutral as possible, with trees replaced and local environment 

maintained, substituted or enhanced. 

● We need to balance the human hardship and misery attached to flooding against the carbon 

emissions produced in defending a location and which FRS are a necessity to ease this 

hardship we should consider the least destructive method of achieving the result even if 

there are less expensive less sustainable options available. Perhaps the MCA might be 

amended somewhat to emphasise this. 

● Recent briefs are requiring for these to be estimated, and D/PER provide carbon costs. 

● Whole-life carbon costs should be considered across the construction, operational design life 

and decommissioning of any flood alleviation scheme. 

● Consideration needs to be given to somehow offsetting the assessment of carbon emissions 

against the Benefits of the scheme - in an appropriate and objective/numerical manner. 

● Carbon emission should be factored into the whole life cost estimate. 

● Carbon – explore ideas to ‘tax’ a flood relief scheme i.e. introduce carbon ‘disbenefits’, 

quantify, and subtract from the scheme benefits. 

 

Q10. Do you have any thoughts on environmental impacts? E.g. should environmental 

benefits be monetised?  

● Environmental benefits should be monetised.  

● Yes, very definitely, 

● Environmental benefits are very subjective – therefore, they should not be monetised.  

● I would not agree with monetising environmental benefits/damages unless human impacts 

were more accurately represented. 

● Difficult to do with any certainty but should be provided for in as part of the CBA some form, 

if possible. 

● A Natural Capital or Ecosystem Services type approach may help quantify this in similar way 

to the traditional economic appraisal. 
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● The primary purpose of flood relief schemes is to protect highly vulnerable receptors, while 

other benefits such as environmental are accounted for under the MCA, it maybe difficult to 

monetise these under the CBA. 

 

Q11. Do you have any thoughts on wellbeing and social impacts?  

● There is a large psychological element which I feel is not included, this extends to relatives 

of those at flooding risk as well. 

● Take account for the true social impact per option i.e. how the local stakeholder accepts 

each option and the options potential for causing emotion stress.  

● They are the most important and should be considered.  

● They are not clearly defined or costed in current format.  

● These intangibles are not considered seriously enough as benefit. 

● Yes - Needs to be included 

● The social and mental health impacts of flooding are often underestimated. These should be 

considered, perhaps through the concept of social capital like economic and natural capital 

to help the assessment of wellbeing and welfare be transparent. 

● Wellbeing and social impacts, while monetised under the CBA as intangible damages are 

often underestimated and the guidance should allow for more refinement on how this is 

monetised. 

● Social deprivation – explore ideas for inclusion. 

 

Q12. Do you have any thoughts on other considerations relating to factors such as 

economic and urban growth, urban intensification, changes to property and content 

values, agricultural damage, environmental damage, cultural heritage, risk to life, mental 

health, community and societal impacts?  

● Risk to life should be quantified for each scheme, based on historical deaths in the country. 

Most of these seem to happen after a flood, Weil’s Disease, electrocution, suicide, etc. 

● All these considerations forms part of updating / making the MCA more real.  

● All of these should be considered.  

● Current appraisal needs to reflect Irish damage values rather than relying on English studies 

as the data should be available from local authorities/OPW in order to develop an Irish 

methodology. 

● Part of our problems in Ireland is rural depopulation and anything we can do to slow this 

process down will have long term benefits on all/most of the above. Hence, hence, IPP 

should be seriously considered again perhaps in a different format. 

● Future scenarios beyond just climate change should be considered carefully. The 

extrapolation of urbanisation was considered in CFRAMS but future modelling of economic 

growth, costs/values and urban development is highly uncertain. This may be better 

considered in sensitivity testing on the final decision. 

● Economic & urban growth as well as urban intensification and property values are highly 

variable and almost impossible to quantify with any amount of certainty and therefore should 

not form part of the CBA. It maybe worth looking at the remaining items to see if damages 

could be awarded with any amount of certainty. 
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● Risk to life – whilst loss of life is rare, the mental health damages associated with flooding 

are significant. Environment Agency guidance on appraisal methodology calls on Public 

Health England data. 

● Schools and disruption to social infrastructure. How can we ‘learn lessons’ from Covid-19. 

MCM gives quite a robust method for quantifying school disruption, but is the method now 

outdated when you consider Covid-19 impacts of long-term school closure. Is the ‘loss of 

education’ figure reasonable? Should this be re-calculated? Has the figure gone up (impacts 

more significant) or down (remote working / school offers some resilience). The assumption 

in MCM that alternative education facilities are found after 5 days appears inappropriate at a 

national scale, but perhaps is still appropriate in the context of a local flood. 

 

Q13. Do you have any thoughts on how natural retention measures can be considered on 

a level playing field with traditional engineering defences?  

● These are mainly upstream of major floods and seem to help with lower flood return periods 

than the design flood. They should be included in CBA on that basis. There may be other 

streams of funding for these other than OPW. There are also environmental and 

psychological benefits to these which are difficult to quantify. 

● Climate change policy has big impact on, and also policy defining set CC increases in flow 

(includes catchment location and sizes/area, e.g. % CC flow increases for the Shannon are 

highly likely going to be less that for flashier/smaller catchment) and sea level.  

● Lovely thought, but they just aren't the answer. 

● It is an informative assessment to carry out but, in reality, it will extremely rarely form a 

1%AEP scheme in its own right. Also, to note that ‘natural retention measures’ is a 

misleading title as a series of mini dams and control structures is not a ‘natural’ process. 

● I would leave that to the experts but generally we have a country shaped like a bowl, 

surrounded by mountains and a lack of space to make such measures really effective with 

the possible exception of the Shannon basin. Certainly, they should be considered in tandem 

with engineering solutions. There is also potential for large compensation claims when 

creating natural retention. 

● Benefits in reducing flood impacts / risk needs to be quantified, and then included in the CBA 

if possible. Multiple benefits (water quality, biodiversity, etc.) should also be accounted for if 

possible.  

● Consideration of Natural Capital and Eco systems services approaches. 

● I think, in situations where these can be of genuine merit (albeit not necessary alone), these 

should be afforded some degree of BIAS in scoring to given them a better chance of 

featuring as part of an integrated solution. 

● The difficulty is in their nature as not providing a set Standard of Protection, and as such it 

would be difficult to consider these on a level playing field. They provide multi-benefits 

however and costs are typically modest, which lends their inclusion into the overall schemes. 
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B. Summary of appraisal methods and criteria 

Table B.1: Summary of economic appraisal methods and criteria 

Criteria Public Spending 

Code, DPER 

OPW England Germany Baden-

Wurttemberg 

Scotland Wales USACE project 

appraisals and HEC-

FDA 

Transport Notes  

Primary guidance 

documents 

Public Spending Code 

(DPER, 2019a). 

Technical Methodology 

Note – Cost-Benefit 

Analysis (OPW, 2018a) 

Minor Flood Mitigation 

Works and Coastal 

Protection Scheme (OPW, 

2017) 

Flood and Erosion Risk 

Management Appraisal 

Guidance -FCERM-AG 

(Environment Agency, 

2010) 

Arbeitshilfe zur Bewertung 

von 

Hochwasserschutzmaßna

hmen in Baden-

Württemberg [Working 

Guide: Evaluation of flood 

protection measures in 

Baden- Württemberg] (UM 

BW, 2019) 

Options appraisal for flood 

risk management: 

Guidance to support 

SEPA and the responsible 

authorities (Scottish 

Government, 2016) 

Flood and Coastal 

Erosion Risk Management 

– Business Case 

Guidance (Welsh 

Government, 2019) 

HEC-FDA User’s Manual 

(USACE, 2016)  

Guidance for Conducting 

Civil Works Planning 

Studies ER 1105-2-100 

(USACE, 2000)  

Project Appraisal 

Guidelines for National 

Roads (Transport 

Infrastructure Ireland, 

2016) 

N/A 

Year published 2019 2018 2010 2019 2016 2019 2016 2016 N/A 

1. Scales of 

appraisal 

The scale and detail of 

evaluation should be 

proportionate to the scale 

of the proposal. 4 tiers are 

used to illustrate this: 

Simple assessment 

(<€0.5m), Elements of 

preliminary and detailed 

appraisal for projects 

(€0.5m-€5m), MCA 

required (€5m-€20m), 

CBA or CEA required 

(>€20m).  

Simple benefits 

assessment conducted 

using template 

spreadsheet for minor 

flood mitigation works 

(<€750k). CBA-TMN 

provides little guidance on 

scales of appraisal and 

does not distinguish 

between €1M and €50m 

project.  

MCH presents 4 tiers of 

appraisal. Funding linked 

to delivery of monetised 

economic benefit, drives 

teams to 

disproportionately assess 

all possible benefits to 

maximise funding 

eligibility.  

Acknowledges 6 levels of 

appraisal depending on 

complexity and stage of 

the project, although the 

guidance suggests that all 

project should conduct a 

CBA by using the 

HWSPAS-BW tool.  

Provides flexibility in 

justifying the level of effort 

required in appraisals. 

Notes that due to 

discounting only large 

costs/benefits will have an 

impact and significant 

time should not be spent 

estimating insignificant 

values.  

Two scales of appraisal 

with the RAD tool and 

Business Justification 

Case for rapid 

assessments of flood 

damages in early stages 

of Business cases and all 

stages of smaller projects.  

One level of assessment 

more suited to complex 

projects.  

Monetised impacts not 

expected for projects 

<€5m. TII Simple 

Appraisal Tool 

recommended for simple 

projects (€5m-€20m), 

where more 

comprehensive tools 

TUBA/COBALT not 

appropriate.  

Global Depth Damage 

Functions – 1 level, 

making the case that by 

using a supra-national 

dataset can be suitable at 

all scales. 

Other areas of 

government expenditure 

in Ireland are not 

subjected to as rigorous 

and quantified a CBA 

(Goodbody Economic 

Consultants, 2001).  

2. Appraisal 

period/time horizon 

Notes that majority of 

projects will have time 

horizons within 30 year 

period, but appears 

flexible and defined as the 

useful economic life of the 

asset. Provides discount 

rates up to 275 years.  

50-year fixed.  100-year default, but 

should consider other 

project factors. Funding is 

allocated based on DoB, 

which is defined as the 

next time investment 

greater than 20% of the 

current investment is 

required.  

80-year default, subject to 

60-year sensitivity test.  

100-year default, but 

should consider other 

project factors.  

100-year unless project 

considerations indicate 

otherwise.  

50-year default 30-year default plus 

consideration of residual 

value.  

Due to the impact of 

discounting, the majority 

of benefit is achieved 

within the first few years 

of the time horizon. 

Extending the time 

horizon to 100 years, for 

example, may therefore 

not yield significant 

additional benefits 

(Goodbody Economic 

Consultants, 2001) 

3. Climate change Impact of climate change 

is not directly referenced 

within guidance. There is 

a requirement to consider 

future changes and 

uncertainties. 

Core appraisals to 

exclude the effect of 

climate change on future 

damages. Sensitivity tests 

to explore impacts of 

climate change on the 

appraisal findings. 

Appraisals to incorporate 

increasing damages as a 

result of climate change 

(central probability).  

Other scenarios to be 

sensitivity tested  

Economic assessment is 

undertaken excluding the 

impact of climate change. 

The preferred option is 

then tested to understand 

the impact of climate 

change on the preferred 

option. 

The impact of future flood 

risk should be considered 

in appraisals. This 

includes climate change. 

Guidance provided on 

scenarios to consider 

Climate change can be 

ignored in simple 

assessments. More 

complex projects should 

consider the effect of 

climate change. 

The guidance does not 

explicitly advise on how 

climate change should be 

considered but does 

indicate that current and 

future benefits need to be 

considered, citing land 

use and population 

change. 

Does not consider climate 

change 

N/A 

4. Discount rate Declining hyperbolic 

discounting. 4% (0-

30years), 3.5% (31-

60years), 3% (61-

100years), 2.5% (101-

175years), 2% (176-

4% constant discount 

rate, subject to sensitivity 

testing of 5% and 3%.  

HM Treasury Greenbook 

sets declining discount 

rate over time. Lower 

discount rates for health 

impacts. 3.5%/1.5% 

health (0-30years), 

2% constant discount 

rate, subject to sensitivity 

testing of 1.5% and 3.5%.  

References HM Treasury 

Greenbook discount rate 

guidance (same as 

English).  

References HM Treasury 

Greenbook discount rate 

guidance (same as 

English). 

Revised rates published 

annually.  Current rate is 

2.5% 

TII Project Appraisal 

Guidelines reference 

superseded PSC discount 

rate of 5%. DTTAS 

Common Appraisal 

Framework has been 

N/A 
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Criteria Public Spending 

Code, DPER 

OPW England Germany Baden-

Wurttemberg 

Scotland Wales USACE project 

appraisals and HEC-

FDA 

Transport Notes  

275years), 1.5% 

(>275years).  

3%/1.286% health (31-

75years), 2.5%/1.07% 

health (76-125years).  

updated to reflect PSC 

hyperbolic discount rates.  

5. Appraisal 

scenarios 

/counterfactuals  

Do Nothing benchmark 

may be unrealistic and 

therefore Do Minimum is 

normally a better baseline 

for comparison. However, 

both Do Nothing and Do 

Minimum should be 

considered.  

The current situation or 

‘continue with existing 

practice’ used as the 

baseline for comparison.  

There is no legal right to 

any particular standard of 

protection from flooding 

and therefore the Do 

Nothing (defined as taking 

no action whatsoever) is 

considered the baseline 

for comparison.  

The ‘as-is’ scenario 

without the intervention 

being carried out is used 

as the baseline for 

comparison.  

Continuing with the 

minimum statutory 

requirements used as the 

baseline for comparison, 

rather than actual Do 

Nothing.  

Business As Usual 

scenario used as the 

baseline to determine 

value for money. 

Walkaway scenario used 

as an additional baseline 

in the economic 

assessment of FCERM 

projects.  

‘Without Project 

Condition’ baseline. 

Defined as the land use 

and related conditions 

likely to occur under 

existing improvements, 

laws and policies 

Aligns with PSC and 

recommends the Do 

Minimum be used as the 

baseline for comparison.  

N/A 

6. Residential 

property damages – 

direct 

Not applicable other than 

all benefits should be 

considered 

Requirement to use MCH 

2010. Stipulates ‘water 

type’, flood duration and 

warning. Coastal 

damages via a 10% uplift.  

MCH depth-damage 

curves. Project teams can 

choose from various 

‘water types’, flood 

durations and warning. 

Depth-damage curves are 

based on a standardised 

depth-percentage damage 

curve. 

Same as England Same as England Depth-damage curves are 

based on a standardised 

or user supplied depth-

percentage damage 

curve. 

Not applicable General consensus that 

the MCH provides a 

recognised and reliable 

approach to damage 

estimation. Alternative 

approaches advocate 

classifying building stock 

and damage potential 

according to the structural 

characteristics/ fabric of 

buildings (Schwarz & 

Maiwald, 2008). 

6. Residential 

property damages – 

indirect and 

intangible  

Not applicable other than 

all benefits should be 

considered 

By doubling direct 

damages (accounts for 

intangible and in-direct 

damages). 

Temporary housing 

(sometimes referred to as 

evacuation) is calculated 

using MCH method of 

estimating duration and 

probability of evacuation 

based on flood depth. 

MCH includes guidance 

on assessing the 

‘intangible’ (stress, health 

and memorabilia) impacts 

of flooding on individuals. 

2020 guidance on 

estimating the mental 

health impacts of flooding. 

By doubling direct 

damages (accounts for 

intangible and in-direct 

damages). 

Physical health 

(residential ‘intangible’) 

same as England 

Assume that guidance will 

be updated to align on 

mental health.  

Physical health 

(residential ‘intangible’) 

same as England 

Guidance update in press 

to align on mental health.  

In-direct damages are not 

calculated by the HEC-

FDA tool 

Not applicable HAZUS assumes that 

indirect damages due to 

relocation (i.e. cost of 

moving and renting 

temporary 

accommodation) are only 

incurred once the building 

reaches a damage 

threshold of 10% (FEMA, 

2020).  

6. Receptor data Not applicable other than 

all benefits should be 

considered 

An Post and Ordnance 

Survey Ireland (OSI) 

maintain the GeoDirectory 

National Receptor 

Database (2014) 

ALKIS is a national GIS 

dataset of property and 

land that is used as a 

receptor dataset 

Baseline Receptor 

Dataset (2018) 

National Receptor 

Database (2014) 

Structure Inventory (HEC-

SID) – a database of 

commercial and 

residential properties 

covering the entire USA 

and includes replacement 

costs 

Not applicable N/A 

7. Non-residential 

property damages - 

direct 

Not applicable other than 

all benefits should be 

considered 

Using a similar process as 

direct residential 

damages. Onset of flood 

damage to be 0m  

Using a similar process as 

direct residential damages 

Using a similar process as 

direct residential damages 

Same as England Same as England Using a similar process as 

direct residential damages 

Not applicable General consensus that 

there is greater 

uncertainty in non-

residential damage 

estimates compared to 

residential, due to the 

high variability or large 

damage potential.  

7. Non-residential 

property damages – 

in-direct 

Transfer payments should 

be excluded from 

economic appraisals 

Excluded (although see 

note below on intangibles 

which is the same method 

The additional costs that 

businesses incur trying to 

limit other losses is 

By doubling direct 

damages (accounts for 

Same as England Same as England Excluded Not applicable General consensus that 

business losses should 

not be considered, as 
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Criteria Public Spending 

Code, DPER 

OPW England Germany Baden-

Wurttemberg 

Scotland Wales USACE project 

appraisals and HEC-

FDA 

Transport Notes  

as used for residential 

‘intangible and indirect’. 

accounted for using a 3% 

uplift of direct damages. 

Loss of profits and 

transferrable losses are 

explicitly excluded 

intangible and in-direct 

damages). 

Also, the reduction in 

GDP can be accounted 

for via floor area weighting 

with the duration of 

disruption based on 

depth. 

these are typically 

transferred to other 

businesses or recovered 

at a later time.  

7. Non-residential 

property damages – 

intangible 

Not applicable other than 

all benefits should be 

considered 

On a case by case basis, 

may be evaluated for 

small businesses using 

same method as 

residential properties. By 

doubling direct damages 

(accounts for intangible 

and in-direct damages). 

Not assessed By doubling direct 

damages (accounts for 

intangible and in-direct 

damages). 

Same as England Same as England Excluded Not applicable N/A 

8. Vehicle damages Not applicable other than 

all benefits should be 

considered 

Excluded All guidance within MCH. 

Vehicles assumed to be 

written off if depth 

exceeds 350mm. 

Estimated by allocating 

additional damages to 

residential properties 

Adopts English 

methodology 

Adopts English 

methodology 

The tool does not 

calculate but recommends 

that manual assessments 

outside the software can 

be undertaken. Five 

percentage damage 

relationships are provided 

Not applicable N/A 

9. Risk to life Not applicable other than 

all benefits should be 

considered 

Excluded from CBA. 

Considered by MCA 

The guidance provides an 

extensive methodology to 

estimate and monetise the 

number of fatalities based 

on flood hazard and other 

factors. 

Human health impacts are 

considered via a 

‘Socioeconomic 

uplift/surcharge’ on the 

project BCR. 

Adopts English 

methodology 

Adopts English 

methodology 

Excluded from CBA. Must 

be considered outside 

CBA. 

COBALT (Cost and 

Benefit to Accidents Light 

Touch assessment) tool 

used to automate the 

appraisal and 

monetisation of safety 

impacts 

Floods Working Group 

workshops discussions 

highlighted no real 

consensus on the 

treatment of risk to life. 

Some member states 

object to monetising 

human lives and instead 

consider risk to life within 

an MCA. While for some 

member states, the 

number of potential 

fatalities has a high 

influence in the outcome 

of economic assessments 

(Floods Working Group 

(CIS), 2012).  

10. Emergency 

services/response  

Not applicable other than 

all benefits should be 

considered 

Global uplift (8.1%) of 

property damages based 

on English data.  Note 

that the English data is for 

‘emergency response’ 

which is wider than 

’emergency services’. 

Not capped 

Based on the uplift (10.7% 

or 5.6%) of direct property 

damages observed in 

different floods in England 

(MCH guidance). 

Capped when direct 

damages exceed capping 

value. 

Not considered Adopts English 

methodology 

Adopts English 

methodology 

Emergency costs should 

be determined by specific 

survey or research and 

should not be estimated 

by applying arbitrary 

percentages 

Emergency service costs 

are assessed as part of 

the COBALT assessment 

N/A 

11. Social and 

distributional 

Appraisals should achieve 

a fair distribution of wealth 

across society 

Excluded from CBA. 

Considered by MCA 

Weighting factor used to 

increase or decrease 

reported benefits based 

on socioeconomic group 

Not considered Adopts English 

methodology. 

Adopts English 

methodology.  The 

Wellbeing of Future 

Generations Act as gives 

additional drivers to go 

beyond the monetised 

CBA. 

Not part of the CBA but 

can be considered 

qualitatively 

Impacts on vulnerable 

groups and deprived 

geographic areas are 

considered by analysing 

the distribution of the cost-

benefit analysis by income 

group and other 

characteristics 

The DPER Social Impact 

Assessment is an 

analytical framework that 

is designed to examine 

the demographic profile of 

public services users, and 

how they are impacted by 

budgetary policy 

decisions. 
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Criteria Public Spending 

Code, DPER 

OPW England Germany Baden-

Wurttemberg 

Scotland Wales USACE project 

appraisals and HEC-

FDA 

Transport Notes  

12. Utilities 

infrastructure 

Not applicable other than 

all benefits should be 

considered 

To be calculated via 

simple uplift of direct 

damages (based on 

English data) 

All guidance within MCH. 

Range of scalable 

methods for the 

approximation of utility 

damages.  Guidance 

provided on when 

assessment warranted. 

Benefits from economic 

growth are specifically 

excluded 

Impacts to utilities 

infrastructure are 

considered as one of the 

five factors within the 

‘Socioeconomic 

uplift/surcharge’ on the 

project BCR. If deemed 

significant, the BCR can 

be increased by up to a 

maximum of +0.1. 

Impacts are considered 

on central infrastructure 

that cannot be easily 

replaced. 

Adopts English 

methodology 

Adopts English 

methodology 

Not included within the 

tool. An assessment 

should be undertaken 

outside the tool based on 

inventory surveys, and 

depth-damage data 

Not applicable When considering 

damage to utilities 

infrastructure, HAZUS 

recommends only 

considering assets that 

are either particularly 

expensive to replace or 

that cause an extended 

period of closure if 

flooded (FEMA, 2020).  

13. Transport  Not applicable other than 

all benefits should be 

considered 

High-level guidance 

indicating that traffic 

disruption may be 

considered on a case by 

case basis 

All guidance within MCH. 

Range of scalable 

methods for the 

approximation of road and 

rail direct flood damage 

and disruption. 

Transport damages are 

indirectly assessed via the 

utilities infrastructure 

uplift. If deemed 

significant, the project 

BCR can be increased by 

up to a maximum of +0.1 

Adopts English 

methodology 

Adopts English 

methodology 

Not included within the 

tool. An assessment 

should be undertaken 

outside the tool based on 

inventory surveys, and 

depth-damage data 

TUBA tool automatically 

monetises the impact of 

time savings as a result of 

the proposed road 

scheme 

General consensus that 

impacts should only be 

considered for high risk 

infrastructure, where 

assets are particularly 

expensive to replace or 

that cause an extended 

period of closure if 

flooded. 

14. Agriculture  Not applicable other than 

all benefits should be 

considered 

Excluded from CBA. 

Considered by MCA 

The MCH provides 

extensive guidance on the 

assessment of agricultural 

damages including 

guidance on when it is 

appropriate to assess 

agricultural damages, 

Agricultural and forestry 

buildings have a defined 

depth-percent damaged 

relationship. Other 

damage to agriculture (i.e. 

crops) are not considered. 

Adopts English 

methodology 

Adopts English 

methodology 

HEC-FDA does not 

estimate agriculture 

impacts. Benefits can be 

estimated if the option 

leads to increases in the 

agricultural output of the 

nation or cost savings in 

maintaining a given level 

of output 

Not applicable Based on the vulnerability 

criteria determined from 

surveys, Citeau presents 

‘crop information sheets’ 

that provide estimates for 

percentage damaged for 

various crops (Citeau, 

2003).  

15. Cultural heritage Not applicable other than 

all benefits should be 

considered 

Excluded from CBA.  

Considered by MCA 

MCH does not explicitly 

consider cultural heritage 

impacts. Social value of 

heritage could be 

considered via MCH 

approach to tourism 

impact assessment.  

Impacts to culture are 

considered as one of the 

five factors within the 

‘Socioeconomic 

uplift/surcharge’ on the 

project BCR. If deemed 

significant, the BCR can 

be increased by up to a 

maximum of +0.1. 

Flexibility provided for 

how the impacts can be 

considered. Advocates 

that heritage can be 

considered qualitatively.  

Considered as part of an 

outcome-focussed 

environmental 

assessment that is 

typically qualitative.  

HEC-FDA does not 

consider cultural 

heritage impacts. Social 

value of heritage could 

be considered via the 

tool’s approach to 

recreation impact 

assessment. 

Impacts on cultural 

heritage are considered 

qualitatively via an MCA. 

As a rule of thumb, 

historic structures could 

cost in the region of 30-

50% more to renovate 

due to the materials and 

skilled labour required 

(Property Conservation 

Company, 2018).  

16. Economic and 

population growth  

Transfer values should be 

excluded 

Excluded Excluded Not considered The benefits of protecting 

future development can 

be considered, but only 

where full planning 

approval has been 

secured. 

Excluded Recommends that 

economic and population 

growth are only 

considered if the option 

yields a BCR greater than 

1 during existing 

conditions. 

Economic impacts are not 

considered as standard 

although supporting 

guidance is provided. 

Appraisals assume that 

population and traffic 

volumes will increase with 

time.  

During Floods Working 

Group workshops 

discussions, forecasting 

land use changes in 

appraisals was 

discouraged due to the 

potential for scheme 

justification being reliant 

on undesirable flood plain 

development (Floods 

Working Group (CIS), 

2012). 

17. Public realm, 

amenity, tourism and 

environmental  

Not applicable other than 

all benefits should be 

considered 

Excluded from CBA.  

Considered by MCA 

Public realm, amenity and 

environment benefits are 

permitted provided they 

are a direct consequence 

Impacts on the 

environment are 

considered as one of the 

five factors within the 

Recommends that these 

types of factors should be 

considered qualitatively 

via the Appraisal 

Recommends that these 

types of factors are 

considered qualitatively 

Supporting guidance 

requires USACE projects 

to consider non-

monetised effects on 

Impacts on public realm, 

amenity, tourism and the 

environment are 

Other sources present 

various options for 

whether these impacts 

should be monetised.  
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Criteria Public Spending 

Code, DPER 

OPW England Germany Baden-

Wurttemberg 

Scotland Wales USACE project 

appraisals and HEC-

FDA 

Transport Notes  

of the flood risk 

management measure. 

MCH provides a range of 

methods to support the 

monetisation of recreation 

and tourism damages.  

‘Socioeconomic 

uplift/surcharge’ on the 

project BCR, First, 

changes to companies 

that are subject to the 

European Industrial 

Emissions Directive and 

may pose a risk to the 

environment. Second, 

impacts to Natura 2000 

sites. Third, impacts to EU 

bathing wates. Fourth, 

impacts on water 

protection areas. If 

deemed significant, the 

BCR can be increased by 

up to a maximum of +0.1. 

The BCR can also be 

increased if an option 

helps achieve a WFD 

objectives. 

Summary Table. In press 

updates to the Scottish 

guidance advocate the 

monetisation of these 

factors using tools such 

as CIRIA B£ST. 

via an Appraisal Summary 

Table 

ecological, cultural and 

aesthetic resources as 

part of the ‘Environmental 

Quality Account’ 

considered qualitatively 

via an MCA. 

18. Greenhouse gas 

emissions 

Economic appraisals are 

required to estimate the 

emissions from the 

‘basket of seven’ 

greenhouse  

gas emissions a project or 

proposal may give rise to. 

Not included in CBA or 

MCA 

Projects are required to 

quantify whole life carbon 

emissions and 

demonstrate a 45% 

carbon saving relative to 

the leading option 

baseline at the start of the 

appraisal. 

Not explicitly considered Greenhouse gas 

emissions considered 

typically qualitatively via 

an Appraisal Summary 

Table 

Projects are compelled to 

put future generations at 

the forefront of the 

decision-making process 

The USACE project 

appraisal guidance does 

not require greenhouse 

gas emissions to be 

considered explicitly 

TUBA automatically 

quantifies greenhouse 

gases in kg and monetary 

value. Construction 

emissions are not typically 

included in the appraisal 

process. 

Flood schemes minimise 

the carbon cost 

associated with repair and 

recovery following floods 

(carbon benefits) and this 

could be considered 

alongside flood scheme 

construction carbon costs 

in a carbon CBA (Cload, 

2021).  

19. Capping Not applicable For residential properties 

direct and intangibles 

should be capped. 

Double residential 

property market value to 

account for intangible 

effects. 

Non-residential should be 

capped to market value, 

10x rateable value. 

No guidance on property 

write-off 

Damages are to capped 

to the risk free property 

value.  MCH provides 

range of rateable value 

uplifts for non -residential 

properties. 

Only direct damages are 

capped.  All other property 

associated damages 

(intangible, in-direct, 

health, cars etc) are not 

within the cap but stop 

once the direct damage 

exceeds the capping 

value. 

Damages are not capped Limited guidance. 

Property damages to be 

capped to risk free market 

value. Flags that capping 

may not be appropriate for 

relocation projects. 

Limited guidance. 

Property damages to be 

capped to risk free market 

value. 

Damages are not capped 

in appraisals although 

Federal Buyout Program 

provides a means of 

capping damages in the 

‘real world’ 

Benefits are not capped Capping is not 

undertaken outside the 

UK and Ireland. 

20. Risk and 

uncertainty 

Appraisals must include 

detailed sensitivity 

analysis. Techniques like 

Mean Expected Value or 

Monte Carlo Analysis 

should be used to 

evaluate and manage 

project risk. 

Appraisals should include 

a comprehensive 

approach to addressing 

optimism bias. 

The effect of using higher 

and lower discount rates 

should be assessed via 

sensitivity testing. 

The effect of alternate 

climate change scenarios 

should be considered via 

testing. 

No explicit requirement 

within the CBA-TMN for 

optimism bias or risk to be 

considered for costs. 

Sensitivity testing and 

switching analysis are 

required. Project teams 

are free to determine what 

sensitivity tests they deem 

most appropriate although 

upper end climate change 

tests are obligatory. 

Switching analysis is 

undertaken to stress test 

the preferred option 

selection be determining 

A set of defined sensitivity 

tests should be 

undertaken 

Sensitivity testing is 

should be undertaken as 

part of the appraisal 

process.  Project teams 

are free to determine what 

sensitivity tests they deem 

appropriate. 

Optimism bias to be 

applied to cost (no rate 

specified) 

Sensitivity testing is 

should be undertaken as 

part of the appraisal 

process.  Project teams 

are free to determine what 

sensitivity tests they deem 

appropriate. 

Optimism bias to applied 

to costs (66% decreasing 

to 6%) 

HEC-FDA uses 

probabilistic approaches, 

the output is a statistical 

range of benefits 

A set of defined sensitivity 

tests should be 

undertaken 

General consensus that 

uncertainty and sensitivity 

analysis is required in 

informing robust decision-

making. 
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Criteria Public Spending 

Code, DPER 

OPW England Germany Baden-

Wurttemberg 

Scotland Wales USACE project 

appraisals and HEC-

FDA 

Transport Notes  

(Unit Cost Database not 

reviewed) 

the scale of change in 

benefit and cost required 

to alter the preferred 

option selection. 

Optimism bias, 60%, 

decreasing throughout 

project delivery 

Monte Carlo Analysis 

expected for later stages 

of appraisals to monetise 

risk. 

21. Key decision-

making criteria 

There should be a 

summary of the main 

performance criteria for all 

realistic options including 

the NPV values, IRR 

values (where 

appropriate) and BCR 

ratios. 

The IRR should exceed 

the official discount rate, 

the NPV should exceed 0 

and the BCR should 

exceed at least 1:1 

Primary decision metric is 

the non-monetised MCA 

BCR. All projects should 

achieve an Economic 

BCR greater than 1. 

The IBCR is the primary 

decision-making metric. 

All options must achieve a 

BCR greater than 1 

All projects should 

achieve a BCR greater 

than 1. The BCR is 

adjusted to account for 

non-monetised factors 

Benefit-cost ratio is the 

primary economic 

decision-making metric, 

although the Incremental 

Benefit Cost Ratio is to 

used where there is a 

choice between options 

that provide different 

standards of protection. 

However appraisal 

decisions are not solely 

based on monetised 

values and must give 

equal consideration to 

risk, other benefits and 

the delivery of objectives. 

Appraisals are required to 

demonstrate that the NPV 

has been maximised. 

However appraisals are 

not solely based on 

monetised values and 

must give consideration to 

the delivery of objectives 

and compliance with the 

Well-being of Future 

Generations Act. 

Decision based on 

consideration of 4 

accounts. ‘National 

Economic Development’ 

(BCR), ‘Environmental 

Quality’, optional 

‘Regional Economic 

Development’ and 

optional ‘Social Effects’ 

Monetised impacts on 

greenhouse gas 

emissions, collision 

reductions, and transport 

efficiency are considered 

in an overall scheme BCR 

and NPV and IRR 

(Internal Rate of Return). 

This informs the selection 

of the preferred option 

alongside the MCA. The 

sum of each of the 

individual scores in the 

MCA are not used in 

selecting the preferred 

option, rather they are 

used to guide the impact 

of options 

The six capitals and 

Sustainable Development 

Goals represent 

frameworks for 

communicating impacts 

and informing objectives 

for decision-making.  

Source: Mott MacDonald 2021   
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